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Abstract

Packet classification (PC) is the problem of matching incoming packets to a router against a

database of rules or filters. The rules speciff a directive for incoming packets and provide a

means of implementing new services such as Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. This thesis

presents state-of-the-art developments and emerging approaches to packet classification along

with a set of requirements to meet the demands of existing and future large bandwidth

connections. Although many schemes have been proposed to solve the multldimensional pC

problem, none of them scale well beyond two dimensions in terms of speed and,/or rule size.

Based on this evaluation, a novel algorithm is proposed.

The new and ìnnovative algorithm builds upon two geometric hardware-based approaches,

namely the Lucent Bit-I/ector (BY) and, Aggegated Bit-I/ector (ABV) algorithms t1l, t2l. Two

new ideas are presented, creating what shall be called lhe Compressed Bit-Vector (CBY)

algorithm. This CBV scheme employs a divide-and-conquer technique breaking the general

multi-dimensional problem into more manageable two-dimensional problems each producing

compressed bit-vector solutions. This provides a framework that will allow for the incorporation

of various two-dimensional search algorithms into one system that can perform multi-

dimensional classification. Similar to the ABV and Lucent BV schemes, the CBV algorithm is

amenable to a hardware and software implementation.

As a proof-of-concept, a portion ofthe algorithm is implemented and functionally verified on

a rapid prototyping platþrm (RPP) by adherin gto a System-on-Chþ (SoC) design flow. Through

this process, it is further demonstrated how platform-based design provides many benefits

without a cornmitment to silicon. It allows for embedded software development early in the

design cycle, the ¡esolution of hardware and software integration problems, the ability to validate

third party IP blocks in a system environment, and the capability to experim€nt with the

inplementation. It is also useful for acquiring realistic performance statistics to determi¡e if
application-speci,fic integrated circuit (ASIC) performance targets are achievable. Using the

platform, an extensive performance analysis ofthe CBV algorithm is achieved on synthetic rule-

sets modeled after real firewall database statistics. Out of this study, it is shown that the

algorithm's memory usage is scalable to large rule-sets. Recommendations are also made on how

an ASIC implementation could sustana Gigabit Ethernet (GE) li¡e-rate on average size packets.

-lI-
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Conventions

The following conventions are used in this document:

o Bits within parameters and registers, and signals are always listed from most signifìcant
bit (MSB) to the least significant bit (LSB).

¡ When a bit is described as "set," its value is set to l. When a bit is described as ',cleared,,
its value is set to 0.

. The word "assert" means that an active-high signal is pulled high or that an active-low
signal is pulled lotv to ground.

¡ The word "de-assert" means an active-high signal is pulled low to ground or an active-
low signal is pulled high.

. Bits within a parameter or register bits are indicated AA [n:0] when more than one bit is
involved in a description.

. Hex values are indicated with "0x" preceding the hex value, as follows: 0x0000FFFF is
the value written to a four-bfe parameter.

o Binary values are denoted with a "'b" preceding the binary value. For example: 'b1010 is
the value written to a four-bit parameter.

-xlx-



Chapter 1: Introduction

From their humble beginnings, computer networks have evolved into an indispensable

instrument in managing day-to-day operations in govemment, industry and academic institutions.

Organizations are quickly realizing the benefits of implementing distributed, client-server

architectures where servers and workstations communicate tkough networks. This architecture

facilitates communications and helps provide access to info¡mation quickly while reducing costs.

While enabling drastic improvements of organizational integtation and management, enterprises

are also corurecti¡g their networks to the Intemet. This is necessary to remain competitive and

maintain a visible and seamless business presence with customers, partners and suppliers.

However, this assimilation of operations does not come without sacrifice. Al enterprise's

dependence on networks is elevated along with the potential risks and cost of intrusions, failures

and compromises. In the business sectol attacks on networks may lead to a loss of reputation,

revenues, time and sensitive information, whereas in the medical or National Defense sectors an

attack may even lead to loss oflives. Fofunately, it ispossibleto mitigate these risks by ensuring

the security of our networks. This is one ¡eason the area of packet frltering or classification is a

focus ofactive investigation and research.

ln addition, the Internet is continually evolving and the traditionally best-effort service is not

adequate to meet the growing demands for both bandwidth and new services. The ever-

increasing number of users and the growth of multimedia content have led to an exponential

increase in the demand for bandwidth and improved Suality of Senice (QoS). To meet this

demand and support emerging bandwidths, routers capable of handling traffrc volumes on the

oñ,er of millions of packets per second Qvlpps) are needed. It is also clear that to support new

differentiated services, routing and packet classiffing technology must continue to advance from

the basic destination field forwarding to incorporate a whole new range of capabilities. In tum,

without new high-speed security tools such as packet filters, the Intemet will become even more

vulnerable and our networks more susceptible to attack.

Unfortunately, it is not easy for security products to keep pace with increasing bandwidth

requirements and new services. Clearly, when offered a choice between a product that is secure

and one that is not, most people would prefer a secure product provided the cost and performance

are comparable. However, this is rarely the case. Security requires a significant investment in

-l



Ch. 1: I¡troduction

resources and is typically the bottleneck in system performance. Furthermore, technology

evolves so rapidly, Information Technologt Communication (ITC) and network vendors often

sacrifice security features to meet time-to-market. Therefore, for the Intemet to successfully

evolve towards a full service, reliable and secure network, it is imperative that a fast and scalable

solution to the multidimensional packet classifcation (PC) problem be achieved.

1.1 Classifïcation Problem Statement

The basic PC problem has been well articulated in literature [7], [4]. In abstract terms:

. A network element maintains a database of n rules ¡ = {a,....,a,}fo, processing

incoming packets across fr fields or dimensions.

. Each rule 4 consists ofa filter { and an associated action. Filters are constraints on the

values in the fields ofthe packet header

o Each filter { has É elements 1",,r,",,r,,.,,",,0J conesponding to the helds in packet

headers, which it should match. Each header freld, represented by a string of bits, is
assigned a match type: exact match, wildcard match, prefix match, or range match.

. If more than one filter matches an incoming packet, the tie is broken by using priorities
assigned to each frlter.

In shof, for every incoming packet, the classification algorithm performs a search operation

using the header fields to find the best matching filter and then executes the associated action.

1.2 Thesis Statement and Objectives

To address the aforementioned needs, this thesis examines state-ofthe-art packet

classification schemes en route to developing a novel algorithm. To date, numerous approaches

to the PC problem have been introduced and evaluated in literature. Generally, the techniques fall

under computational geometry basic search data structures, heuristics and hardware-

based,/accelerated approaches. As rule-sets and link speeds at the network edge continue to

climb, hardware-assisted approaches are emerging as the front-runner, achieving wire-speed

performance in network equipment.

The algorithm presented builds upon two such approaches, namely the Ltcent Bit-Vector

(BV) and Aggregated Bit-Vector (ABV) algorithms tll, [2]. Two new ideas are presented
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creating what will be called the Compressed Bit-Vector (CBY) algorithm. Since it is well known

that many effrcient solutions exist for two-dintensional (2-D) packet classifìcation, the CBV

scheme breaks the general multi-dimensional problem into more manageable 2-D problems each

producing compressed bit-vector solutions. This provides a possible f¡amework that will allow

for the incorporation of various two-dimensional search algorithms into one system for

performing multi-dimensional classification. By strictly storing and operating on hierarchically

compressed bit-vectors, it is shown that the algorithm's memory usage is scalable to large rule-

sets. As with the ABV and Lucent BV schemes, the CBV algorithm is equally amenable to a

hardware and software implementation. This is critical because it is a design objective to

determine an optimal balance between hardware optimization and programmable flexibility.

The CBV algorithm is intended for an application-specirtc integrated circuit (ASIC), bvt by

implementing and functionally verifuing a podion of the algorithm on a System-on-Chþ (SoC)

rapid prototyping platform (RPP) a proof-of-concept implementation has been achieved.

Platform-based design is a major facilitator in the development of complex integr.ated circuits

(ICs) providing many benefits without a commitment to silicon. It allows for embedded soft.ware

development early in the design cycle, the resolution of hardware and software integration

problems, the ability to validate third party IP blocks in a system environment and the capability

to experiment with the implementation. It is also useful for acquiring realistic performance

statistics to determine if ASIC system performance targets are achievable. To grasp the exact

issues considered by this thesis, Section 1.3 briefly explores the role of the CBV algorithm in a

typical fi rewall application.

1.3 Protecting the Network

While the classification techniques presented in this thesis are applicable to many

applications that require packet classification, some more detailed background is provided on

network level firewalls. This is because security is not only a hot topic since the events of
September 11, but it provides a concrete application of classification. Firewalls generally require

multi-dimensional classifrcation on fields such as the protocol, source and destination Internet

Protocol (IP) addresses, and ports, using a combination of exact, prefix, range and wildcard

matching techniques.
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Firewalls are a tool that offset the associated risks and advantages of using the Intemet at the

network level. As our networks continue to grow, it becornes diffrcult to secure computers on a

host basis. As such, more and more organizations look to secu¡e theh entire network. This is an

obvious transition, where the focus is on securing and controlling network access to a group of
host computers and the services provided rather than on an individual basis. The advantage of
this approach is that one firewall can help protect numerous machines against attack from

networks outside the firewall regardless of the individual host security. Figure l-1 provides a

simple example of an Intemet firewall installed at the network edge or point where an internal

net\ryork connects to the Internet.

Host Host Host Host

lnternal
Network

Figure 1-1: Firervall Separating an Internal Netrvork fron the Internet

Although the network topology in Figure l-1 is extremely simple, it illustrates the role of a

firewall in the network security sense. In this case, the entire enterprise is protected by the

firewall. It places limitations on the amount and þpe of communication that can occur between

the protected network and the external network. As in the diagram, firewalls generally have two

or more interfaces wheÍe traffic comes in on one interface and comes out on another. However, it
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is important to note that a firewall is rarely a single object. Typically, it will be made up of
various combinations of screening routers, proxy servers or gateways and, network address

translation (NÄI) systems. The screening router is the main component, routing betwe€n

internal and external hosts. When packets traverse it, it has the opportunity to classiflr and filter

packets into network flows based on a database ofrules. Associated with each flow or rule is an

action (e.g. allow or deny) reflecting a facility's own security policies. Decisions are often based

on Layer 3 and Layer 4 headers and sometimes even application data. This is in contrast to

conventional routers, which use only the destination IP address.

Most modem firewalls are also statefi¡I. This means that once the first packet in a network

flow is allowed to cross the firewall, subsequent packets belonging to the same flow including

retum traffrc are also allowed tkough. Typically, statefulness is implemented in two separate

search engines. A slow algorithm will implement "first match" semantics, checking the incoming

packet âgainst all rules in the database while a fast state lookup checks whether a packet belongs

to an existing open flow. This two-part design is particularly efücient for long Transrnission

Control hotocol (TCP) connections where the fast state lookup handles the majority of packets

tl sl.

The CBV algorithm presented in this thesis is intended to replace the slow algorithm.

However, experimental trials show that this algorithm does not need to be inherently slow.

Implemented on an ARM-based SoC platform, inbound and outbound throughputs of
approximately 560,00 and 24,000 packets per second (pps) are achieved across four fields and

32K rules (16K in each direction). Based on this platform analysis, it is also demonstrated how

an ASIC implementation of the algorithm could sustain a Gigabit Ethernet (GE) line-rate on 8K

rule-sets across multiple fields. Thus the cBV algorithm can indeed be an efiìcient hardware-

amenable algorithm for firewall packet filtering and classification.

1.4 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into eleven chapters involving SoC design, packet classification and

an analysis ofa novel packet classifrcation algorithm. Chapter 2 outlines a SoC platform-based

Jìeld-prog'ammable gate array (FPGA) design flow for an ARM-based rapid prototyping

platform. The remaining chapters elaborate on the various design steps from system

specifications to system architecture mapping through design signoff. Chapter 3 introduces
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background on packet classification. The crite¡ia and match types that a packet classifier uses for

typical network applications are illuminated. This is followed by a list of design considerations

and performance metrics fo¡ evaluating PC algorithms. In Chapter 4, general approaches to the

PC problem are elaborated along with examples from recent literature. This is followed by a

comparative evaluation of current solutions to the problem. Chapter 5 builds on these findings,

providing the details behind a new scheme. Justifrcation for the design ofthe CBV algorithm is

provided along with an example ofthe pre-processing and search operations. Chapter 6 continues

with the system architecture and hardware/software partitioning of algorithm. Chapters 7 and 8

detail the hardware specific flow from design through implementation and simulation. Next, the

hardware/software integration and the quality of the design are evaluated in chapters 9 and 10,

respectively. Finally, Chapter 1l wraps up with some conclusions and recommendations for

future wo¡k.
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System-on-Chip represents a complex IC that integrates the major fl¡nctional elements of a

complete end product into a single chip. In general, it will include processor(s), memory blocks,

a universal asynchronous receiver and transmî er (UART), timer(s), external interfaces such as

Ethemet, and general purpose I/Os (GPIOs) with an underlying bus architecture like ARM's

ANIBA(Advanced Microconîoller Bus Architecture) to tie it all together. In addition, a SoC also

incorporates all of the necessary software for controlling the processors, external interfaces and

peripherals.

Due to the multifaceted nature of SoC design, companies are beginning to include SoC

platforms into their design methodology. In this case, the hardware is mapped onto an FpGA-

based emulation platform that mimics the behavior of the SoC, and the software modules are

loaded into the platform memory resources. Once programmed, the emulation platform enables

the SoC hardware and software to be tested and debugged at near to full operational speed [44].

Ilcluding a SoC platform in the design flow provides several advantages. Ii allows for

embedded software development early in the design cycle, eases integration risk by insuring that

all IP works togethet reduces licensing and contractual negotiation time by limiting the platform

to a single license, and significantly cuts cost by allowing for the bulk of the platform to be

reused in multiple follow-on designs [33].

2.1 SoC Platform Design Flow

Like most SoC designs, the CBV packet classifier includes both software and hardware

components. Therefore, the design flow will involve both hardware and sofrware flows and tools.

Figure 2-1 illustrates the design flow used in this project. The main advantage ofthis flow is that

it promotes the development of hardware and software in parallel. The flow was modeled after

one developed by lhe Canadian Microelectronics Corporation (CMC) to accompany an FpGA-

based ARM integration platform and is complete from design specification to hardware and

software integration [38]. The architectural environment provided by this platform is desc¡ibed in

further detail in later chapters.
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Figure 2-l: FPGA-Based System-on-Chip Design Flow [38]

The next few sections detail the speci{ic steps in the flow that are covered within the scope of
this document,

2.1.1 DesignSpecifications

The design flow t)?ically begins with market research and setting out design requirements

and specifications. The functionality of the system must be detailed along with design targets and

constraints. These will be used to guide the designers and evaluate the design.

2,1,2 System Architecture Design and Partitioning

Once the functional design specifications have been developed, the architecture or possibly

multiple architectures on which the system fi.rnctionality may be realized are defined. For pre-

exisling platform-based design (PBD), a basic architecture is already in place. Therefore, the

main task is mapping functional units onto architechlral units. In some cases for generic

platforms, additional modifications or enhancements to the platfom may be required. Once the

architectural mapping is complete, the design may be handed offto hardware and software teams.

SW
Verifcat¡on
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2,1,3 Software Flow

The focus in this document is geared towards the hardware flow and implementation. The

software flow is beyond the scope ofthis document.

2.7.4 Hardware FIorv

2,1,4,1 SoC Hardware Descrìption Language Codìng

Based on the design specifications and architectural modeling, the design is typically coded

in verilog and/or VHDL with a simple text editor. As shown in Figure 2-l it is also possible to

tap into an existing hardware IP library This can reduce the HDL design effort. For example,

Xilinx provides a free library of IP cores with their tool. In this thesis, intellectual property (E)
cores and register transfer level (RTL) code available from Xili¡x, ARM and Memec Design

were used where possible.

2,1,4.2 Functìonal Sìmulation

The ñrnctionality of a design can be verifred at several points in the design flow. Design

simulation allows you to verifo and debug individual blocks or complex filnctions in a relatively

small amount of time with a large degree of design visibility. It is highly recommended to

simulate a design before synthesis because it exposes logic errors that would otherwise be passed

though the synthesis step. A popular soÍÌware tool for performing this task is Modelsim from

Mentor Graphics. This simulator will compile and interpret hatdware description language

(HDL) code into circuit functionality and display logical results of the described HDL as stimulus

is applied. Testbenches for simulation are usually created alongside the HDL coding and may

take the form ofHDL or a higher-level language such as Tcl.

2.1.4,3 Synthesìs

Directed by a set of timing and device constraints, synthesis optimizes and maps RTL code

(typically from industry standard HDL languages such as Verilog and VHDL) into gateJevel

netlists that can be mapped into an FPGA's logic blocks. Popular tools for performing this task in

FPGA-based design are Synpli$, Pro from Synplicity or Leonardo Spectrum from Mentor

Graphics. These tools can also write VHDL and Verilog netlists after s¡mthesis, which can be

used to re-simulate i¡ o¡der to verifu that synthesis has not interfered with functionality. If
desired, designers can also use gate-level delays to perform a back-annotated timing simulation.
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2,1.4,4 Implementation

Once slmthesis is complete, design implementation is performed using tools supplied by the

FPGA vendor Xilinx and Altera are the most popular for this operation. This stage may be

broken into four steps [34]. The first is translate, which merges the netlist produced by synthesis

with a aser consh'aints file (ucF). The ucF specifies pin constraints and additional timing

info¡mation for the target device. Next, a mapping step fits the design into the available logic

blocks and resources for the target device. Placetnent and rcuting (PAR) wilt then place the

design and route it while attempting to meet the timing constraints. Once the design has been

fully routed and timing constraints have been met, a bit stream file is generated that can be used

to prog¡am the device. If desired, the bit file may be converted into different formats depending

on how the FPGA is to be programmed. For example, it may be converted into an image for a

flash device.

2.1.5 Hardware/Software Integration

While the hardware and software desigls are often happening in parallel and verified

separately, it is critical to ensure that they will work together. In extremely complex designs,

hardwa¡e-software co-verification tools like Seamless may be used to link hardware and software

simulations. This approach was not explored in this design but the communication between

FPGA boundaries on the platform was verified early in the design cycle. For more detail on the

hardware and software integration see Chapter 9.

2.2 Summary

This chapter has introduced the basic FPGA and platform-based design flow that is followed

throughout this thesis. chapters 5 through 9 aim to address each stage of the flow. particular

emphasis is placed on the design specifications, architectural mapping and partitioning, the

hardwa¡e components: HDL coding and design, simulation, synthesis and implementation, and

the hardware/software integration. once hardware and software integration testing and debug are

complete, the next step is to perform realistic system tests to evaluate the quality and performance

of the design. Results from this stage may be used to improve or frne-tune the design. At this

point, the overall design can conti¡ue with an ASIC design flow through fabrication or it may

enter design sigroff as a standalone proof-of-concept.
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This chapter provides background on packet classification, its applications and the underlying

research challenges it poses. As part of their packet processing stage, most network equipment

such as firewalls must perform complex packet analysis or classifìcation tasks. Lr brief, packet

classifrcation is the process of matching packets against a pre-defined database of often partially

defined header fields. Since network applications are continuing to change, there is a strong

demand for classification architectures that are scalable and flexible enough to support a variety

of applications operating at wire-speeds. This chapter begins by defining common classification

header fields such as source and desti¡ation addresses, protocols and port numbers. This is

followed up in Section 3.2 by a description of popular classification match types. Finally, the

chapter concludes by outlining a set of design criteria and performance metrics to assist

researchers in developing and evaluating new algorithms.

3.1 Classification Criteria

The criteria a packet filter uses when inspecting packets is dependent on the network

application. Every packet includes a set of headers fields, which contain information regarding

packet characteristics. The most typical information used in classification comes from layers

two, three and fout of lhe Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model.

3.1.1 Layer 2 tr'ields

Layer 2, also referred to as the Data Link Layer, provides the procedural and functional

capability to transfer datâ between network entities. Typically, this is via Ethemet or

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) signaling. An Ethemet frame is shown in Figure 3-1

possibly encapsulating the TCP/IP protocol. This f¡ame will be transported across a physical

cabling system to Layer 2 ofthe destination device.
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Bytes
per field

Start of frame delimiter Length of Data field

Figure 3-1: Ethern€t Frame Formât

From a classification standpoin! Data Link Layer headers contain two main fields of interest

which are highlighted in Table 3-1. The first field is implied from the packet while the second

field is part of the Ethemet frame. Ethemet uses addresses referred to as Medium Access Confi'ol

(MAC) addresses. These are 48 bits long and each network card has a unique address configured

by ìts manufacturer.

Table 3-1: Layer 2 Classification Header Fields

Laver 2 Length Typical Format
Tvpe of Packet Ethernet, ATM

Ethernet MAC address 48 bits 00-0c-F1-7D-52-3C

3.1.2 Layer 3 tr'ields

Layer 3, also referred to as the Network Layer, allows hosts to inject packets into a network

and allows them to ûavel independently to the destination host, which may be on a different

network. The most common Layer 3 protocol is the Intemet protocol. Figure 3-2 illustrates the

packet header format for IP version 4. For the upcoming IP version 6, this header has changed

slightly. A Flow ID has been added to assist in classification, the IP address lengths have been

extended to 128 bits and some fields have been ¡emoved.

32 Bits

Opt¡ons (0 or more words)

Figure 3-2: IPv4 Header
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From a classification standpoint, the IP header contains tfuee primary fields of interest.

These fields are outlined in Table 3-2 along with their lengths and standard formats. The

destinqtion IP address (DIP) is likely the most frequently utilized. Each router betr een a source

and destination performs a route lookup based on this freld to determine the next hop or path for

the packet. However, for basic classifrcation operations, the source Ip address (SIp) is also

inspected. Together, these t\ryo fields indicate the network number and host number providing

enough information to define a flow between two hosts. Another impofant freld is the protocol

field, which holds the type of protocol for Layer 4. The most common values for this field are the

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (JDp), although there are

many other protocols such as the Internet Control Message Protocoi (ICMP).

3.1.3 Layer 4 Fields

Layer 4, also referred to as the Transport Layer, allows peer entities on the source and

destination hosts to carry on a conversation. From a classification standpoint, only TCp and uDp
provide any useful infomation. Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 illustrate the packet headers for these

protocols while Table 3-3 describes the primary fìelds of interest for packet classification.

32

Table 3-2: Layer 3 Classification Header Fields

Layer 3 Length Typical Format
Source lP address (SlP) 32 bits 130.179.128.15

Dest¡nation lP address (DlP) 32 bìts 130.'t79.'128.15

lP protocoltype: identif¡es the lP body packet type I bits TCP, UDP, ICI\4P

Options (0 or more words)

Data Opt¡onal

Figure 3-3: TCP Header
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32 B¡ts

Figure 3-4: UDP Header

The most common fields are lhe source and destination por, numbers (Sp and Dp). These

fields are important because they are used to send packets to the appropriate applications and help

to further characterize a flow Together, a host IP address and port uniquely deftne a Tr.ansporr

setttice Access Potr?r (TSAP). Each host may decide how to allocate its ports starting at a value

of 1024. Port numbers below 1024 are called well-known ports and are ¡eserved for standard

services. For example, if a source host wishes to connect to a destination host to transfer files

using FTP, then a connection must be made to the destination port 21. Analogously, to form a

TELNET con¡ection port 23 is used.

Although Layers 2,3 and 4 contain the most common frelds for packet classification, it is
also possible to look past the packet headers at data destined for Layer 7 (i.e. the Application

Layer). The Application Layer is concemed with the highlevel protocols such as HTTp,

TELNET, FTP, SMTP and DNS.

3.2 Classification Match Types

Now that the basic packet classification header fields have been identified, it is important to

understand the fundamental classification types. The matching type should be implicit from the

specifìcation of the fields within a rule. Sticking with the firewall application, the five-

dimensional rule in Table 3-4 rvill be used to illustrate the basic matching types. This rule

specifies a traffic flow addressed to subnet 128,179.+.+ using TCp and destination ports in the

range 0-1023.

Table 3-3: Layer 4 Classification Header Fields

Layer 4 Length Typical Format
Source Port (SP): ¡ndicates what ci¡ent or server process a
packet is coming from on the source machine. 16 b¡ts 80

Destinat¡on Port (DP): ind¡cates what client or server process a
packet is arriv¡ng to on the destinat¡on mach¡ne. 1ô bits 1024

TCP flags: ident¡f¡es special packets especially on establishing
and closing connections. I b¡ts ACK, FIN. SYN...
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Table 3-4: Typical Filter Rule

Field Destination lP Source lP Protocol Source Port Destinat¡on Port

Rule 't28.179" 128. TCP 0-1023

Type Prefix Prefix Exact Wildcard Range

Ch. 3: Design Background

3,2,1 Exact Matching

For exact matching, the packet's header field must exactly match the corresponding filter

field in the rule. This type of matching may be associated with fields like the protocol field for

the rule i¡ Table 3-4 or TCP flag field for IPv4.

3,2,2 Prefix Matching

In prefix matching, the filter field should be a prefix of the corresponding header field. This

t)?e of matching is amenable for IP source and destination addresses. This may be useful in a

firewall application to block access from an enti¡e sub-network. Prefìx rules also provide a built-

in way to differentiate and prioritize overlapping rules. A prefrx will be entirely contained within

another prefix or will not overlap. The higher priority is assigned to the fully contained prefix.

3.2,3 Range Matching

In a range match, the header freld must fall in a specific range outlined by the corresponding

filter field. This type of matching could be used for matching port numbers in ranges as seen in

Table 3-4. It is a more difficult operation than prefix matching and often classification algorithms

will convert ranges into a prefìx format.

3,2,4 WildcardMatching

Wildcard matching is really an extension of the exact match providing a,.match-all', case. It
is conside¡ed a match when an exact match ca lot be found. unfortunately, this type of matching

can increase the complexity especially when matching many fields against a multi-dimensional

database of rules. The source port header field in Table 3-4 provides an example ofa wildcard.

To further clarifu matching techniques, consider a firewall example with a "default deny,'

approach. A "default deny" policy means to deny ever¡hing and then selectively allow certain

trafflc tbrough the firewall. This approach is recommended because it errs on the side of caution
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and makes writing a rule-set easier. with this policy, any packet with header fields matching the

rule will be allowed to pass. Therefore, a packet with the header (128.179.130.15,

128.180.132.16, TCR 1055, 23) will match the rule and be forwarded. However, a packet with

the header (128.190.177 .12, 128.180.132.16, TCP, 80, 23) does nor match the desti¡ation Ip

address and will be blocked.

3.3 Design Considerations for Classification Algorithms

In the preceding discussions, the motivation for research in packet classification was

illuminated along with some fi¡ndamentals of the PC problem. organizations need to protect

data, resources and their reputation, but for the most part are not willing to sacrifice pe¡formance.

Therefore, a set of criteria to assist researchers in developing new packet classification algorithms

and a set of performance metrics for evaluating algorithms must be formulated. ln the extensive

collection ofpapers that âddress the PC problem, much ofthe relevant design criteria for efficient

classification have been presented tl], t6l, tl21, [16]. Of course, the actual requirements will
depend on the application and where the classification is performed in tlìe network.

ln the ensuing sections, a general set of design considerations and metrics are summarized to

evaluate PC algorithms. In subsequent chapters, the dominant design considerations will be used

to assist in the design ofa novel algorithm for future packet classification operations.

3.3.1 Speed

Intemet service providers are building networks with link capacities of 10 Gigabits per

second (Gbps) (10 GE or POS OC-192) and link speeds are predicted to exceed 40 Gbps (40 GE

or POS OC-768) in the near future [2]. Any algorithm to be used in applications such as core

routers must be fast enough for use with these networks and scalable to networks of the fiiture. It
is undesirable to have an algorithm where congestion and packet loss are a result of processing

time and not the link capacity. Therefore, the ability to operate and support applications at wire-

speed has and will continue to be a critical, if not the most crucial, design factor in classification

algorithms. In this context, wire-speed is the ability of a network component to sustain the data

bit t¡ansmission rate that is specified by the conesponding media transport protocol. For

example, to support a link capacity of I GE requires packet classification on the order of 1.49

Mpps. Fquation 3-1 shows how this number was derived.
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Equation 3-1: Gigabit Ethernet Maximum Packet Throughput

Max Packetlhroughput =
Wire speed

Snallesl Pkt Size + [nterfrane gøp + Preømble

Wire speed: I Gbps

Smallest Packet Size:64 bytes

Interframe gap :12 b¡es
Preamble: 8 bytes

Maximun Packer Tltrounhout = lGbPt 
=1.49 Mnns

64 bytes + 12bytes +8 bytes

The smallest packet size is obtained from the IEEE 802.3 standard, which states that valid

Ethemet frames must be at least 64 bytes long [48]. Recalling the Í]ame format from Figure 3-1,

it is clear that 8 bfes must be added to account for the preamble and start frame bytes.

FurtheÌmore, between Ethernet frames there must be an inter-frame gap ofat least 96 bit times or

12 bytes. Therefore, the minimum packet size is 72 bytes and to obtain an accurate measure of
thoughput, the inter-frame gap of l2 bytes is added to give 84 bytes.

3.3.2 Worst-Case Versus Average Case Performance

There is a widely held view that for access time performance of packet classification, one

must focus on the worst-case rather than the average case. Ideally, the algorithm must have small

worst-case execution times that are independent of traffic patterns. The worst-case search time is

important because it identifies the peak bandwidth that an algorithm can sustain [l], [7].
Howeveq numerous proposals base their results on typical rule-sets and traffic pattems obtained

by monitoring the world-wide-web [12].

Table 3-5: Average Case Performance Requirements

Media-Protocol I Gigabit Ethernet l0 Gigabit Ethernet

Wire-Speedi l Gbps 10 Gbps

Average Packet S¡ze 256 Bytes 256 Bytes

Average Packet Throughput 0.45 N4pps 4.53 Mpps

Average Time/Packet 2.2us 0.22 us

I The actual lO-bit encoded data for 1 and '10 GE would be transferred on the line at 1.2S Gbps and f2.s
Gbps respect¡vely.
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Table 3-5 illustrates the average case tbroughput and per-packet processing times for

Ethemet. By comparing this with the maximum throughput required by 1 GE, there is a clear

difference in performance requirements. This may be acceptable for an algorithm that targets a

specific set of applications. However, meeting the worst-case requirements provides a guarantee

that the algorithm will never take any longer and is therefore the most important. As well, the

worst-case may occur frequently for some algorithms. As an example, if caching is used and

there is a miss, this may cause worst-case searching behavio¡ to occur.

3.3.3 Memory Accesses

Memory accesses should be minimized since they are the main bottleneck in performance Il].
From the above results, the per-packet memory access budget for state-of-the-art Reduced

Latency Dynamic Random Access Menory (RLDRAM) devices with a random access latency of
20 ns is: approximately 100 memory accesses for GE, and approximately 10 memory accesses for

10 GE.

3.3.4 Storage Requirements

An algorithm should achieve the required target access speed while minimizing the amount of
memory or space used. Good algorithms tend to store each rule only once or at least a small

sonstant number of times. For the algorithm to scale to large rule-sets there must not be a

memory explosion. For example, O(n È 

) , where k is the number of dimensions.

3.3.5 Fields

While special hardware devices such as Content Addressable Memories (C.AMs) and heuristic

based algorithms have been employed to meet classification demands in the past, these algorithms

tend to focus on specific applications. It is unclear which headers or fields should be used to

provide the services of the future, only that there is need for classification algorithms that are

flexible enough to support a wide variety of applications. Efforts should therefore focus on a

more general problem: how to frnd the appropriate rules from a number ofË-dimensional filters,

based on a generic set ofpacket field headers.
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3,3,6 Rules

3,3,6.1 Number of Rules

Rule databases are growing and are predicted to increase to several millions ofrules. In the

past, packet classification was used for security and firewalls, which generally led to relatively

small databases on the order of a few thousand rules. Howeve¡ with the new demand fo¡

differentiated services, it is likely that these databases will grow extremely large. Edge

equipment normally maintains a database of a million or more flows and flow association

requires a lookup operation against this large database [16].

3,3.6.2 Nature of Rules

The complexity and size of the rule-set is an indicator of the flexibility of the classification

algorithm to support a variety of applications. Current routers use rules with prefix masks on

destination IP addresses. However, general masks such as arbitrary ranges are more flexible.

Table 3-6 illustrates a few simple filter rules for a frrewall application.

Table 3-6: Example Firewall Rules (ANY = *)

Rule Source
Address

Destination
Address Protocol Source

Port
Destination
Port

192.135.-.- ANY TCP >1023 23-55
B 192.134.'t.11 192.13't. TCP 23 <'1o23

192.-.', 192.134.1 UDP ANY ANY

3.3.6.3 Updatìng Rules

The number of changes to the rule-set depends on the application. Changes could occur

because of a policy change ol in stateful packet filtering when a new flow is inserted or deleted.

To achieve this, an algorithm will need to perform i¡se¡ts and deletes at speeds of 10-100 us [7].

3.3,7 Pre-computation

Pre-computation can be defined as the process of transforming the representation of a filter

database to represent the same data in a way more suitable for a speciflrc classification procedure.

The goal is to reduce the storage requirements and,/o¡ search time. Although pre-computation can

be used to optimize the results of almost every algorithm, by conditioning the data or representilg

it in some convenient form, update speed suffers. A good algorithm should attempt to look for
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pre-computations and data structures that allow for incremental updates. At present, no known

pre-computation scheme explicitly attempts to optimize the update rates [6].

3,3,8 Priority

It is possible that some packets will match more than one rule. The rule-set must allow for

priorities to be imposed on the rules so that only one directive will finally be applicable to the

packet (i.e. allows one to distinguish the lowest cost filter). In some applications, there may be an

intuitive or natural way to prioritize, as is the case when performing Ip lookups on prefixes. In

other cases, alternative methods must be employed,

3,3.9 Hardwarelmplementâtion

For operation at very high speeds, the algorithm should be amenable to a hardware

implementation. The algorithm structure should seek to take advantage of hardware parallelism

and pipelining. This trend is seen in many comme¡cial state-of{he-art packet classifiers.

3.4 Performânce Metrics

Typically, by analyzing several candidate algorithms for a particular problem, the most

efficient ones can be identified while the less effective algorithms can be weeded out. However,

it would be extremely difficult and time consuming to analyze and determine the relative

efüciency of algorithms based on the broad set of design criteria outlined above. Therefore,

complexity theory is used and the asl.rnptotic effrciencies of algorithms are compared.

Complexity theory is part of the theory of computation that concerns the resource

requirements during computation to solve a problem given the problem size n , which is typically

the number of items. After all, while computers are becoming fast and memory is becoming

cheape¡ they are still limited resources.

The complexity of a resou¡ce is expressed in what is commonly refened to as big-O notation.

The big-O is a symbolism used to describe the as).mptotic upper bound for the magnitude of a

function in terms of ânothet usually simpler, function [45]. For a given function g(í), the term

o(g(n)) represents the set of functions in Equation 3-2 while a deeper explanation can be obtained

in most algorithm books [18].
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Equation 3-2: O-notation functions for O@Qr))

O(s(n)) = {f (n) : 0 < f (n) < cg(n) for aIl n > n"}
c and n" are positive constants that must be fixed for the function / and can not depend on n .

In other words, the O-notation gives an upper bound on a function to within a constant factor

[ 8]. Some of the most common complexities with respect to time in increasing order of
magnitude are interpreted in Table 3-7.

1 n is variable and c is a constant.

From the examples in Table 3-7, it is obvious the order of growth of an algorithm,s worst-

case resource requirements provide a simple characterization of its effrciency. For algorithm

analysis, time and space have been the most conventional measures of performance. Typically,

space conesponds to memory consumption while time reflects the number of operations required

on a virtual cPU like the RandomAccess Machine model [18]. This model is considered because

it is convenient to define the steps of an operation as machine-independent as possible.

Depending on the application, the complexity of other tasks and resources such as updates, rules,

Table 3-7: Complexity Examples

Notationl Name Meaning/Description

o(r) Constant The algor¡thm requires a constant amount of time

o(togn) Logar¡thmic

The algorithm requires logar¡thmic t¡me. Ofren the result of binary
splìtting as in a binary search. The data is halved at each stage so the
number of stages until you have a single ¡tem is g¡ven bylog, n .

o(0"e,)') Polylogarithm¡c
The algorithm requires polylogar¡thmic time. The problem is likety
broken down into a number of nested steps wh¡ch each take
logarithm¡c t¡me.

o(") Linear Complexity ¡s proportional to the size of n. lf n is doubled the
algorithm is expected to take twice as long.

o(nlosn) L¡nearithmic
Th¡s is something like merge sort. lt is a consequence of doing
logn splits and then perform¡ng n amount of work at each spiit.

o("') Quadratic Proport¡onal to n squared. lf you double n, the algorithm is expected
to take four times longer

o("") Polynomia¡ Times such 
"s 

O(r?'). These are stow atgorithms

o("') Exponential
This algorithm requires an exponential amount of t¡me. Afrer this,
factorial and double exponent¡al t¡mes are encountered.
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bandwidth, power consumption and hardware may also be considered. However, for analyzing

PC algorithms in this thesis, the resource requirements for time and space are predominately used.

3.4.1 Time Complexity

The time complexity ofa problem is the asymptotic upper bound on the number of steps that

it takes to solve an instance ofthe problem as a function ofthe size of the input in the worst-case.

For the PC problem, this may be the maximum number ofsequential steps to retum a match or no

match response to an input packet. With respect to firewalls, time-wise linear and binary search

âlgorithms would have complexities of O(n) anð, O(ogz)as mentioned in Table 3-7. As well,

perfect hashing functions or one-dimensional (l -D) classifiers using CAMs may be able to

achieve O(1). This implies that parallelism, hashing techniques and algorithms, which reduce the

number of rules to match against, are enablers in reducing the time complexity [16]. Ideally, an

effrcient algorithm should have low time complexity to achieve high classification speeds.

3.4,2 Space Complexity

The space complexity is the as)¡mptotic upper bound on the memory requirements to solve an

instance of the problem as a function of the size of the input in the worst-case. In the pC

problem, this includes the space required to store the rule database as well as the associated data

structures [16]. A data structure may be interpreted as the method of storing and organizing data

to facilitate access and modifrcations. For example, dâta structures may include things like linked

lists, hash tables, binary search trees, tries and CAMs. Ideally, the algorithm should have low

space complexity so that it is scalable to large rule-sets.

3.4.3 Update Complexity

The update complexity is the asymptotic upper bound on the number of steps required to

perform an insef, delete or update to a rule in the rule database. ln most current pC algorithms,

the update time has been sacrificed for speed and memory [l]. Returning to the linear search

algorithm example, it would have an update complexity of O(n) in the worst-case. Ideally, the

update complexity should be low to support effrcient updates.
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3.4,4 Rule Complexity

Defining the rule complexity is not as clear-cut. The ¡ule complexity is somewhat

independent from the other th¡ee metrics. Normally, it is a property of the algorithm's

architecture and is not traded offas the space, time, and update metrics are. Iyer et al. [16] define

one method of quantiSing the rule complexity as the product ofthe total number of fields in the

rule and the number of ope¡ations, which can be supported per field. By defining the rule

complexity in this fashion, it reflects on the flexibility of the algorithm. The more complex the

rule-set, the bigger the range of applications it can support. For example, an algorithm that can

only perform exact matches has a rule complexity of one multiplied by the number of dimensions

it can support. An algorithm that supports range matching and operators such as > and < may

have a complexity of three times the dimensions. Ideally, the rule complexity should be high.
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In this chapter, some of the classical approaches to packet classifrcation are discussed and

evaluated. Since the general idea ofpacket classification was introduced, numerous approaches

to the problem have been evaluated in literature. It has been recognized that all of these

algorithms may be categorized into four groups albeit with some overlap [6], [7]: basic search

data structures [8], computational geometry approaches t1l, t2], t9l, heuristic-based algorithms

[12] and hardware-specific approaches [1], [2]. The first four sections of this chapter describe

these approaches along with representative algorithms that the work in this thesis builds on. ln all

cases the the terms n, d andly represent the number of filters or rules, the number of dimensions,

and the length of the search fields respectively. To summarize, Section 4.5 tabulates the various

trade-offs involved with these approaches.

4.1 Basic Data Structure Approaches

A data structure is a way of storing data so that it can be used effrciently. Often a carefully

chosen data structure will allow a more eftìcient algorithm to be used. some of the basic data

structur€s used in classification algorithms include: linear collections, caches, hashes, and

hierarchical tries.

4.1,1 Linear Search

A linear search is the most basic algorithm and has been employed in some firewall

applications. Typically, the rules are stored in a linked list in order of priority, so that the search

may terminate as soon as a match is discove¡ed. while this algorithm is simple to implement and

has O(n) space requirements, it does not scale well in terms of time. If the data are distributed

randomly, on average r/2 comparisons will be needed. tn the best scenario, the value is equal to

the first element tested, in which case only one comparison is needed. In the worst-case, the

value is not in the list and n comparisons are needed. Therefore, the classification time is o(n)

and will grow linearly with the number of rules. The rvorst-case update time for this type of
structure is also O(n) and occurs if the rule has to be inserted at the top of the list.
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4,1,2 Caching and Ilashing

Caching has been another popular tactic to improve classification speeds, especially for Ip

address lookups. The motivation for using caches is clear; when a new packet arrives at an Ip

router interface more packets belonging to that flolv are likely to follow. Therefore, it may be

feasible to perform one in-depth packet classification using many fields and store the associated

header and action into a cache. The next time a packet belonging to this flow arrives, it can be

processed extremely fast using the cached header and action. However, current schemes based on

caching do not perform well in practice. This is a consequence of poor hit rates and small

lifetime of the flows [1]. In modern day routers, the number of active flows at a particular

inte¡face is also extremely high. This makes the use of hardware caches (usually implemented in

CAMs) extremely difficult and one must resoÍ to hash tables.

Like caches, hash tables are used in an attempt to obtain improved deterministic performance.

There are many different ways to implement hash functions, but the desired performance is O(1) .

Typically, this reflects onìy an average look-up time, where the worst-case may be poor. ln
addition, while hash tables are more scalable than hardware caches, they are still limited to 1-2

million entries. considering the future number of prefixes that may be present with Ipv6, it is
unlikely that this technology will be able to keep pace with the growth and evolution of the

Intemet. Howevet it is possible to obtain o(1) performance with perfect hashing at the expense

ofa significant amount ofresources to build complex functions to locate the entries [18].

Furthermore, cache and hash based architectures are trafflrc dependent. Dependence the

traffic patterns means the classifrcation engine of the algorithm has the potential to become

backed up by a queue of unrelated packets. In addition, keeping security in mind, any

implementation based on caching and hashing will be more susceptible to attack. Once the

limitations ofan algorithm are known, like the size ofthe hash or cache table, it can be exploited

by malicious users to gen€rate traffic pattems which will cause the device to slow down and even

drop packets. Regardless, hashing is being investigated especially for the two-dimensional

classification of IP lookups in routers and, in some instances, can be used to successfully

accelerate classification. At present, one state-of-the-art algorithm by EZchip uses patented

deterministic hash lookups [40].
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4,1,3 Tries and Ilierarchical Tries

In its simplest form, a trie is like a binary branching tree. It has a tree-like structure, but its

name is derived from the word 'retrieval ' . unlike a binary tree, no node in the tree stores the key

associated with that node. Rather, its position in the tree shows what key is associated with it.

Therefore, all the descendants ofany one node have a common prefix. This begins with the root

node which is associated with the empty string 'E'. Tries are most useful when the keys are of
varying lengths and they are particularly well suited for matching Ip addresses. Many

classification algorithms implement a space-optimized version of the basic trie known as the

PATRICIA (Practical Algorithm to Retrieve Inforntation coded in Alphanumeric) trie [46]. To

save spac€, the PATRICIA trie merges any parent node with only one child with its child. The

result is that every intemal node has at least trvo children and the edges may contain a sequence

of characters opposed to just a single character This can provide significant saving for sets

which share long common prefixes.

Hierarchical tries are a simple extension to the one-dimensional trie. Basically, a one-

dimensional trie is constructed with the set of prefixes belonging to dimension one. For each

prefix in this trie, a (d-i )-dimensional hierarchical trie is constructed on those rules which match

the prefix exactly in the first dimension. The hierarchical tries are linked using next trie pointers

creating a total storage complexity of O('' d[4) for tbts structure. The classification procedure for

this structure involves traversing the first trie and, at each node encountered following a next trie

pointer, to traverse an additional trie representing the next dimension. The time complexity is

O(Wd ) and, incremental updates can be canied o\t in O(dzlry) time since each component of

the updated rule is stored in only one location. For the interested reader, srinivasan, varghese,

Suri and Waldvogel provide a good example of an algorithm based on a Grid-of-Tries (GOT) in

[8]. The Gor scheme performs extremely well for two-dimensional prefix matching of source

and destination IPs with good memory and time scalability. Techniques are also provided which

expand the algorithm's ability to handle port and protocol fields. Howeve¡ GOT does not

support a high degree of rule complexity and in practice does not extend well beyond two

dimensions.
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4.2 Geometric Approaches

The PC problem has a natural geometric interpretation. It can be viewed as the point location

problem in /-dimensional space. Numerous papers regardilg packet classification have taken

this perspective and built on work surrounding the point location problem t1l, t2l, t4l, tgl, t151.

The general point location problem may be specifìed as follows:

o Each rule r, forms a d-dimensional object (hypercube) and thus the set of rules create a

set ofd-dimensional objects. These objects may or may not be overlapping.

¡ Each packet will correspond to a point in this /-dimensional space.

o The goal is to find the lowest cost object that the point belongs too.

Special cases of this problem occur for one- and two-dimensional spaces. The Ip lookup

(IPL) and range location @L) problems are two popular research topics with regards to packet

classification in one dimension. For two-dimensional classification, each rule represents a

rectangle on a 2-dimensional grid. The goal is to find the smallest cost rectangle a query pointp

falls into, if any.

4.2.1 The Geometric Efficient Matching Algorithm

Rovniagen and Wool purpose the Geontettic Eficient Matching (GEM) algorithm based on a

standard computational geometry technique which achieves logarithmic mâtching time with a

worst-case space requirement or o(nd ) [15]. while the space requirement is prohibitive, the

authors show that in practice the algorithm uses near linear space and can sustain a matching rate

of over I million packets per second when tested against rule-sets based on real firewall

characteristics. They also introduce a space-time tradeoffby arbitrarily splitting the rule-set into

/ groups of size This results in a cost factor / slowdown in search time ), butO(lirt,p!

offers an /d-' decrease in space complex ity O(*). Ror.niagen and Wool also show that the
I" '

field order has a large impact on the space requi¡ements and build time of their þur-dinrcnsional
(4-D) data structure.
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4.3 HeuristicApproaches

Since the multi-dimensional PC problem is extremely difficult, especially when considering

worst-case results, some researchers have started to explore structures based on heuristics. The

idea is that many rule-sets in current networks have a significant amount of structure and

redundancy, which can be exploited by heuristics to provide efficient classification. Two

pioneers ofthis research are Pankaj Gupta and Nick McKeown. They have developed algorithms

on the subject by evaluating common databases or classifien. one such algorithm is known as

Hierarchical Intelligent Cuttings (HiCuts) [12].

4,3,1 The Hierarchical Intelligent Cuftings Scheme

The HiCuts algorithm takes a geometric view ofthe PC problem. The basic approach is to

build a decision-tree by recursively partitioning (or cutting) the multi-dimensional space into

smaller sub-regions. Heuristics, established by extensive pre-processing ofthe classifier (or rule-

set) are used to guide this step and provide a balance between the depth ofthe tree and amount of
memory used. At each node heuristics help select the number of cuts, determine which

dimension(s) to cut along, maximize reuse ofchild nodes, and eliminate redundancies in the tree.

When a packet arrives in the system, the header field values are used to perform a lookup by

traversing the decision{ree (i.e. follow the cutting sequence) until a leaf node is reached. The

leafnode stores a small number ofrules, which are linearly searched to find the desired match.

In theory the algorithm's worst-case search and space complexities are O(d) and O(nd )

respectively. However, the authors shorv that the results on realistic 4-D rule-sets are much better

thân the rvorst case-bounds, requiring 1 MB of storage and 20 memory accesses for a rule-set of
1700 Í121. The d¡awbacks of this algorithm are that the pre-processing time is quite lengthy and

it is not evident whether the algorithm would scale to very large rule-sets.

4.4 HardwareApproaches

Hardware schemes are becoming increasingly popular as network speeds continue to

increase. Designers have resorted to cAMs, bitmap intersections with bitlevel parallelism and

ASIC design to obtain maximum performance. The standard cAM is particularly useful for exact

matching taking full advantage of hardware parallelism. very good search performance can be
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obtained as each memory location compares the input or header field values with the contents of
its memory location. Furthermore, emerging Ternary CAMs allow the memory to hold masks,

thereby supporting rules with a higher degree of complexity [49].

The main disadvantages with CAMs are clear. With growing rule-sets and the transition from

IPv4 to IPv6 on the way, memory has become a critical factor in classification algorithms. cAM
improvements have not kept pace with regular memory and are traditionally slower, smaller and

require more power than conventional memory This is a result of the complex hardware required

to perform the parallel lookups. Therefore, it is unlikely that these memories will be able to keep

pace with the database g¡owth expected to be experienced by the recent push towards

differentiated services. updating rules is also costly since the priority of a filter can only be

encoded by its memory address. A¡other d¡awback of hardware solutions is that they are not

always as flexible as software and tend to become outdated as the Intemet evolves. Still, some of
the most efücient classification schemes in use today such as pMC Siena's classipl and

Netlogic's NsE5512 search engine use hardware to accelerate and improve performance [16],

[47]. Therefore, it seems evident that to achieve wire-speed performance in network equipment,

some form of hardware assistance is required. Two hardware-assisted algorithms, which rely on

bit-vector (BV) and bitmap intersections, are the Lucent Bit-vector and the Aggregated Bit-

Vector schemes [ 1], [2].

4,4,1 The Lucent Bit-Vector Scheme

The original BV algorithm developed by Lakshman and Stiliadis applies a divide-and-

conquer approach where the d-dimensional problem is separated into d one-dimensional problems

[]. Figure 4-1 illustrates a block diagram of the implementation. The algorithm uses binary

searches in each dimension with a time complexity of o(togn) and a bit-vector intersection (i.e.

AND operations on bit-vectors) to combine results. The bit-vector intersection step requires

examining each of the rules at least once, leading to O(z) execution time. Howeve¡ the use of

bit-level parallelism and large intemal buses (1000 bits wide) can accelerate this time by a

constant factor. Further detail on the intersection problem is described in Section 4.4.1.1.

unforhrnately, the space requirements of the algorithm are o(dnz ). As a result, the algorithrn is

only reasonable for small rule-sets.
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Figure 4-1: Parallel Implementation Ill

4.4,L1 The Bìt Vector Intersection Problent

Given a set ofd binary vectors v1 ...v¿ each of length I the problem is to find which elements

are positively common to all vectors. Each vector represents one ofd dimensions, whe¡e d is an

integer. The case d=l is the trivial case and d=2 is the experimental case. This case has been

selected for further testing because a significant amount of research has been performed in the

area of 2-D classification, particularly for routing and IP forwarding. Figure 4-2 provides a

simple example, intersecting two bit-vectors to find applicable rules.

B¡t-Vector 1 0 1 0 I 0 1

Bit-Vector 2 0 1 0 1 l 0

Matches 0 'l 0 1 0 0

Figure 4-2: Bit-Vector Intersection Example

With all applicable rules found, the one with the highest priority will determine the directive

for the packet. The real problem is how to find the common pairs or elements, so to speak, in a

timely and effrcient manner. One approach is to use bit-level parallelism.
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4,4,2 The Aggregated Bit-Vector Scheme

Baboescu and Varghese propose the Aggregated Bit-Vector scheme which provides

enhancements to the Lucent Bit-vector solution by making two distinct contributions, the

recursive aggregation of bitmaps and filter reanangement [2]. The paper suggests that it takes

logarithmic time for many databases. Aggregation is used to reduce the memory accesses, based

on the assumption that the number of rules set (i.e. asserted bits) in each bit-vector will be very

sparse. In this scheme, each bit-vector is represented by an aggregate bit-vector with w ord si.ze A.

Each bit in this vecto¡ would then represenr /n elements in the original bit-vector. If nothing is

set in that range, it contains a zero. The ABV then becomes the oR of the corresponding bits in

the original bit-vector. The goal of this system is to effectively construct the bitmap intersection

without looking at all of the leaf bitmap values for each field. This allows one to quickly filter

out bit positions where there are no matches, thereby reducing the average search time.

Reanangement is further used to localize matches, creating fewer matches in the Arlv However

additional vectors must be stored to retain the mapping ofpriorities.

The time required for an insertion or deletion of a rule in this algorithm is O(ø) similar to

the BV scheme. This is because the ABV is updated each time the associated bit-vector is

updated' Therefore, updates can be expensive because adding a filter can potentially change the

bitmaps of several nodes.

4.5 Packet ClassifìcationTradeoffs

Now that some of the existing approaches to the packet classification problem have been

summarized, it should be clear there are inherent tradeoffs amongst the complexity metrics

outlined in Section3.4. Table 4-1 attempts to compare the performance ofsome ofthe algorithms

presented in literature according to these metrics. The ideal values of the metrics are also

included to emphasize the deficiencies of existing solutions with respect to at least one metric.

However, it should be noted, it is difücult to perform a fair comparison in this fashion due to the

variability in implementation and simulation parameters, as well as the rule-sets used to

benchmark each design.
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Algorithm

L¡near Search

GOr (2-D)

Hierarchical Tries

GEM

Table 4-1: Comparison of Packet Classification Algorithms

Area-based Quad Tree

(2-D\

Type

bas¡c structure

basic structure

H¡Cuts

basic structure

Worst -Case
Search T¡me

Temary CAMS

o(")

geometric

o(wo')

Lucent BV Scheme

geometr¡c

o(Wo)

Lucent 2-D pref¡x
scheme

geometric/
heuristic

Worst-Case
Storage

O(logn)

o("'l

hardware

ABV scheme

O(aW)

O(ndIï/)

hardware/

geometr¡c

IDEAL

o(d)

O(ndlr)

hardware/

geometr¡c

o(r)

o(ro )

Does not scale to large rule-sets in t¡me.

Does not do range matching. ls l¡m¡ted to
prefix matching.

hardware/

geometr¡c

o(n'l

o(")

Attributes

Does not do range matching. ls l¡m¡ted to
prefix matchinq.

O(ls +logn)
/s - tree height

o("0 )

Scales well on realist¡c rule sets but exhib¡ts
worst-case on random rule-sels-
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o(")

2-D implementat¡on where ¿ ¡s a tunable
parameter used to trade look-up t¡me for
update t¡me.

o(n)

O(dn'z\

o(1)

Supports slow incremental updates but
performance is dependent on heurist¡cs.

Brute force method that does not scale to
large rule-sets w¡th ex¡sting hardware. It also
does not update well.

o(")

Ref

Does not scale to large rule-sets. Allows
search results from multiple d¡mens¡ons to be
merqed toqether.

O(dn'z)

l18l

o(")

t81

Special implementation based on tr¡es and
ftact¡onal cascading used to reduce search
t¡me-

t8l

Allows rearrangement of rules and tunable
aggregate size A. Performs 1o-t¡mes better
than Lucent BV scheme on real rule-sets.

t41
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F¡om a theoretical and computational perspective, the best algorithms for the general pC

problem considering time and space require either O(logr)d-' ) time complexity with linear

space complexity or O(logn) time complexiry *irh O(n d) 
space Il]. Unfortunately, the worsr-

case space and memory costs are high. Consider an example of lOK rules where d:5 and the

logarithms are ofbase 2. This will require a search cost of more than 3lK memory accesses and

linear memory or a search ofaround 13 memory accesses and memory cost of 1020 bits. Thus, it
should be clear that the multi-dimensional PC problem is extremely difiìcult. It is unlikely that a

fast and scalable solution exists for completely arbitrary multi-dimensional classifiers. Pankaj

Gupta has made some insightfi-rl conclusions regarding this dilemma:

"The theoretical bounds tell us that arriving at a practical worst-case solution is not possible.

No single algorithm will perform well for all cases. Fortunately, we don't have to; Real-life

classiflrers have some inherent structure that apparently we can exploit; A hybrid scheme might

combine the advantages of several approaches." [12]

It is also the belief in this thesis that future PC algorithms capable of supporting emerging

bandwidths will almost certainly be a hybrid technique building upon ideas from numerous

previous works. An observation from Table 4-1 that supports this train of thought is that the

generic worst-case bounds do not apply lor d < 3, overall, one- and two-dimensional schemes

have been known to scale well. some of these algorithms may achieve logarithmic time and

linear storage using techniques such as range trees with fractional cascading [1], hierarchical tries

[8], and Area-based Quad trees [9]. For instance, Grid-of-Tries performs well for two-

dimensional prefix matching. Furthermore, even better results can be achieved using pre-

computation, hashing and CAMs.

while algorithms failing to target the general PC problem are not particularly interesting, the

main points are that solutions to one- and two-dimensional classification seem to be special cases,

where any extension to higher dimensions will result in significantly slower performance and

reduced flexibility of the algorithún. These realizations are applied as a new algorithm is

developed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5 presents the fundamental data structures and searching techniques used to develop

a novel packet classification algorithm in this thesis. The chapter begins with a briefjustification

of the design strategy. Next, the principles behind the hardware and software related structures

are presented, including bit-vectors, hierarchical compression and B-trees (sections 5.2 and 5.3).

A full description of the system architecture follows in Section 5.4 with an accompanying

example of the system pre-processing and query operations. Overall, the system strives to

achieve a balance between hardware optimization and prograrnmable flexibility.

5.1 Design Strategy

The approach taken in this thesis is to decompose the multi-dimensional problem into a set of
two-dimensional problems each producing bit-vector solutions. The multi-dimensional query

then becomes the bit-vector intersection of a few simpler two-dimensional queries. The main

challenges in using this structure will be to find scalable solutions to th€ intersection problem and

memory usage to meet the requirements of modem day networks. At present, no known

algorithms exist that attempt to decompose the general PC problem into two-dimensional

problems. However, solutions have been proposed which attempt to decompose the pC problem

into groups of one-dimensional problems [1], [2].

The main benefit of decomposing the PC problem in this manner is that one can take

advantage of existing two-dimensional schemes. A tunable framework can then be creâted that

allows for the incorporation of various 2-D search algorithms into one system that will perform

multldimensional classification. This is significant because different classification algorithms

(search schemes) are optimal for particular applications depending on the size and complexity of
the rule-set. In other words, some two-dimensional schemes are better suited for prefix matching

while others are more amenable to range matching or exact matching. As an example, it would

be highly desirable to use something like Grid-of-Tries [8] for two-dimensional prefix lookups.

In this thesis, a B-tree search structure has been selected for the 2-D queries prirnarily because it
can support each ofthe classification match types described in section 3.2. B-trees also provide a

good balance between search times and update performance and are klown to perform well in

systems with a large cache line, where an entire node can be retumed in a single memory access.
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5.2 Bit-Vectors

To support operations at wire-speed, an algorithm must be amenable to hardware

implementation. This provides the advantages of hardware pìpelining and parallelism, which are

enablers in reducing the time complexity. As in the BV and ABV schemes, bit-vectors and bit-

level parallelism are used to achieve these goals.

Bit-vectors are a common structure used to represent data sets and, in some instances, are

often much more efficient than linked lists or arrays. In general, it is difficult to do better than

one bit per object. ln addition, all logical operations can be implemented using bit-wise

operations, which are among the fastest. In particular, bit-vectors give excellent performance for

operations like unions and intersections where it is easy to take advantage ofbit-level parallelism.

The disadvantage ofbit-vectors becomes clear when attempting to encode a database ofrules

that has potentially millions of entries. Conventional bit-vector representations need to reserve a

signifrcant amount of memory and are as wide as the number of distinct objects in the collection

or rule-set [1], [2]. This can outweigh all of the advantages that bit-vectors offer In the Lucent

BV scheme, this means that the intersection will still take too long to operate at wire-speeds for

large rule-sets regardless of any practical level of bit parallelism. The ABV scheme attempts to

counter this by introducing aggegation and rearrangement so that the intersection does not have

to occur on the entire bit-vector. Howeve¡ using the conventional representation also means a

$eat deal of storage space is required for the large number of bit-vectors. In both the BV and

ABV schemes, the memory requirements fail to scale to large databases.

Consider a database of one million rules. One bitmap representing any aspect of the

collection will take approximately 123K by,tes. storing only 100 or 1000 bit-vectors of that size

will require 12 and 123 MB respectively. Obviously, most applications can't afford pure bit-

vectors. ofcourse, when storing the bit-vectors in a database, some general compression method

could be applied such as arithmetic coding or Huffman trees. Nevertheless, accessing the

database through the compressed vectors would be very costly. If the decompression required

involves numerous logical operations, the time required for processing could be prohibitive [24].
The objective is to effectively implement operations on bitmaps using on-the-fly adaptive

compression without a significant perfo¡mance sacrifice.
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Forfunately, classification rule-sets do not keep random data. ln all likelihood, these vectors

are going to be extremely sparse, especially for two dimensions and above. In essence, there will
be very few ones dispersed amongst a sea of zeros. Therefore, it is possible to exploit these

features and write an effrcient adaptive implementation of bit-vectors with embedded

compression. obviously, attempting to organize bit-vectors means there is a tradeoff between

performance and space. However, with an effrcient and flexible implementation, such a tradeoff

can be affordable and acceptable.

5.2.1 HierarchicalCompression

Hierarchical compression is one techrìque that can naturally be applied to bit-vectors. In

hierarchical compression, groups of bits are combined together into a treeJike structure of bit-

vectors. A'0'(zero) at a toplevel indicates that all descendants are also ze¡o. A'f indicates that

the descendants contain some non-zero bits. In the first case, it is not necessary to keep the

memory for lower levels, which results in a significant decrease of memory consumption.

consider representing a bitmap of27 rules in hierarchical format with a branching ratio of tkee.

Each bit in the toplevel represents tbree bits in its descendents, providing two levels of hierarchy.

In Figure 5-1, the shaded vectors are all that need to be stored, reducing the storage requirements

ÍÌom 27 bits to 12. While this may seem like a minimal savings, for large sparse bitmaps it can

be huge.

LSB

Hierarchicar cBV Represenrarion ffi
Figure 5-1: Ilierarchical Compression of a Bit-Vector

The depth of the compression tree is kept low, so only a particularly low number of
comparisons are needed to find a leafand inspect a bit in it. In cases where the vector is sparse,

only the root node needs to be ilspected to determine whether the object is represented in the set.

This is similar to the aggregated bit-vector of [2], except that rather than using one and two level

aggregation to speed up the intersection, hierarchical compression is used to store the entire
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vector and reduce memory use. There is no need to store the entfue bitmap and, when a match is

found, there is no need to go back and retrieve portions of the bitmap. Therefore, hierarchical

compression is an effrcient and flexible way to manipulate bit-vectors, making the performance

and space tradeoff worthwhile.

5.3 The B-tree

A B{ree is a rooted and balanced search tree, optimized for VO operations. Il a sense, B-

trees generalize the simple binary search. That is, if an intemal nodex has zþ] t"y., then it will

have zþ]+ 1 children. The keys are used as dividing points separating tlìe range of keys handled

by x into zþ]+1 sub-ranges, each of which are handled by the children c,þ], where

1<i < nþ]+1. Hence, when searching for a key in a B-tree, an n þ]+ 1 way decision is made.

some other distinguishing features of B-trees are that the branching factor can be quite large. As

well, each n-node B{ree has a height of O(log, n), where I is the minimum degree ofthe B-tree.

Therefore, this structure can be used to implement many dynamic set operations tn O(log, n)

time A formal presentation of B{ree properties is provided below while further information on

implementing B-trees operations can be found in [18].

5,3.1 B-treeProperties

Each node in the tree must contain a few basic fields.

r The number of keys present in node x, represented by nlxl.

o The keys, stored in ascendin g order: key rfxf < k"yr[rl3... 3 key,,r,rlx].

o A Boolean value that indicâtes ifthe node is a leafor an internal node.

. Each intemal node in the tree also maintains n[x]+l pointers to the

crlxl,crlxf, ..,c,,¡¡*¡[x] children. For leafnodes, this field is left undefined.

Figure 5-2 illustrates this basic information for intemal and leaf nodes. It is also appârent

from the diagrams that the keys separate the ranges of keys that are stored in each sub-tree (i.e.

k, 3 key rfx) < k, 3 key r[x] 3 ". < key,,u,lxf 3 k ¡aì.
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Generai Info:

Keys:

Pointers to
Children:

General lnfo:

Keys:

Pointers to
Childrenl

nlxl leaffxl= Pslss

kty,[xl key"[xl keyrn[x]

c,[x] I ",[r] I I c,,r,rt"l c,,r¡.tIx]

a) Internal Node

n[x] leaf[xf=7¡'y¿

keyrlrl keyrlxl key 
^ 

nlxl

NIL NIL NIL NIL

b) Leaf Node

Figure 5-2: B-tree Node Fields: a) Internal Node b) LeafNode

Some additional B-tree propefies are:

¡ All leaves in the tree have the same depth, which is equal to the tree's height since it is a
balanced tree.

o There are bounds placed on the number of keys a node can have. Typicall¡ these bounds
are expressed in terms ofan integer / > 2. This is known as the minimum degree of the
B{ree. Based on the degree of the tree, the¡e are a couple ofbasic rules that nodes must
adhere to. This is to ensure that the B-tree structure is never violated.

a) Each node other than the root must maintain a minimum of t-l keys. Consequently,
every intemal node other than the root will have a minimum of ¡ children.

b) Every node can contain a maximum of 2l - 1 keys (i.e. the node is full). This means
that an internal node can have at most 2l children.

Thus, a B-tree with a minimum degree of 2 will contain intemal nodes with 2, 3, or 4
children. An important feature ofthis structure is the worst-case height ofthe tree, since it plays a

role in determining the overall performance of the search and update procedures. If z > 1 , then

for any n -key B{ree of height /¡ and minimum degree / ) 2the worst-case height is defrned by

Equation 5-1. A fomral prooffor this statement is provided in [18].

Equation 5-1: Height of a B-tree

h <ion.n+1
2
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Figure 5-3 provides an example of a simple B{ree of degree 2 where the keys are integers

from the set ofnatural numbers.

mËffi EË
Figure 5-3: B-Tree Example (t = 2)

5,3,2 B-tree Operations

The fundamental ope¡ations that need to be performed with respect to the B-tree are its

creation, insertion of keys, deletion of keys and searching. The B-tree search operation is very

similar to searching a binary search tree. However, instead of performing a binary ,0, or ,1'

branching decision at each node, a multi-way decision is made. The number of keys in the node

determines the degree ofthis decision.

5,3,2,1 B-Tree Search

ln general terms, the B-tree search receives a pointer to the root node of a sub-tree along with

a key to look for. If the key is found, then the search retums a positive result containing the node

and an index into the node where the key is located. If no match is found, a negative or null

result is rehlmed. Figure 5-3 provides an example ofa search for the key 15. The lightly shaded

nodes indicate which nodes would be inspected during the search. Since each node contains at

most 2l - 1 keys, the time taken at each level of the tree is O(/) , and the theoretical worst-case

search time is O(th) ,where å represents the height of the tree. This can be re-written as

O(tlog, n)based on Equation 5-1.

root node

tr

-T-f---l60 t70 180
rltl

t',
;.
v{

iu. unl lr, l,r)rrrLtt
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5,3,2,2 B-Tree Insert

lnsertion of a key into a B-tree is slightly more difficult than inserting into a binary tree. In

binary trees, one would search for the leaf position to insert the new key and then create a new

leaf. For B-trees, this approach could lead to invalid data structures. Instead, the key must be

inserted into an already existing leafnode. Furthermore, a new key cannot be inserted into a full
leaf node, so a split operation may have to be exercised to maintain the tree structure. If there is a

fi¡ll node according to rule 2 ofthe B-tree properties, it should be split around its median into two

nodes each having I - 1 keys. The median value moves up the tree to its parent and separates the

ranges for the two children. However, it is possible that the parent may be full, in which case it
would require splitting. This process may propagate up the tree to the root. To avoid this

condition, splits are performed on every full node encountered as the tree is searched fo¡ the

insert location. Consequently, whenever a full leafnode needs to be split, there is a guarantee the

parent is not full. Thus, a single insert can be performed in one pass down the tree and is an

O(Iog, n) operation. To build an entire tree with n insertions will tak e O(n\og, n) .

From the above discussion, it is also clear that splitting is the only way in which the height of
the tree may grow. Figure 5-4 illustrates the split operation ofa node where ¡:4. The node y is

split into two nodes and the median key (integer 5) is moved up into the parent,s node.

t = c'[x] y = ctÍxl

¡i-R

-.-t - l$s's'
L:¡ x

L^-
c' -v

2 3 4 5 6 7 I

Figure 5-4: Splitting a B-tree Node of Degree t=4

The delete operation is similar to the insert but is slightly more complicated. For more

information on this and other B-tree operations, the reader is directed to [18].

al,l,l;l FTtF-l
y = ct-lÍxl

5 10
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5.4 The CBV Packet Classification Algorithm

This section outlines the build and search algorithms for a packet classification scheme based

on CBVs with a B-tree search. Figure 5-5 provides a block diag¡am for the system. Essentially, a

number of two-dimensional queries occur in parallel, each returning bit-vector solutions, which

are intersected to find the rule with the highest priority. For the two-dimensional queries,

multiple B-trees ofdegree 3 a¡e li¡ked in one dimension with a set ofB{rees and compressed bit-

vectors in a second dimension. It should be noted that in this implementation the keys of the B-

tree store ranges opposed to single values. As the build þre-processing) and query operations are

explained, thejustification for this design will become clearer.

Figure 5-5: CBV AÌgorithm System Block Diagram

5,4.1 Inbound-OutboundRatio

A typical firewall rule-set will consist of a mix of both inbound and outbound rules. In[15],

it was discovered that the ratio ofinbound to outbound rules significantly impacts the overall size

of the search data structure. As expected, smalle¡ data structures are produced rvhen the rule-set

is homogenous in nature (e.g. all inbound (IB) or outbound (OB) rule$. For large rule-sets, the

improved space performance may even warrânt the implementation of two data structures, one for

IB trafflrc and one for OB trafflrc. To tâke advantage of this observation, independent data

structures are generated for all inbound and outbound rule-sets in this thesis. Given the
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limitations of the testing methodology and the available memory on the prototyping environ-ment,

this will also allorv testing ofmuch larger rule-sets.

5.4,2 AlgorithmPre-processing

The build portion of the algorithm accepts tkee main inputs. The first is a set of
r classification rules (inbound or outbound) defined as R=l\,...,r,,I in Æ dimensions.

Therefore, each rule, r,,,, in the set contai¡s Ë fields representing the rule's range for each

dimension. This set is represented Ay r,,, = þr,^,er,,,,...,tr,.\ . The second input is the field

orde¡ used to build each 2-D search tree in the structure. In [15], flreld order was found to have a

significant impact on both search speed and size of the data structure. The third input, å, is

known as a bucket factor and provides the atgorithm with a space versus time tradeoff parameter.

Based on thìs parameter, the rule-set can be pafitioned into multiple sets which each produce a 2-

D B-tree structure. A formal description of the build algorithm is provided below

1. Partition the fr fields defined by the rules into pairs, which shall be denoted by the set

lìL,P=lp,,pr,"'p,],1< i <4,where p j = \h j.t,h j.r! and, &r., and år., correspond to

fields used to build the frrst and second dimension B-trees. Note: the selection of pairs

should be made judiciously to ensure optimal searches and space requirements. If the

number of dimensions Èis not even, the remaining field will be searched in one

dimension.

2. For each pair p;, consider å¡,1, and generate å partial rule-sets Rj,b,b> 1 . The criteria

for partitioning the rule-set may vary but in this case, it is split based on range size. A

rule4,, belongs to setRr,, if its range size in h¡,t falls into the appropriâte bin. Each new

subset of¡ules will be used to generate a 2-dimensional B-tree structure, so the final data

structure will contain multiple B-trees.

¡ Ranges were selected as follows: [0x00000000:0x00000000FF], [0x00000100:
0x0000FFFFl, [0x0001 0000:0x00FFFFFF] and [0x01000000: OxFFFFFFFF]. This
leads to 4 valid ranges for 32-bit fields, and 2 valid ranges for 16-bit fields.
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3. The following steps are executed for each pair p, with subset of rules R;,a

vi . l,.llt . {r,z,z,+,...} :

d.

Project all intervals onto the lr,, axis. This will generate a maximum of 2n+l

non-overlapping intervals along the axis [1]. These sets of intervals will be

denoted by I¡.a.6, wherc1< j S +,b >1, anð,d= 1.

For each interval i €I¡,¿,6 create sets of rules R;,¿,¿,¡, where I<í<2n+I,

and d =l such that a rule q,, e R ,, belongs to the set R;,r,¡,; if and only i{ the

corresponding interval I overlaps with er,,,,,l <d<k. Recall e0,,,, is the

element in 4,, which maps to å,,, according to the division of the header fields.

Each interval will then correspond to a key in the B-tree and its subset À;,:,a,i

æR = þ,,....,r,,| will be used to create a B{ree in the second dimension along

å;,2 . A pointer to the secondary B-tree must be maintained in the first dimension

along with the key.

Creation ofthe secondary B-trees is similar to that of the first dimension. project

all non-overlapping intervals fro- R;,r,r,, where 1 S i < 2n +1 and d = I onto

lhe hr., axis. Each set will again generate at most 2¿+1 non-overlapping

intervals. The sets of these intervals will be denoted by

I¡.a,6,where1<i<+,b>l anð, d: 2.

For each interval i e I¡,¿,6, and d = 2, create sets of rules Ã;,a,a,¡, where

1<i<2n+1, such that a rule r,,,erR,, belongs to the set R,,r,u,, if, and only

if, the corresponding intewal I overlaps with e¿,,,, where 1< d < k and eo,u, is

the element in r,,, , which maps to år,, .

a.
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e. The sets ofrules produced in the second dimension are used to create compressed

bit-vectors using hierarchical compression. To create the CBVs, the rules are

w¡itten to a hardware-optimized Packet Filter Assist Acceleration Engine

(PFAAE). The hardware creates the hierarchical representâtion, stores it in
memory and retums a pointer to the location of the CBV

To demonstrate the basic pre-processing steps an example rule-set is shown in Table 5-1 for a

single pair of 8-bit fields. This rule-set is also used to illustrate the algorithm search operation in
Section 5.4.3. As seen in Table 5-1, the rule-set has been split into 2 buckets creating two rule-

subsets, R;,¿, where j=1, 1< b <2. The first rule-subset,.R,,, , contains rules with an å,,, freld

range between 0x00 and 0x0F. The second subset, À,,r, contains rules with an ,h,,, range

between 0x10 and 0xFF. Figure 5-6 illustrates the geometric representation of the first subset,

n,,, = {Rt, R2, R:, R4, R5, R6} along with pre-processing steps (3a) and (3b).

Table 5-I: Example Rule-Set in Two Dimensions with 27 Rules

Rule lD hr., h,., R¡.ò'ó=

R1 1-7 4-þ 1

R2 5-13 2-7 'l

1-9 11-13 1

R4 6-14 8-9 1

R5 'I -3 8-9 1

R6 9-10 2-'t0 1

R7 0-31 4-15 2

R8 8-31 32-63 2

R9 32-63 0-7 2

R10 64-127 16-31 2

R11 128-255 192-192 2

R27 0-127 0-31 2
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lnterval

ieL,,
lnterval
Range

Rules in Set

R1,R3,R5

2 R1,R3

3 ,R2,R3

4 6-7 .R2,R3,R4

5 8-8 R2,R3,R4

s-9 R2,R3,R4,R6

10-10 R2,R4,R6

6 R2,R4

4 si6 z Elomentary
lntervals

Figure 5-6: Geometric Representation of Rule-Subset, Rj,b,j=1,b=l andTableof
Elementary Intervals in the 1st Dimension

ln Figure 5-6 the elementary intervals and rule-subsets are generated for the first dimension

of the 2-D B{ree. This would result in a simple B-tree containing nine keys with nine rule-

subsets À;,r,a,i , where i=1, å = 1 and l<i<9. Next, a B-tree is generated in the second

dimension from every rule-subset, Rr,r,l,¡, and a pointer is attached to the corresponding key in

the fr¡st dimension. For example, the subset corresponding to elementary interval one

í, e 1,,,,' is used to generate the non-overlapping intewals on the hr,, axis as shown in Figure

5-7.
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lnteNal

i e I t,z,l

lnterval
Range

Rules in Set

4-6 R1

2 8-9

3 R3

Figure 5-7: Geometric Representation of Rule-Subset ,R1,¡,1,1 and Table of Elementary
Intervals in the 2nd Dimension

From this procedure, there are th¡ee intervals created, which translate into 3 keys and rule-

subsets. For a B{ree of degree 2, this would lead to one root node. once these sets have been

created in the second dimension, the rules are passed to custom hardware blocks, which will
cÍeate the compressed bit-vectors and retum pointers in their place.

5,4,2,1 Buìld-Tìme antl Space ContplexÌty

For the software tasks, the theo¡etical build{ime and space complexity of a 2-D B-tree are

easy to see. It is an O(z1og, n) operation to build the tree and requires O(z) space to store the

tree in each dimension. Thus, the total build{ime complexity is O(n 'z(tog, )') anathe space

complexity isO(n 2). For the hardware operations the worst-case complexities to build and store

each cBV are o(n). Therefore, the combined data structure has overall build-time and space

complexities ot Oþt(tog, n)') una O(n3) respectively. previous wo¡ks would have dismissed

this algorithm as unfeasible due to the large space requirement. Howevet by introducing bit-

level parallelism, judicious decision of field orde¡ and space versus time tradeoffs such as the
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bucket factor å, the findings in this thesis show that the algorithm is in fact a practical altemâtive

when used with rule-sets based on real firewall statistics.

The bucket factor is a space{ime trade-off similar to one used by GEM, where the rule-set is

partitioned into å subsets and separate trees are built from each subset. The impact of splitting

the rule-set equally into å buckets is a constant reduction in the software related space complexity

t/ t ,2\ / ,\

Ol tl i) l= oll- I at the expense of search speed. If the rule-set is split according to some[\ó/J \b)
other criteria such as ranges, the exact impact is more diÍïìcult to predict. ln this case, much more

work needs to be done in order quantify the gains.

5.4.3 On-IineProcessing

once the B{ree search structures and compressed bit-vectors have been created, search

operations can be performed. To classify a packet (i.e. perform a query), it is assumed that rules

a¡e sorted based on priority, and a packet arrives in the system with a set of È generalized header

frelds. The search is performed as follows:

1. The relevant packet header fields are extracted and the appropriate header field pairs are

sent to their respective two-dimensional query engines (i.e. the pair of heade¡s

conesponding to p, = þ,,r,h,,r} should be sent to the appropriate search engine). B-

tree searches are pedormed in parallel for each 2-D query.

2. For each pair pj=lhj.,,hj.r!,t=j=t,the intervals ieI¡,a.t, d=I,

Vb € $,2,3,4,...\ that belong to the field år,, are found in the firsr dimensional B-trees.

Their pointers a¡e followed to the second dimension whe¡e the appropriate intervals are

again retrieved. Each search will return up to a maximum of å CBV pointers that are

passed to the hardware.

3. For each 2-D qtery, the hardware retrieves and performs an Ofung operation on the

CBVs from step 2. The result is one CBV containing all possible filter matches across

two dimensions.
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The system controller must perform an intersection among all sets of applicable rules

retumed (i.e. on the ORed compressed bitmaps). This can be performed through a

logical AND ofthe bit-vectors and is pipelined with the OR operation.

The rule corresponding to the highest priority is applied to the packet.

To illustrate the querying function of the algorithm, consider a two-dimensional example with

a B-tree ofdegree 2 (i.e. nodes may have 1,2 or 3 keys) and a bucket factor of2. This is a special

case because there is only one pair p, and no intersection is required. It is also noted, that with

regards to the actual implementation a B-tree of degree 3 and bucket factor of 4 are used. The

rules for this example are expressed in Table 5-1 .

The first step to performing a query with this architecture is to search the two-dimensional

trees. Figure 5-8 illustrates a pofion of the B{rees generated from the flrrst bucket of rules (i.e.

R,,u, j = l,b = 1). It also demonstrates the first steps of the software search procedure. The

lightly shaded nodes indicate the path of nodes and keys examined in a search for incoming

packet with p, = þ'r,hr,r|= 14,9), starting from the roor. At each node the keys are examined

left to right until one is found that contains 4 or is greater than 4. I¡ the root node the first key is

greater than 4 so a node pointer is followed left where the first key contains 4. once the target

key is found, a pointer is followed to a second dimension Blree. The second key in the root node

of this B-tree matches the key hr,, =9 . Lr the diagram, it is indicated that rule 5 belongs at this

node. However, this information will be stored in a cBV and only a pointer will be maintained at

the node. Figure 5-9 reflects the representation of the bit-vector stored in memory It is noted

that in practice, some slight overhead (64-bits) is also stored to indicate the counts for level 2 and

level 3 vectors. when the cBV pointer is received by the hardware-processing element, it will
retrieve this vector and wait for the next pointer.

4.

5.
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Figure 5-8: B-trees Generated from the First Subset ofRules (i.e. Bucket l)

MSB

root (level 1)

H iera rch ica I c BV Represe ntat¡on ffi;:..€læffi Sl=l ìC

Figure 5-9: CBV 1 Representation in Memory

Figure 5-10 illustrates a portion of the B-tree generated from the second subset of rules (i.e.

Rj,b,j =l,b =2) and ¡eflects the next stage of the query Once again, the lightly shaded nodes

indicate the path examined in the search for an incoming packet with p, = þr,r, hr,r!= 14,9). The

key of 4 is found in the second node and points to a second dimension B-tree. The second key in

the root node of this B-tree contains the key hr,, = 9. The diagram below indicates that rules 7

and 27 belong at this node (i.e. overlap this region). Howeve¡ as before, only a pointer would be

stored here. This pointer is retumed to the hardware to determine all applicable rules which

match the input. Figure 5 - I 1 shows the representation of this bit-vector in memory
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First Dimension

s2-æ | r; 128-
255

Figure 5-10: B-trees Generated from the Second Subset ofRules (i.e. Bucket 2)

Hierarchical CBV Reprer"nt"tion W
Figure 5-11: CBV 2 Representation in Memory

Once the hardware processing unit receives the second pointer, it retrieves this vector flom

memory and performs an oR operation on the two vectors. If a higher bucket factor is used, then

additional bit-vectors may be simultaneously oRed together to produce one final search result.

The oRing procedure for this example is illustrated in Figure 5-12 as if it were to occur on

regular and compressed bit-vectors. In some cases, this process may involve partially

decompressing the vector.
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cBV' l'ælGl,Eiffil$ffiffilTl=lE
a"u,

F.l:El-]..:ffitr1=l.E o o o o o o o o o

ffiooo[¡TiTõ-l
ORed CBV

Figure 5-I2: Compressed Bit-Vector OR Operation

This example has illustrated the query operation on two fields. Ifthe query were performed

on more than two fields, all the two-dimensional queries would occur in parallel. This system

would also require an additional intersection operation. once the oRing operations are complete,

each two-dimensional system would retum a compressed bit-vector with all applicable rules. The

main controller in Figure 5-5 would be responsible for performing the intersection of these

vectors through a logical AND operation. No additional time would be required because this

operation would be pipelined with the OR operation from each ofthe 2-D queries.

5,4,3,1 Search Tìme Conpleity

The search complexity for the software portion ofthe algorithm is the time taken at each level

of the t¡ee. This is O(l) for a B-tree of degree l, which leads to a total search time of

O(th) where å is the height of the tree. Based on Equation 5-1, this can be re-w¡itten

substituting for /¡. The search complexity becomes O(tlog, n) since A <tog,((Ë *%),*n"r"

,tc is the number of intervals and there are at most (2n + 1) non-overlapping intervals for r rules.

Since there is a B-tree in each dimension, increasing by a factor d for the number of dimensions
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leads to O(dxrlog, n). However, for a constant ¡ and d this canbe simplified to O(log,n).If

a bucket factor is implemented, splitting the

structures are created which leads to a

O(bx d xtbs L\ .

D

tree into ó groups of size f, then b 2-D B-tree
b

slowdown in the software search speed of:

For the hardware side, the onjine processing involves the CBV OR and intersection tasks

among potential solution sets of classification rules. These are pipelined o(n) operations since

the potential sets may have cardinality of O@), when arbitrary overlaps are permitted.

Therefore, this leads to an overall time complexity of O(z). However, in practice, the execution

time is largely accelerated since the hierarchical compressed vectors can quickly filter out blocks

of ¡ules which do not need to be examined. Bitlevel parallelism can also improve the worst-case

performance by operating on large blocks of memory or bit-vectors. A convenient approach is to

tie the branching factor ofthe hierarchical compressed bit-vectors to the size ofmemory words of
width w. By increasing w, the worst-case execution time is reduced as are the number of memory

accesses.

5.5 Summary

Overall, by decomposing the search and using bit-vectors, a novel algorithm has been

introduced which can support an arbitrary number of dimensions and is well suited for a syst€m-

on-Chip implementation containing processors, custom computing hardware and embedded

memory The query operations can be implemented using an existhg processor and high-speed

memory while compression and inte¡section components ofthe architecture can be implemented

in custom hardware to exploit pipelining, parallelism and unique computational operations. As

well, the use ofbitlevel parallelism should significantly accelerate the filtering operation for any

practical implementation.
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Chapter 6 presents the architectural mapping and partitioning phase of the design. During

this stage, various architectural design options were evaluated. A platform-based design (pBD)

approach was employed to reduce development time. PBD takes advantage of pre-designed

architectural environments to facilitate ¡euse in the design and manufacturing of SoC applications

in consumer-driven markets [29], t301.

The rapid prototyping platform selected for the CBV packet filter design is based on ARM

lntegrator series products and was provided by the canadian Mictoelectronics corporation

(CMC) as part of the System-On-Chip Research Network (SOCRÐ program. It is intended as a

high-capacity FPGA-based hardware board with real-world interfaces for the purposes of Ip
evaluation, validation and system emulation. A picture of the ove¡all system is shown in Figure

6-r.

Figure 6-1: ARM Integrator Rapid-Prototyping Platform [42]

The RPP comes completes with hardware and software IP lib¡aries and reference designs, all

driving forces in the SoC revolution. The flrrst th¡ee sections of this chapter elaborate on the

target platform architecture, its capabilities, and the expansion requirements necessary for

implementing a portion ofthe CBV packet classification algorithm.
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Development ofa functional prototype on a platform provides the benefits offast verification

of the overall system before committing to silicon as well as a proof-of-concept. In addition, it
greatly simplifies the architectural mapping stage of the design cycle since the basic building

blocks are already in place. Therefore, the main task ís mâpping functional units onto

architectural units. This step is described in Section 6.4. ^lhe disadvantage of this approach is

that it reduces flexibility and performance, constraíning the designer to the limitations of th€

selected platform.

6.1 ARM fntegrator/APAslc Development Platform

The ARM IntegïaÍor ASIC Developntenl Platfornt (Integrator/AP) baseboard facilitates

hardware and software co-development of devices and embedded systems based around

ARMTTDMI microprocessor core modules and Xilinx FPGA logic modules or togic tites Q.I.s).

Figure 6-2 provides a close-up picture ofthe development platform and enhancements.

Figure 6-2: ARM Integrator Rapid-Prototyping Platform Hardware
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The main hardware components and development tools associated with the platform are:

Hardware:

. ARM lntegrator/AP ASIC development motherboard

. ARM CMTTDMI (Alù\47 microprocessor) daughtercard

. ARM LT-XC2V6000 logic tile daughtercard

o ARM LM_LTI module

r ARM Multi-ICE (in-circuit-emulator) unit (debug)

. 128 MB DIMM Extra memory (expandable to 256M8 DMM)

Software:

ARM Development Suite ({!g)
Mentor VRTX Development System for ARM

Mentor XRAY RDI for ARM

The Integ¡ator/AP is quite versatile and allows the addition of peripheral Component

Interconnect (PCI) cards as well as the stacking of multiple core and logic tiles. The

motherboard, logic modules and the core module communicate with each other and to peripherals

using the ARM AMBA bus protocol [26]. Developers may even attach their own custom boards

to the design, thereby enabling the prototyping of very complex SoC designs.

Unfortunately, due to hardware availability, the platform configuration was limited to a single

ARMTTDMI and logic tile system. However, a Pl60 RLDRAM module was connected to the

logic tile through a custom interface board to provide some high-speed memory for CBV storage.

The addition ofthe Pl60 module provides an additional 128 MB of RLDRAM and a fasrer speed

grade Xilinx FPGA.

6,1,1 Integrator/AP

The Lrtegrator A,{P motherboard is the main board for the platform [25]. The board features a

system controller FPGA, a clock generator, 32 MB flash memory 256 I(B boot ROM, 512 KB

SSRAM, two serial ports, and expansion connectors. The Integrator/AP can be enhanced by

stacking up to four logic tiles or core modules up to a combined maximum of five. The

Integrator/AP also has a PCI host bridge, which connects th¡ee PCI slots to the AMBA bus that is

used in the rest ofthe system. The PCI slots allow the system to be expanded depending on the

a
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application. There is even a PCVPCI bridge, which maps a Compact PCI slot onto the system

bus. Finally, there is an External Bus Interface (EBI) to allow âdditional memory to be added to

the development system. A block diagram for the Inte$ator/AP board is shown in Figure 6-3.

Extemal Bus lnterface (EBl)
Expansion Connnectoa

Compact PCI
Connector

Figure 6-3: Integrator/AP Motherboard [25]

The system controller FPGA is pre-programmed to implement system controller functions for

the rapid prototyping platform based on the AMBA protocol. The FpGA contains the system

bus interface and arbiter, an intemrpt controller, peripheral vo controllers, th¡ee counters and

timers, a reset controller and basic system status and controller registers. The system bus interface

provides arbitration fo¡ the board as well as any connected modules. It supports transfers to and

from the PCI bus, EBI and APB peripherals contained within the FPGA. The system bus arbiter

also provides arbitration for up to five bus masters from logic or core modules and one from the

PCI bridge. The interrupt controller handles intemipts for up to four ARM processors. Interrupts

may originate from peripheral controllers, the PCI bus, or from devices on any ofthe logic tiles.

Registers within the FPGA are used to enable, acknowledge and cleâr inteffupts.

For system input/output (yO), the lnte$ator/AP FPGA incorporates controllers for a

keyboard and mouse intedace (KMI), two UART serial ports, LEDs, alphanumeric displays,

thee 16-bit counters/timers, GPIO and a Real-Time c/ocÈ (RTC). These are all accessible from

either a logic or core module through the system controller. Fo¡ more information on the

Integrator/AP FPGA, the reader can refer to [25].
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6,1,2 Integrator/CMTTDMI

The Integrator/CMTTDMI module, or core module, is the main controller in the system [27].
The board features an ARMTTDMI microprocessor core, an FPGA, a Dual InJine Memory

Module (DI\[M) socket with support for up to 256 MB of SDRAM, a SSRAM controller with

256I(8 of ssRAM, a clock generator, system bus connectors, as well as Multi-ICE (in-circuit-

entulator),logic analyzer and rrace connectors. Figure 6-4 provides a block diagram ofthe core

module.

Figure 6-4: Integrator/CMTTDMI Core Module [27]

Like the Integraior/AP FPGA, the core module FPGA is already dedicated to perform system

control functions. It is used to implement an SDRAM controller, system bus bridge, reset and

interrupt controllers, as well as status, configuration and interrupt registers. For more infomation

on the core module FPGA the reader can refer to [27].

6,1,3 Integrator/LT-Xc2v6000

The lntegrator/LT-Xc2v6000 module or logic tile (LI) provides a jump-start for developing

AMBA peripherals or custom logic for use with ARM cores [28]. It provides uncommitted FpGA

resources and comes complete with an AMBA AHB reference design. To communicate over the

system bus, the logic module must have an AMBA controller synthesized into the design. Figure

6-5 shows a block dia$am of the LT architecture.
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Figure 6-5: Integrator/LT-XC2V6000 Logic Tile [28]

The logic tile used in this research features a Xilinx Virtex II FPGA (XC2V6000-4FF1517).

The majority of the VO is routed directly to high-density connectors to support tile

interconnection. On the module itself the FPGA directly interfaces with 3 programmable

oscillators to control the clock frequency of the design,2MB of extemal ZBT SSRAM, 8 MB of
FLASH, as well as switches and LEDs that can be configured for system input and output. There

is also a confrguration PLD that loads images from the flash memory into the FpGA on reset.

since there is no JTAG connector on the logic tile itself, the Multi-ICE header on the interface

board must be used to program the flash or the FPGA directly through the high-density

connectors,

6,1.4 Interface Module IM-LTI

The M-LTI Interface module provides an interface between the high-density logic tile

connectors ând the Inte$ator AP motherboard. Its main purpose when connecting a rnotherboard

to the logic tiles is to provide a 20-way box header for connection of JTAG run control units, such

as RealView Multi-ICE.
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6.2 PL60RLDRAMModule

The Pl60 RLDRAM module available Íìom Memec Design provides an FpGA-based

environment for evaluating RLDRAM. Figure 6-6 provides a block diagram of the IìIDRAM
development module.

Figure 6-6: RLDR.A,M P160 Module Block Diagram

The key features of the RLDRAM module include a Xilinx Virtex II FPGA (XC2V1000-

5FF896), four 256 Mbit Infrneon Technologies' HYBl8RL25632 32-bit wide RLDRAMs, an

onboard 200 MHz LVDS clock, a physical interface which provides up to 400 Mbps double-data-

rzte (DDR) performance, and a standard Pl60 interface for expansion. The module was also

delivered with a Memec Desigrr RLDRAM controller in a black-boxed fixed netlist format.

Designers can utilize Memec's proven RLDRAM controller to evaluate the performance of the

RLDRAM technology or build and evaluate their own applications around the controller. The

latter approach is taken in this research where the focus is to evaluate applications for the end

market rather than devoting time and resources creating new IP solutions for a memory controller.

6.2.1 RLDRAM Technology

RLDRAM was co-developed by lnfineon Technologies and Micron Technology to address

memory density and performance-critical features needed by netwo¡k applications. RLDRAM

offers high density, extremely high bandwidth, reduced cycle time, and SRAMlike access. The

intemal architecture allows ¡andom access with row cycle times down to 20 ns. This is

significantly faster when compared to standard DRAM row cycle times of 40 ns and above.
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These characteristics position RLDRAMs as an ideal candidate for switch and router applications

among other high-bandwidth, high-speed, and latency-sensitive applications and are the main

reasons why RLDRAM was selected for use in the CBV packet filter [35].

6.3 P160 to Integrator/LT-XCZV6000 Interface Board

A custom P160 to IntegratorllT-XC2V6000 interface board was developed to provide a

compatible interface between the high-density connectors on the logic tile and the standard P160

RLDRAM module interface. Figure 6-7 provides a picture of the interface board. A p160

module specification, which defines an open standard for connecting expansion modules to

existing Pl60 circuit boards, was loosely followed in the development [41]. The specification

defines two 80- pin low insertion force connectors that con¡ect the P160 module to a main board

as well as the mechanical dimensions for the P160 VO connectors. The details for the logic tile

interface are provided in [28].

Figure 6-7: P160 to Integrator/LM-XCV6000 Interface Board

The key features of the board are a Pl60 standard interface, a logic tile compatible inte¡face

and a few general purpose LEDs and pushbuttons. To maximize the tkoughput between the two

boards, the vo traces were routed b ased on low voltøge diferential signatrrg (LVDS) standards.
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6.4 SoC Blocks for CBV Packet Classification Algorithm

By combining knowledge of the platfonn architecture, system specifications, and Ip libraries,

the necessary inputs are in place to map and partition the functional behaviors of the packet filter

design to platform resources. As mentioned previously, the platform was limited to a single core

module and logic tile. This limits the implementâtion to one 2-dimensional seârch structure.

Nonetheless, with the exception ofthe final intersection operation the implementation is still very

representative of the overall design. A1l of the potential 2-D pair queries can still be built and

performance analyzed on the platform. Figure 6-8 provides a block diagram of the design as it is

partitioned across the RPP motherboard, daughtercards and the RLDRAM expansion module.
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Figure 6-8: Block Diagram of CBV Packet Classifier SoC
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From Figure 6-8 it is clear that the design makes effrcient use of the available IP Libraries

and reference designs. As well, there is a signifrcant amount of custom IP required to execute the

design functionality. The next few sections break down the main design blocks for the cBV
packet classifier SoC.

6,4,1 System Buses

6,4,L1 AMBA buses

AMBA buses are used throughout the design and a¡e the de facto standard for on-chip buses.

They provide a reusable design methodology by defining a common backbone for Soc modules.

6,4.1.2 Advanced Hìgh-Speed Bus (AHB)

Although the platform is capable of using either an AIIB or an Advanced System Bus (ASB),

AHB was selected as the primary bus in the design. Both buses are developed by ARM and

intended to address the requirements of high performance synthesizable designs. Howeve¡ the

AHB is a newer generation of AMBA and its single clock edge protocol results in smoother

integration with design automation tools used during typical ASIC development [26].

kr the CBV SoC implementation the AIIB bus is intended to run at 20 MHz with a shared 32-

bit data bus and a single master. The processor, memory and other high-speed peripherals

involved in the majority of data transfers are all connected to this bus. However, in an actual

SoC this high-performance system bus would typically have multiple masters, separate high

bandwidth read and write buses and would operate at speeds upwards of200 MHz.

6,4,1.3 Advanced Perìpheral Bus (APB)

The AMBA advanced peripheral bus is a secondary bus that appears as a single slave on the

primary AHB bus. It is used to interface low bandwidth peripherals such as timers, UARTs,

intemrpt controllers and GPIo that do not require the high performance of the AHB bus. Fo¡

more details on the AMBAAPB the interested reader can refer to [26].

6,4,L4 Hìgh-Speed Lotv Voltøge Differentìal Signalirtg (LWS) Bus

A high-speed serializer/DeserialÞer (SerDes) LVDS link with eight lanes transfers data

between the logic tile and the Pl60 RLDRAM module. Each lane consists of two differentially

driven pairs of signal li¡es. one pair is for ingress data and the other for egress data. when
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transmitting across a link with multiple lanes, the parallel representation is spread across all ofthe

lanes. This provides greater link bandwidth for transmitting packets.

In this system and in digital systems in general, serialization of data makes perfect sense.

For example, 64 bits of data at 50 MHz can use a 64-bit dara link plus control lines to achieve

3.20 Gbps while the same datâ can be transmitted over 16 lines at 200 MHz provi ding a75%o pin

savings. The same data can be serialized to 8 differential pairs (still 16lines running at 200 MHz
providing 400 Mbps DDR). This provides a pin savings of 75%o and provides greater signal

integrity and lower power.

6,4,1,5 Configuratìon Status Regìster (CSR) Bus

In addition to the LVDS link, a low-speed CSR bus connects the logic and RLDRAM

modules. This allows the processor to read and write configuration and status info from the

Packet Filter Acceleration Assist Englra (PFAAE) while it is busy performing CBV operations.

6,4.2 Core Module Blocks

The core module blocks are reserved by the platform but require a large degree of software

configuration to perform the functional behaviors outlined in the design specifrcations.

6,4,2,1 ARMTTDMIprocessor

The ARMTTDMI core is a general-purpose 32-bit microprocessor whose architecture is based

on the reduced instruction set computet (RISC) philosophy. The processor manages and

schedules all ofthe software tasks related to the packet classifier. It handles interrupts, processes

data, and sets up data transfer operations between itself, memory and other devices. The

motivation for using this type of processor is that it offers high performance with low power

consumption.

6,4,2,2 System Bus Brìdge

The system bus bridge provides an as¡mckonous AMBA interface between the local memory

bus and the system bus on the motherboard. It acts as a gateway allowing the ARM processor to

access resources on the Integrator/AP and other connected modules. At power up the bridge can

be configured to function as an ASB or AHB bridge [27]. In this design it is operating as an

AHB bridge.
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6.4.2.3 SDRAM Memory Contoller

The SDRAM controller provides support for DIMMs with memory in the range of ß b 256

MB and is implemented i¡side the core module FPGA. For the CBV packet classifier design, a

256 MB SDRAM DIMM was comected to the platform to be used as the primary memory for

storing B{ree nodes.

6.4.2.4 Multi-ICE

A Multi-ICE connection allows JTAG hardware debugging.

6.4.3 Integrator/AP Blocks

The Integrator/AP hardware resources are reserved by the platform design and only require

software configuration on power up. The blocks relevant to the cBV packet classifier application

are outlined below.

6,4,3.1 AHB Arbìter

The AHB arbiter ensures that only one bus master is allowed to initiate data transfers at a

time. In Figure 6-8, the ARM processor is the only bus master providing address and control

information to initiate read and write operations.

6,4,3,2 AHB to APB Brìdge

This bridge is a slave on the AHB and translates AHB transfers into an appropriate format for

the slaves on the APB. This block also performs address decoding to generate slave select signals

for APB peúpherals.

6,4,3,3 Integrator AP System Input/Output Perìpherals

For system input/output (VO), the Integrator/AP FPGA incorporates controllers for a

keyboard and mouse interface, two UART serial ports, LEDs and alphanumeric displays, three

l6-bit counters/timers, GPIO and a RTC. These are all accessible from either a logic or core

module through the system controller. Typically, one se¡ial port is used to transfer data in serial

form to and from a lab computer for debugging and logging. The system cont¡oller FpGA also

has a 32-bit general-purpose Input /Output controller that coffrects to the high-density corìnectors

between the AP and logic tile. This can be used for implementing a sideband bus between the

two [25].
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6.4.3.4 InterruptController

An interupt controller handles intetupt reqresls (IRQs) and, fast interrupt reqrests (FIes)

fo¡ ARM processors. These may originate from peripheral controllers and devices on the logic

module. Intemrpts are enabled, acknowledged and cleared based on registers in the system

controller FPGA on the motherboard [25].

6,4,3,5 Status and Control Regìsters

System status and control registers on the system controller FpGA allow software to

configure and control such things as clock speeds and software resets. The local processor is also

able to read this space to determine information such as the SDRAM size and configuration, the

oscillator setup and type ofprocessor.

6,4,4 Logic Tile Blocks

The logic module uses many components from the hardware Ip library accompanying the

ARM platform but also incorporates custom AHB slaves. custom slaves are added to store

configuration and status information as well as to interface with the pFAAE on the RLDRAM

P160 module.

6,4.4.1 AHB Decoder

The AHB decoder is used to decode the address of each transfer and provide a select signal

for the slave that is involved in the transfer. Possible targets include the AHB/ApB bridge,

AHB_CSR bridge, AHB/LVDS bridge, dual-port R.4M (DPRAM), SSRAM and default slaves.

6,4,4,2 AHB DeÍøult Slave

The default slave is targeted when an address in the logic tile memory map is not covered by

one of the other slaves. It responds back to the active master to satisry the AMBA protocol.

6,4,4.3 AHBILWS Brìdge

High-speed inter-module access between the logic tile and the pl60 RLDRAM board is

provided through the AHB/LVDS bridge. The bridge interacts with a pair of asynckonous

command and response FIFOs. It translates egress AHB transfers into a suitable format for the

PFAAE and ingress transfers into AHB format. Subsequent data massaging for the LVDS li¡k is

handled by SerDes logic.
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6.4,4,4 AHB/CSR Brìdse

A low-speed conftguration and status register bus is provided between the logic tile and the

P160 RLDRAM board. The bridge translates egress AHB t¡ansfers into a suitable format for the

cSR bus and ingress responses into AHB format. connected to the csR bus is a bank of255 x
1ó-bit registers used to configure and monitor the PFAAE.

6,4,4.5 Dual-Port RAM @PRAM) Controller

The DPRAM controller provides support for accessing dual-port RAMs and registers inside

the logic tile FPGA from the ArIB. This memory is used to log packet classification performance

and status information.

6,4,4,6 AHB RAM Contollers

Two SSRAM controllers provide byte, word and halfuord operations to onboa¡d Zero Bus

Tumaround (ZBT) SSRAM.

6.4.4,7 AHB to APB Brìdge

The AHB to APB bridge on the logic module is used to connect the ApB peripherals to the

AMBAAHB bus. It produces the select lines for each ApB device.

6.4.4,8 APB Decoder

The APB decoder is used to decode the address of each t¡ansfer and provide a select signal

for the slave that is involved in the transfer. Possible slaves include register, interrupt and clock

control periphe¡als.

6,4,4,9 APBPeTìpherals

The th¡ee main APB peripherals used are the registel interrupt and clock control peripherals.

Their functions arc as follows:

The A-PB register peripheral provides memory-mapped registers for configuring clock
generators, writing LEDs and reading switch inputs.

The APB intemrpt controller contai¡s basic intemrpt controller registers for up to four
APB intemrpts.
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o The APB clock control peripheral provides a parallel to serial interface to transfer clock
divisors to onboard clock generators.

6.4.5 P160 RLDRAM Module Blocks

The Pl60 board uses an RLDRAM controller from the hardware lP libraries but also houses

most ofthe custom logic required for the packet classifier application.

6,4,5,1 Packet Fìher Assist Aceeleratìon Engíne @FAAE)

The PFAAE controls all of the hardware-optimized tasks for the packet classifier Its primary

functions include memory management, processing rules, building CBVs, storing and retrieving

CBVs as well as ORing them together during search operations. Additional detail on this block is

provided in Chapter 7.

6,4,5.2 RLDRAMContoller

The RLDRAM controller provides support for two RLDRAM chips on the module and is

implemented inside the RLDRAM module FPGA. To utilize all four RLDRAM chips two

controllers would need to be implemented. unfortunately, lack of FpGA resources ruled this

option out.

6,4,5,3 Dual-Port RAMI

On-chip memory for use by the PFAAE tasks is provided by dual-port RAMs. Four 32w x

512d RAMs are connected to the PFAAE on one side and the RLDRAM controller on the other.

This enables direct memory access type transfers between intemal and extemal memory. A fifth
dual-port memory is also instantiated inside the PFAAE block for local use while ORing CBVs.
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Once the design architecture has been mapped across platform resources, the next step is the

design implementation phase, which is split among both hardware and software teams. While

details on soff.ware specific development and verification is beyond the scope of this document,

many ofthe design decisions, protocols and address mapping were mutually agreed upon between

the software and hardware designs.

This chapter focuses on the custom hardware design and inte$ation of reusable IP. The

hardware design is broken across multiple FPGAs, one on the logic tile and one on the RLDRAM

board. The major components implemented in each FPGA and explanations of the custom IP

blocks developed are described in Sections 7.I and7.2. The chapter concludes with Section 7.3

outlining procedures for synthesizing and routing the design and specifuing the FPGA utilization

statistics.

7.1 ARM Logic Tile FPGA

The topJevel block diagram illustrating the data flow and main components within the LI
FPGA is shown in Figure 7-1.

FLASH I/F

ZBT SDRAI\,41 I/F

ZBT SDR^IT,4O I/F

AMBAAHB ¡/F

nSYSRST

refclk_20 MHz
refclk_2oo [{Hz

CtrlBus I/F

LVDS Tx (8x)

LVDS TX Confìg/
Ctrl

LVDS Rx (8x)

LVDS RX Config/
Ctrl

Figure 7-1; LT FPGA Systen Block Diagram
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A brief summary of the operation of each of the functional blocks is provided in Table 7-1

while further detail on each ofthe blocks can be found in the remainder ofthis section.

7.1.1 Logic Tile FPGA Pin Descriptions

The following table provides the name, direction, VO standard and a description for each port

(i.e. pin) in the top-level entity of the LI FPGA. A user constraints file is used to tie these ports to

FPGA pins and guide placement and routing.

Table 7-1: FPGA Functional Block Summarv

Block Function

LT_FPGA_top TopJevel HDL element for the logic tile that instantiates alt of the
components seen in Figure 7-1 as well as all of the support ând glue log¡c
to make a work¡ng system.

Clock
Generatori Management

Generates all requ¡red system clocks

AHB Controller The AHB toplevel controller connects the AHB slaves to the integrator
AHB bus. The follow¡ng components are contained within th¡s block:
. AHB Decoder
. AHB Default Slave
. AHB Slave to master Mux
¡ AHB SSRAM0/1 Controller
. AHB APB br¡dge
. APB lnterrupt control¡er
. APB Reg¡ster peripheral
. AHB/LVDS Bridge
. AHB/CSR Br¡dge
¡ AHR DPRAM

FIFO Link Provides a pair of asynchronous command and response FIFOS between
the AHB bus and LVDS bus connected to the RLDRAN.4 module. Th¡s
allows the AHB to operate at a much slower speed.

LVDS SerDes LVDS SerDes |ogic to the RLDRAM FPGA.

DPRAM/REG Memory and registers used for control/status informat¡on and logg¡ng
packet classifier performance.

Table 7-2t LT FPGA Pin Descriptions

Name Type Function

reflck_200¡,4H2
IN

LVTTL 3.3V
200 MHz reference clock provided by onboard oscillators
Used for SerDes and AHB-LVDS br¡dge logic.

refclk_20 M H z
IN

LVTTL 3.3V
20 MHz reference clock for the AHB system bus.

nSYSRST
¡N

LVTTL 3.3V

This is a system wide reset ¡nput (active ¡ow) from the
platform board. lt is used to reset all user logic, peripherals
and ARM cores.
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nSYSRST out
OUT

LVCMOS2S

This is a system wide reset (active low) from the platform
board. lt ¡s used to reset all user log¡c, peripherals and ARM
cores as ¡t is foMarded to the RLDRAI\4 module.

AMBA AHB lnterface

HTRANS[1 :0]
IN

LVTIL 3.3V

Transfer type prov¡ded by the ARN¡7TDM¡ AHB master. Vatid
types include NONSEQUENTIAL, SEQUENTIAL, IDLE or
BUSY.

HWRITE
IN

LVTIL 3.3V

Write enable prov¡ded by the master. When asserted HIGH
this signal ¡ndicates a write transfer and when LOW a read
lransfer.

HS¡zE[1 :0]
IN

LVTTL 3.3V
Size of transfer prov¡ded by master. lndicates the size of the
transfer, which is typically 8,16 or 32-b¡t.

HADDR[31:0]
IN

LVTTL 3.3V
System address bus provided by master.

HDRID_lN[3:0]
IN

LVTTL 3,3V

ln a mult¡-LT system ¡t denotes the posit¡on of the LT in the
stack. Set to 'b1 I 10 for a one logic tile system or fìrst log¡c t¡le
in a multì-tile system. Used in conjunction with the address to
decode the target slave.

HREADY
BIDIR

LVTTL 3.3V

Transfer done signal prov¡ded by slaves. When asserted
HIGH, the HREADY signal indicates that a transfer on the bus
has completed. This signal may be dr¡ven LOW to extend a
transfer allowing the siave addit¡onal time to drive or sample
data.

HDATAI31:0]
BIDIR

LVTTL 3.3V
AHB data bus used to transfer data between the master and
slaves. A bi-directional bus is used to save FPGA l/O pins.

HRESP[1:0]
OUT

LV"|TL 3,3V
Current transfer response status prov¡ded by slave. Possible
indicat¡ons include OKAY. ERROR. RETRY and SPLIT.

SYS nlRQo
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V

Logic t¡le peripheral ¡nterrupt request. Combines intenupts
from APB l/O and also an ¡nterrupt when the response FIFO
from the RLDRAM module has data ava¡lable.

LVDS lng¡ess lnterface

rxclk¡na_p

rxclkina n

IN

LVDS 25 DCI
LVDS receive clock d¡fferent¡al pair. Used to generate a
recovered clock and ¡ts complement.

data¡na_p[7:01

data¡na n[7:0ì

IN

LVDS 25-DCI

LVDS data inputs. The receive data is clocked ¡nto DDR
reg¡sters within the VIRTEX ii FPGA. One b¡t of data is
captured on each edge of the recovered clock providing 400
Mbps throughput per lane.

frame¡naJJ

frameina_n

IN

LVDS 25_DCI

LVDS frame in. One frame signal is used for the entire link
and ensures that the serial receive data from each lane is
reproduced in ¡ts oriqinal 8.b¡t format.

clkin locked
IN

LVCMOS25

Clock synchronization ¡nput between FPGAS. Provides an
¡nd¡cation when the RLDRAM FPGA has locked its DCM on
the ARM FPGA LVDS clock output.

LVDS Egress lnterface

dataoutaj[7:0j
dataouta_n[7:0]

OUT

LVDS-25

LVDS data outputs. For each lane, eight bjts of data are
registered by the 50 MHz clock, mult¡plexed and re-t¡med by
the 200 MHz clock and passed through a DDR register w¡thin
the VIRTEX ll lOB.
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clkouta_p

clkouta_n

OUT

LVDS 25

LVDS clock output. Generated through a DDR register w¡thin
the VIRTEX ¡l IOB with inputs connected to logic-high and
logiclow.

frameoutalo

frameouta n

OUT

LVDS 25

LVDS frame output. cenerated through a DDR register ¡n a
VIRTEX ll lOB. The output is logic-high for two clock periods
and low for the next two.

FIFO STATUS
OUT

LVCMOS2S

FIFO STATUS ¡s a sideband signal providing an ind¡cat¡on to
the PFAAE when ¡t should halt transmiss¡on of packets to
prevent overflow. lt is necessary because the AHB system
bus is running at a much slower frequency than the system
clock on the RLDRAM module.

clkout locked
OUT

LVCMOS2S

Clock synchronizat¡on output between FPGAS. Prov¡des an
indicat¡on to the RLDRAM FPGA when the ARM FPGA has
locked ¡ts DC¡/ on its LVDS clock ¡nput.

Configuration Status Bus lnterface

CSR_DATA[15:0] BIDIR
LVCt\40S25

Mult¡plexed address and data bus. Canies a 16-bit address
when CSR_ALE =1, read data when CSR_nRd = 0 and Write
data when CSR_nWR = 0. To/From AHB/CSR bridge slave.

csR_cs_b
OUT

LVCMOS2S
Chip select (act¡ve low). The current bus cycle is target¡ng the
RLDRAM FPGA when low.

CSR RD b
OUT

LVCMOS2S

Read enable (active iow). The current bus cycle is a read
when low. The FPGA should capture data onto the
CSR DATA bus.

CSR-WR-b
OUT

LVCMOS2S

Write enable (active low). The current bus cycle is a wr¡te
when low. The FPGA should wr¡te data on the CSR DATA
bus.

CSR ALE
OUT

LVCMOS2S
Address latch enable. The CSR DATA bus carries an
address when this is high.

Zero Bus Turnaround (ZBT) RAM0 / RAMI lnterfaces

RAMO_SCLK
RAI\41_SCLK

OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
ZBT CLK.

RAN40_SnWBYTE[3:0]

RAt\r1_SnWBYTE[3:01

OUT

LVTIL 3,3V
ZBT byte wr¡te control signals.

RAMo_SnOE

RAN4I SnOE

OUT

LVTIL 3.3V
ZBT output enable. Enabies the data output dr¡vers

RAN4O_SnCE

RAMI SnCE

OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
ZBT chip select. Enables the RAM ch¡p

RAM0_SADVnLD

RAMI SADVnLD

OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
ZBT advance. Advances the internal burst counler.

RAN40_SnWR

RAMI SnWR

OUT

LVTTL 3,3V
ZBT read/write. Determines the cycle type.

RAM0_SnCKE

RAMI SnCKE

OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
ZBT clock enable. Enables the input clock on the RAM ch¡p

RAI\40-SMODE
RA¡/1 SMODE

OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
ZBT mode signal.
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Name Tvpe Function

RAN40_SA[20;2]
RAN41_SA[20;2]

OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
ZBT address bus.

RAMo_SD[31:0]
RAMl_SD[31:0]

BIDIR

LVTIL 3.3V
ZBT data bus.

FLASH control signals

FnOE
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
FLASH output enable. FLASH is disabled in the packet
classif¡er design so FnOE is tied high.

FnWE
OUT

LVTIL 3.3V
FLASH wrìte enable. FLASH ¡s disabled ¡n the packet
ciassifier design so FnWE ¡s t¡ed high.

FAO
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
FLASH address 0. FLASH ¡s d¡sabled in the packet classifìer
design so FAo ¡s t¡ed low.

FAl
OUT

LVTTL 3,3V
FLASH address 1 . FLASH ¡s disabled in the packet classif¡er
design so FA1 is tied low.

FM1
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
FLASH address 21. FLASH ¡s disabled ¡n the packel
class¡fier design so FA21 is tied low

FA22
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
FLASH address 22. FLASH is disabied in the packet
classifier des¡gn so FA22 is tied low.

FnBYTE
OUT

LVTIL 3.3V
FLASH bfe mode. FLASH is disabled in the packet classifier
design so FnBYTE is tied high.

FnCE
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
FLASH ch¡p enable. FLASH is disabled in the packet
classif¡er design so FnCE is tied low.

Joint Test Action Group (JTAG)

D TCK
IN

LVTIL 3.3V
JTAG debug test clock to be used w¡th a TAP controller.

D-TDI
IN

LVTTL 3.3V
JTAG debug test data in to be used with a TAP controtler.

D TDO
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V

JTAG debug test data out, to be used ¡n debug mode with
TAP controiler. Since no TAP controller is implemented in this
design D_TDI is routed directly to D_TDO.

D RTCK
OUT

LV"TTL 3.3V

JTAG debug return test clock (Multi-ioE feature) to be used
with a TAP controiler. Since no TAP controller is ¡mplemented
in this design D TCK is routed d¡rectly to D RTCK.

PLD Configuration

CLK-24I\4HZ_FPGA
IN

LVTIL 3.3V

24 MHz clock for FPGA configuration. Th¡s clock is used for
serially transferring data to the on-board PLD which also runs
aÌ.24 MHz

ALWAYS_ONE
IN

LVTIL 3.3V

This ¡s a dual-function pin. Prior to FPGA confguration, it
controls the transfer of data to the FPGA. After configuration,
it controls the configurat¡on of logic tile foldover swìtches,
which govern the datapath of many pins on the logic t¡le high-
dens¡ty connectors.

SER PLD DATA
OUT

LVTÏL 3.3V

The FPGA uses this line to serially transfer confìgurat¡on data
to the PLD. lt controls foldover sw¡tches on the logic tile to
determine the rout¡ng of signals between the lntegrator/AP,
the log¡c tile and other stacked modules.
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Name Type Function

Programmable Clock

CLK_SCLK
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
Ser¡al ¡nterface clock for conf¡gur¡ng programmable clocks

CLK DATA
OUT

LVTIL 3.3V
Serial interface data for confìguring programmable clocks.

CLK_STROBE[2:01
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
Ser¡al ¡nterface strobes for configuring programmable clocks.

Miscellaneous

u¡_led[7:01
OUT

LVTTL 3.3V
General-purpose LEDS connected to the FPGA v¡a the
lntegrator/¡M_LT1 interface module for diagnostic purposes.

SW[3:0]
IN

LVTIL 3.3V
General-purpose switch ¡nputs connected to the FPGA. The
inputs are high when the swìtches are ON.

LT1_SW[7:0]
IN

LVTIL 3.3V
General-purpose sw¡tch inputs connected to the FPGA v¡a the
lntegrator/lM_LT'1 interface module.

nPRES[1 :3]
SYS_FlQ[1:3]
SYS_IRO[1:3]
SREQ[1:3]
SLOCK[1:3]

OUT

LVTTL 3,3V

These signals are normally connected to HADDR on a second
logic t¡le but since there is only one log¡c tile in this design,
they are tied off intemally to either logic-high or low.

l Dig¡talty controlted ¡mpedance (DCI) was used for the FPGA-FPGA LVDS interface s¡nce neither the ARM
board nor the RLDRAM board had onboard termination for the different¡at signaling. Th¡s is also the
preferred method as ¡t reduces the number of board components.

7.1.2 ARM Clocking

The following clocks are used in the LI FPGA:

¡ HCLK - 20 }l{Hz. AHB system bus clock reference used for most logic in the part. It
comes from a 20 MHz ¡eference clock provided by an oscillator on the ARM
Integrator/AP ASIC development motherboard.

o HCLKISO - 20 MHz. Complement of the AIIB system bus clock used for most logic in
the part.

. sysclk4x - 200 MHz System clock used for LVDS transmit logic. This clock source is
provided by one of the onboard general-purpose MicroClock ICS307 programmable
clock generators. A 24 MHz crystal oscillator supplies the ICS307s with a reference
clock and the serial control ofthe programmable clock is implemented in the FPGA.

. sysclk4x180 - 200 MHz. Complement of the sysclk4x.

. sysclk2x - 100 MHz. Used for the AHB-LVDS bridge receive logic. This clock is
phase-aligned with sysclk4x.

. sysclk - 50 MHz. Used for LVDS SerDes logic. This clock is phase-aligned with
sysclk4x.
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r rxclk - 200 MIIz. Recovered clock from rxclkina n and rxclkinai, which is forwarded
from the LVDS transceiver on the RLDRAM FÞcA. This cloìk is phase-shifted to
provide a sampling point in the center ofthe rxdata valid bit periods.

o rxclk180 - 200 MHz This clock is the complement of rxclk and is used for LVDS
receive logic.

. clkoutalp, clkouta_n - 200 MHz. This is a regenerated differential version of the
sysclk4x. It is forwarded to the LVDS receiver on the RLDRAM FPGA

Figure 7-2 provides a block diagram for the clock generation and management logic.

.efclk_20[rhz

refclk 200¡/hz

sysclk4x

sysclk4x180

sysclk2x

sysclk

high

sysclk4x
sysclk4x180

clkoe

Figare 7-2: LT FPGA Clock Management

The clock logic has the following features:

. FPGA input clocks are sent through global clock input bufers (IBUFGs) to minimize
skew.

¡ Clocks generated for use within the LT FPGA are sent through global clock buffers
(BlJFGs) to ensure global routing is used for all clock resou¡ces.
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The design uses two Digital Clock Managers (DCMs). A basic DCM accepts a buffered
200 MHz reference clock and generates phase-aligned 50, 100 and 200 MHz system
clocks as well as an inverted version of the 200 MIIz system clock. These clocks are
used for the LVDS bridge and SerDes logic. A second dedicated phase shifting DCM is
used for LVDS receive clocks. This DCM generates a reference clock at the receive port
based on the forwarded differential clock. A fixed phase shift is required to provide a
sampling point near the center ofthe receiver's valid bit periods.

To guarantee that the AHB peripherals are s;'nchronized with the AHB master on the
core module, the 20 MHz system bus clock is buffered bìrt not regenerâted through a
DCM.

7.1,3 AHB Controller

The majority of the code within the AHB controller is re-used from an IP library provided

with the ARM logic tile [28]. Of course, a number of modifications and additional AHB slaves

were added to suit the packet classifier application. Each of the blocks within the controller is

briefly described in Table 7-3. The custom IP blocks, which had to be designed for the packet

classification algorithm, are described in more detail in subsequent sections.

Table 7-3: AHB Controller IP [28]

File Functíon

AHBTopLevel This biock ¡s the toplevel HDL instantiat¡ng all of the high-speed
peripherals, decoder, and all the necessary support and glue logic for a
working AIVIBA system.

AHBDecoder The decoder block provides high-speed peripherals with setect lines. These
are generated from the address lines and the module lD (posit¡on in stack)
s¡gnals from lhe motherboard. The decoder block also generates the select
s¡gnals for the default slave (instant¡ated in the toplevel modute).

AHBMUxS2M This module multiplexes the HREADY, HRESP and HRDATA signals from
the slaves in the logic l¡le and generates the combined HREADY, HRESP
and HRDATA signals used to interface with the AMBA system bus.

AHBZBTRA¡/ High-speed peripherals require that the SSRAM controlter blocks support
8,16 and 32-b¡t operations to the SSRAM on the logic t¡le

AHB2APB Bridge blocks connecting the APB periphera¡s to the high-speed AMBA AHB
bus. They produce the peripheral select s¡gnals for each of the ApB
per¡pherals.

AHBAPBSys The components requ¡red for an APB system are jnstant¡ated in th¡s block.
These ¡nciude the bridge and the APB peripherals. This flle also mutt¡plexes
the APB per¡pheral read buses and concatenates the interrupt sources to
feed into the ¡nterrupt controller per¡pheral.

APBRegs The APB reg¡ster peripheral provides memory-mapped registers to be used
for:

. configur¡ng the clock generators

. writing to the user LEDS on the logic tile and interface module

. reading the user switch ¡nputs on the log¡c t¡le and interface module

. latch¡ng the pressing of the push button to generate an expansion
interruot
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File Function

APBlntcon The APB interrupt controller contains all of the standard interrupl controller
registers and has an input port for four APB interrupts. Only one of them is
used ¡n the packet classifier des¡gn. The remain¡ng three a¡.e set inact¡ve in
the AHBAPBSyS block. Four software interrupts are implemented.

AHBDefaultSlave The HREADY and HRESP signals are dr¡ven from the default slave if an
address in the logic tile memory map is not covered by one of the
peripherals in the design. This prov¡des an ind¡cat¡on to the software that no
peripheral is present at that address.

APBClocks Prov¡des a parallel to serial ¡nterface that transfers the APB ciock div¡sor
register contents to the lCS307 clock generators.

APBClockArbiter lmplements a simple arb¡tration scheme to ensure that each of the three
clock controllers are servjced ¡ndependently

AHB/LVDS Br¡dge Slave This custom block provides a controller for the pa¡r of asynchronous FIFOs
that communicate w¡th the RLDRAM FPGA (i.e. an interface to the high-
speed hardware peripheral that ass¡sts the packet classifier search).

AHB/CSR Bridge Slave This custom block provides a controller for accessing configuration and
status reqisters on the RLDMNI FPGA.

AHB DPRAM Slave Th¡s custom block prov¡des a DPRAM and register controtler for the AHB
bus. The DPRAM and registers are used for logg¡ng system performance
measurements.

The platform architecture is based on a 32-bit address space. In other words, there is 4 GB

worth of memory addresses. In practice, embedded systems will use only a subset of the total

physical address space. Therefore, a memory map is used to define the locations ofvarious types

of memory VO and registers within the address space. The logic tile memory map is broken

down in Figure 7-3.
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0x80000000

oxoFFFFFFF

0xC2400000

0xC2800000

0xC2600000

0xC2400000

0xC2300000

0xC2200000

0xC2000000

0xC1000000

0xC0000000

0x40000000

0x00000000

Figure 7-3: AIIB Memory Map [281

The main address decoder on the Integrator/AP motherboard assigns each connected logic tile

a block of 256 MB. The base address of the logic tile is set by the HDRID signals and the

relative position of the tile in the stack [28]. For the packet classifier design, a single logic tile is

used with base address 0xC0000000. Figure 7-3 shows how the packet classifier decodes its

assigned address space. It is split among the AHB slaves with a minimum size of I MB per slave.

The address space assigned to the AHB2APB bridge is further decoded as shown in the memory

map. It should also be noted that the memory map indicates a bus enor response whe¡e add¡esses

are accessed and no physical memory exists. This response is handled by the default slave.

7.1.4 AHB/LVDS Bridge

The function of the AHB-LVDS bridge is to provide a high-speed as¡mchronous bus interface

between the AMBA AHB system bus connecting the motherboard, logic module and core module

and the LVDS bus connecting the logic tile to the RLDRAM module. In total, the bridge is made

up of three components: a slave that sits on the AHB bus, an elastic FIFO and the LVDS SerDes

logic.

Core ñodule/ molherboard
Memory end
pe pherâls
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7.1,4,1 AHB/LWS Brìdge Slave

The slave acts as a controller allowing the ARMTTDMI processor to read and write a pair of

as¡mchronous command and response FIFOs cormected to the LVDS bus. The first FIFO

provides write access and the second FIFO is for read access by the processor. The finite state

nachine (SM) for the controller is illustrated in Figure 7-4.

Figure 7-4: AHB/LVDS Bridge FIFO State Mâchine

The transitions ofthis state machine are summarized in Table 7-4.

The FIFOs are accessed when the ARM puts out the appropriate address (0xC2400000) and

levels on the control lines. The slave will access the conesponding command or response FIFO,

depending on the state of IIWRITE, and retum the appropriate AHB reply to the processor. For a

write across the LVDS bus the processor would perform an AHB write to address 0xC2400000

and the data on IIWDATA would be written to the transmit FIFO. For a read operation, the

processor would perform a standard AHB read to address 0xC2400000. The slave would perform

the required read from the receive FIFO and retum the data to the processor on HRDAIA.

READ-ST WRITE ST

Table 7-42 AHBIL\¡DS Bridge FIFO State Machine Transitions

Arc From State To State Reason

0,5,6 ANY IDLE ST No valid AHB read or write transactions are pending for the
AHB slave. Val¡d AHB transfers only take place when a non-
sequential or sequential transfer is shown on HTRANS and the
AHB slave is seiected based on address decodino.

1.3.7 ANY WRITE-ST HWRITE ¡s asserted and a valid AHB transfer ¡s detected.

2,4,8 ANY READ ST HWRITE ¡s de-asserted and a valid AHB transfer is detected
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7.1,4,2 FIFO Lìnk

A¡ elastic FIFO link is the second component of the AHB/LVDS bridge enabling inter-

module access. It primarily consists of a pair of as¡mchronous command and response FIFOs

(32w x 255d) based on Xilinx LogiCore's Asynchronous FIFO [36]. Block diagrams for the

system bus read and lvrite paths are shown in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6, respectively.

.st
sysclk2x '100 MHz

sysclk 50MHz read_fifo

wr_clk
100 i.4Hz

)o"rlÊ,ro
/ stur"

Figure 7-5: Receive Path @eads) for system bus

The receive path has the following features:

. Operates at 20 MHz in the read clock domain. (AHB systen bus side).

. Operates at 50 MHz on the LVDS SerDes side, but at 100MHz in the FIFO write clock
domain.

. Once the LVDS link is synchronized, rxdata (ó4b) is passed to the receive/response FIFO
on the rising edge ofevery 50 MHz clock cycle.

r A receive state machine is responsible for filtering idle data (zeros) and detecting sta,,t-
of-packet (SOP) headers. Once the SOP is detected, the write enable signal is asserted
and the packet is written into the receive FIFO, 32-bits at a time.

¡ An intemrpt based on the receive FIFO's empty line is used to inform the processor when
data is available to be read from the receive FIFO.

. To perfo¡m a read operation via the system bus, the processor makes an AHB read
request to the AHB/LVDS bridge. If the receive FIFO is not empty, the AIIB slave will
assert the read enable for the FIFO and retum the output data to the processor.

/
Des\
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sysclk 50MHz

¡Ha-rrro 1

Stave 
\

20 MHz -__-l
V

Figure 7-6: Transmit Path (Writes) for System Bus

The transmit path has the following features:

. Operates at 20 MHz in th€ FIFO write clock domain (AIIB system bus side).

. Operates at 50 MHz in the FIFO read clock domain (LVDS SerDes side).

. Once the LVDS link is active, txdata (64b) is forwarded to rhe LVDS logic on the rising
edge of every 50 MHz clock cycle.

o The transmit state machine is responsible for building entire packets to be sent across the
link. It monitors the transmit FIFO data for SOPs and uses a small dual-port RAM as
temporary storage until a full packet is received from the AHB interface. Once a full
packet is available, it is burst out in 64-bit format to the SerDes logic.

7.1.4.3 LWS SerDes Logic

The SerDes logic between the Virtex II FPGAs on the LT and the P160 RLDRAM board

defines a physical implementation for transmitting and receiving packets between ports on an

LVDS link. At the transmitting ports, packets are encoded into a serial bit stream. At the

receiving ports, the packets are decoded ffom a serial bit stream. The design of this block is

largely based on recommendations in a Xilinx application note for high-speed data serialization

and de-serialization [32]. The application note provides possible system architectures along with

synthesizable code of a fourlane LVDS SerDes building block. Figare 7-7 provides a block

diagram of the SerDes logic implementation.

fifo_tull
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"ålllroo 
/

LVOSLi"t 

\

rron rro f
Liñk I

Block 

\

clkoe
lxdata{64b)

Figure 7-7: L\¡DS SerDes Block Diagram

This block has the following features:

. Operates at 50 MHz in the system clock domain

. Operates al 200 l¡lHz in t¡ansmit and receive clock domains, which is half the data
transmission frequency. Therefore, the data changes on every edge of the clock to
provide double-data-rate signaling.

o Two fourlane LVDS SerDes blocks are tiled to provide a link consisting of 8 pairs of
differential lanes. Each lane operates at 400 Mbps for a collective data transfer of 3.2
Gbps in each direction,

o Relative placement constraints are needed so that consistent performance will be
maintained each time the RTL is routed.

Transmit Features:

. Using a clock forwarding tech¡ique, the data, clock and a framing signal are forwarded
across the backplane.

. The forwarded 200 MHz LVDS transmission clock (clkout_n, clockout_¡) is generated
through a DDR flip-flop with inputs tied to high and low. Perhaps a better technique
would be to embed the clock information into the data at the transmitter. The clock could
then be recovered at the receiver.

¡ P¡ovides a direct current QC) balanced frame signal whose output is high for two clocks
and low for two clocks.

r Accepts txdata (64b) from the FIFO link and converts it from parallel orientation into a
serial byte stream. The 64 bits are spread out and sent eight bits per lane as seen in
Figure 7-8.

serdes_8b_l to8_arm

=;;Jb 
rr"B;l---l

;Ã 4;n s;l
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Parallel Data lrì./Out

Rx/Tx Clock

Data Lane 0

DataLane 1

Data Lane 7

Figure 7-8: Serialization ofData In/Out

Receive Features:

. This block is responsible for sampling the incoming data on each edge of the recovered
clock. The clock manager provides the rxclk and its complement with a digital phase
adjustment to align the clock with the center of the ingress data. This is necessary to
ensure that the receiver samples the data in the middle of the eye (i.e. valid bit period).

. Performs de-serialization of the rxdata (8b). The resulting bit streams from each ofthe 4-
bit blocks are de-parsed into a single stream. These streams are converted back to
parallel form and dumped into a simple asynchronous FIFO consisting of two Xilinx
block RAMs. The input frame signal is used to ensure the 8-bit data from each lane is
¡econstructed in its original format.

. Provides status information to the rest of the system indicating the degree of FIFO
full¡ess. This allows the rest of the system to operate at a different frequency or even
phase than the receive logic.

7.1.5 AHB DPRAM SLAVE

The function of this AHB slave is to provide an interface to intemal memory resources such

as registers and Xilinx block RAMs to be used for configuration and logging performance results.

This block has the following features:

. Uses a state machine similar to the AIIB/LVDS Bridge for performing reads and writes
to memory. The intemal memory is accessed when the ARM processor puts out the
appropriate address and levels on the control lines. The slave will access the
corresponding DPRAM or register, depending on the state of IIWRITE, and return the
appropriate AHB reply to the processor.

¡ The slave has abase address of0xC2800000 and range of2 MB. At present, most ofthis
address space is unused. The first 2KB [0xC2800000:0xC28007FC] are used for a
DPRAM and the next 2KB [0xC2800800:0xC2800FFC] are used for registers.
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o For a memory write, the processor performs an AHB write in the address range
[0xC2800000-0xC2800FFC] and the data from HWDATA is written to the intemal
memory.

For a read operation, the processor performs a standard AHB read in the address range
[0xC2800000-0xC2800FFC]. The slave performs the required read from intemal
memory and retums the data on HRDATA.

The registers are used to setup and initialize timers for automatically logging hardware
performance statistics into the DPRAM.

7,1,6 AIIB/CSR Bridge Slave

The function of the AHB-CSR bus bridge is to provide a sideband asynchronous bus interface

between the AMBA AHB system bus connecting the motherboard, logic module and core module

and the control status register bus connecting the logic tile to the RLDRAM registers. Physically

the bus is bi-directional and multiplexes the data and address lines. The finite state machine for

the controller is shown in Figure 7-9 and the state transitions are summarized in Table 7-5.

Figure 7-9: AIIB/CSR Bridge State Machine

Table 7-5: AHB CSR State Machine Transitions

Arc From State To State Reason

0.7.8 ANY IDLE-ST No valid AHB read or write transactions are pending for the
slave. Valid AHB transfers only take place when a non-
sequential or sequential transfer is shown on HTRANS and the
AHB CSR slave ¡s selected based on address decodinq.

IDLE ST ADDR ST A valid AHB transfer ¡s detected. HADDR, HTRANS and
HWR¡TE values are reg¡stered on this transition.

2 ADDR ST ADDRDIy_ST Automatic transit¡on.
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Arc From State To State Reason

3 ADDRDIy_ST READ ST The reg¡stered version of HWRITE is de-asserted.
4 ADDRDIy_ST WR¡TE ST The reoistered version of HWRITE is asserted.

READ ST CAPTURE_ST Automatic transition. Control of the address/data bus is
relinqu¡shed a¡low¡ng the target to dr¡ve data on to the bus
wh¡ch is ouput on HRDATA.

6 CAPTURE ST ADDR ST Another valid data transfer is detected

Ch. 7: Development and Implementation

Note, to extend the transfer HREADYOut is de-asse¡ted during the IDLE, ADDRESS and

CAPTURE states. This allows the slave additional time to drive the separate address and data

i¡formation onto the shared bus for writes as well as additional time to capture and sample data.

7.2 Pl60 RLDRAM Module FPGA

This section describes the features and implementation of the RLDRAM FpGA. The top-

level block diagram illustrating the dataflow and main components within the FpGA is shown in

Figure 7-10.

CSR 8us l/F

LVOS Tx (8x)

LVOS TX ConUg/
Ctrf

LVDS Rx

LVOS RX Config/

Figure 7-10: RLDRAM FPGA System Block Diagram

A brief summary of the operation of each of the functional blocks is provided in Table 7-6

while further detail on the blocks can be found in subsequent sections. The above diagram also

illustrates the packet classifie¡ design only utilized two RLDRAMs or 64 MB of the extemal
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memory FPGA resource limitations prevented more than one controller from being instantiated

due to the size ofthe packet classifier application logic.

tThe RLDRA¡¡ Task Manager and RLDRA¡,4 FlFo L¡nk conta¡n some proprietary third party lp. Therefore,
expiicit deta¡ls on its des¡gn and implementat¡on are om¡tted.

'The RLoRAN4 ¡nterface log¡c ¡s proprietary th¡rd party lp. Therefore, exptic¡t detaijs on its design and
implementation are omitted.

Table 7-6: RLDRAM FPGA Functional Block Sunmarv

Block Function

RLORAM_fpga top Top-level HDL element for the RLDRAIV FPGA that instantiates all of the
components seen in Figure 7-'10 as well as the support and glue logic to
make a working svstem.

CSR Controi Logic lnterface glue required for the CSR bus to access intemal reg¡sters,

Clock Generator/
Manaqement

Generates system ciocks from an external oscillator inpul

FIFO Link Prov¡des a pair of asynchronous FiFOs as an ¡nterface between the
PFAAE and LVDS ¡nterface, which allows the PFME to operate at a
slower speed. Th¡s block is very similar to the one used on the ARI\4
FPGA, so further deta¡l ¡s omitted. The main d¡fference ¡s that the PFAAE
s¡de operates at 50 MHz where the AHB side uses 20 MHz. Refer to
section 7.1.4.2.

LVDS SerDes Controls the LVDS link to the LT FPGA. The RLDRAN4 LVDS SerDes logic
is virtually ¡dentical to the LT LVDS SerDes log¡c. Refer to section 7.j .4.3.

RLDRAM Task ¡ilanager/
RLDRAN, FIFO Link'

The RLDRAM Task Manager connects the PFME to the RLDRAM
¡nterface biock. lt accepts requests from the PFME and converts them
into RLDRAM commands for transferring memory blocks between ¡ntemal
memory and the RLDRAM. This block is also responsible for refresh
commands. A FIFO Link had to be added between the two interfaces to
synchronize communication between the 200 MHz and S0 l\iHz clock
doma¡ns.

RLDRA¡i1 ¡nterface block' This RLDRAN4 lnterface block manages two RLDRA¡/ dev¡ces where the
two RLDRAMS share common address and control signals, and each
RLDRAM has separate chip select, data, read data val¡d, and read data
strobes. The module is a black box but js comprised of a controller, data
path buffer, DCMS, and several ¡nstantiated IOB req¡sters and buffers.

Packet Filter Acceleration
Assist Eng¡ne (PFAAE)

The PFME contains the majority of the custom log¡c requ¡red for the
packet classifer. lt houses hardware for performing the various modes of
operation outlined below:
. FIFO read/wr¡te tasks
. Fi¡ter ¡ilode:
. Build Mode
. User Mode
. Loopback Mode

More detail on these modes is orov¡ded ¡n Section 7.2.4.
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7,2,1 RLDRAM FPGA Pin Descriptions

The following table provides the name, direction, VO standard and a description for each port

(i.e. pin) in the toplevel entity of the RLDRAM FPGA.

Table7-7t RLDRAM FPGA Pin Descriptions

Name Type Funct¡on

clk_ref_ab

clk_ref_a b_n
LVDS 33

200 MHz reference CLK prov¡ded by on-board
oscillator.

200 MHz reference CLK complement provided by
on-board osc¡llator.

nSYSRST
IN

LVCMOS2s

This is a system wide reset (active tow) from the
platform board. It is used to reset all user logic,
peripherals and ARM cores, and ¡t is forwarded to
the RLDRAM module by the logic tile.

LVDS lngress lnterface

rxclkina_p

rxclkina n

IN

LVDS 25 DCI

LVDS receive clock djfferent¡al pair. Used to
generate a recovered clock and jts complement.

dataina_p[7:0]

dataina_n[7:01

¡N

LVDS 25-DCI

LVDS data inputs. The receive data is clocked ¡nto
DDR registers w¡thin the VIRTEX ll FPGA. One bit
of data is captured on each edge of the recovered
clock providing 400 Mbps throughput per tane.

frameinaj
frameina_n

IN

LVDS 25 DCJ

LVDS frame ¡n. One frame signal is used for the
entire l¡nk and ensures that the serial receive data
from each lane is reproduced in ¡ts or¡ginal 8-bit
format.

FIFO Status
IN

LVCMOS25

FIFo_Status is a s¡deband signal providing an
indicat¡on to the PFAAE when it should hatt
lransm¡ssion of packets to prevent overflow. lt is
necessary because the AHB system bus is running
at a much slower frequency than the system clock
on the RLDRAIVI module.

clkin ¡ocked
IN

LVCMOS25

Clock synchronization input between FpGAs.
Provides an indication when the LT FPGA has
locked its DCN¡ on the RLDRAM FPGA LVDS ctock
output.

LVDS Egress lnterface

dataouta-lr[7:0]

dataouta-n[7:0]

OUT

LVDS 25

LVDS data outputs. For each lane, eight b¡ts ofdata
are registered by the 50 MHz clock, mult¡plexed and
re-timed by the 200 MHz clock, and passed through
a DDR register w¡thin the VIRTEX ll lOB.

clkouta_p

clkouta_n

OUT

LVDS 25

LVDS clock output. Generated through a DDR
register w¡thin the VIRTEX ll IOB w¡th inputs
connected to logic-high and logiclow.

frameoutaJo

frameouta n

OUT

LVDS 25

LVDS frame output. Generated through a DDR
register in a VIRTEX ll lOB. The output is logic-h¡gh
for two clock periods and low for the next two.

clkout locked
OUT

LVCMOS2S

Clock synchronization output between FPGAS.
Prov¡des an ¡ndicat¡on to the LT FPGA when the
RLDRA¡/ FPGA has locked its DCM to its LVDS
clock ¡nput.
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Name Type Function

Test Conf¡guration Status Bus lnterface

CSR_DATA[15:0]
BIDIR

LVC¡,40S25

Multiplexed address and data bus. Carries a '16-b¡t

address when CSR_ALE=1, read data when
CSR_nRd = 0 and wr¡te data when CSR_nWR = 0.

To/From AHB/CSR bridge slave on LT FPGA.

CSR CS b
IN

LVCMOS2s

Chip select (act¡ve low). The current bus cycle is
target¡ng th¡s FPGA when low. From ARM
AHB/CSR Bridge in the LT FPGA.

CSR RD b
IN

LVCMOS25

Read enable (act¡ve ¡ow). The current bus cycle is a
read when low. The FPGA should drive data onto
the CSR_DATA bus.

csR_wR_b
IN

LVCt\40S25

Write enable (act¡ve low). The current bus cycle is a
write when ¡ow, The data on the CSR_DATA bus is
ready and should be latched by the FPGA.

CSR ALE
IN

LVCMOS2S

Address latch enable. The CSR_DATA bus carries
an address when this is high. lt should be latched
when asserted.

RLDRAM lnterface

RLDA_DQ[3'1 :0]
BIDIR

HSTL I I8 RLDMM A DDR data bus to/ftom RLDRAM.

RLDB_DQ[31:0j
BIDIR

HSTL I 18
RLDRAI\4 B DDR data bus to/from RLDMT\4.

RLDAB AS N
OUT

HSTL I 18

RLDRAM address strobe. lt ¡s shared between the
two RLDRAN.4s.

RLDAB WE N
OUT

HSTL I 18

RLDRAI\4 write enable. lt is shared between the two
RLDRAMS.

RLDAB_REF-N
OUT

HSTL I I8
RLDMM auto refresh. lt is shared between the two
RLDRAMS.

RLDAB_BA[2:0]
OUT

HSTL I 18

RLDRAN4 bank address. lt is shared between the
two RLDRAMs.

RLDAB_AI18:01
OUT

HSTL I 18

RLDRAM address. lt is shared between the two
RLDRAMS.

RLDAB_DM[1 :0]
OUT

HSTL_I_18
RLDRA¡i1 data mask. lt is shared between the two
RLDRAMs.

RLDA-CLK_P,

RLDA CLK N
OUT

HSTL I 18
RLDRAM A d¡fferential clock.

RLDB-CLK_P

RLDB CLK N

OUT

HSTL I 18
RLDRA¡/ B different¡al clock.

RLDA CS N
OUT

HSTL ¡ 18
RLDRAM A chip selecl

RLDB_CS-N
OUT

HSTL I I8 RLDRAI\4 B ch¡p select.

RLDA_TRI_TEST
OUT

HSTL J 18
RLDRAM A TEST.
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Name Tvpe Funct¡on

RLDB-TRI_TEST
OUT

HSTL I 18
RLDRAI\4 B TEST,

RLDA DVLD
IN

HSTL_t_18
RLDRAM A data valid from RLDRAM.

RLDB-DVLD
IN

HSTL I 18
RLDRAI\4 B data val¡d from RLDRAM

RLDA_DQS

RLDA_DQS_N

JN

LVDS 33

RLDRAM A data strobe from RLDRAM.

RLDRAN4 A data skobe complement from RLDRAM.

RLDB_DOS

RLDB-DQS_N

IN

LVDS 33

RLDRAN4 B data skobe from RLDRAM.

RLDRAM B data strobe compiement from RLDRAM.
Miscellaneous

SWITCH-IN P[3:0]
IN

HSTL_I_18
General-purpose sw¡tch inputs on the RLDRAM
module. Currently not used in the design.

Ul_LED[7:0]
OUT

HSTL I 18

General-purpose user LEDS on the RLDRAM
module, These are used for diagnostic pu¡.poses,
such as RLDRAI\4 status.

7.2.2 RLDRAM Clocking

The following clocks are used withi¡ the RLDRAM FPGA':

o clk_relab - 200 MHz. Reference clock provided by external input.

. clk_relab_n - 200 MHz. Reference clock complement provided by extemal input.

r rxclk - 200 MHz. Recovered clock and its complement are generated flom rxclkina_n
and nclkinaj, which are forwarded from the LVDS transceiver on the LT FpGA. This
clock is phase shifted to provide a sampling point il the center of the rxdata valid bit
periods. It is also used for LVDS transmit logic on this FPGA.

¡ rxclk180 - 200 MHz. The clock is the complement of rxclk and is used for LVDS
receive logic.

. clkoutalp, clkouta_n - 200 MHz. This is a regenerated diffe¡ential version of the 200
MHz rxclk forwarded to the LVDS receiver on the LT FpGA.

. sysclk - 50 MHz. Used for the majority of logic within the RLDRAM FpGA including
the PFAAE and LVDS SerDes logic. This clock is phase aligned with rxclk.

o sysclk2x - 100 MHz. Used for the FIFO link receive logic. This clock is phase aligned
with rxclk.

o wclkO_ab - 200 MHz. This is an internal system clock that clocks most ofthe registers
in the RLDRAM hterface, and task manager.

I The RIDRAM interface logic is proprietary third parry IP. Therefore, explicit details on its clocking
structure have be€n omitted,
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o wclk18O_ab - 200 MHz This clock is used with wctk0 ab to clock all of the DDR
registers in the RLDRAM interface and task manager.

o wclk9O_ab and wclk27O_ab - 200 MHz. These clocks are used to generate
RLDx_CLK_P and RLDx_CLK_N. The wclþ70_ab is also used to clock the output
registers for the command and control signals going to the RLDRAMs.

A block diagram for the clock generation and management logic is shown in Figure 7-11.

clk_ref_ab
clk_ref_a b_n

Figure 7-11: RLDRAM Clock Logic

The clock logic has the following features:

¡ FPGA input clocks a¡e sent through global clock input buffers to minimize skew.

o Clocks generated for use within the RLDRAM FPGA a¡e sent through BUFGs to ensure
global routing is used for all clock resources.

¡ The design uses two digital clock managers. A basic DCM accepts a buffered 200 MHz
¡eference clock and generates phase aligned 50, 100, and 200 MHz system clocks as well
as an inverted version ofthe 200 MHz system clock. A second dedicated phase shifting
DCM is used for LVDS receive clocks. This DCM generates a reference clock at the
receive pofi based on the forwarded differential clock. A fixed phase shift is required to
provide a sampling point near the center ofthe receivers valid bit periods.

7,2,3 Control Status Register Glue Logic

The purpose of this block is to interface the extemal CSR multiplexed address/data bus with

the internal FPGA non-multiplexed bus. This block has the following features:

. Operates at 50 MHz in the system clock domain

¡ De-multiplexes the l6-bit address from the extemal CSR bus and distributes the address
to the topJevel and PFAAE. The address is latched from the extemal CSR data when the
address latch enable (N-E) is asserted.
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Name Base Address
Top-Level Reqisters 0x0000

PFAAE Reg¡sters 0x8000

7.2.4 Packet Filter Acceleration Assist Engine

The Packet Filter Acceleration Assist Engine is the heart of the RIDRAM FpGA logic. It
instantiates four packet classification assist agents or modes (build, filter, loop and user

command) and multiplexes access between them and itself to the RLDRAM Task Manage¡

LVDS interface and intemal DPRAMs. Figure 7-12 provides a block diagram of the pFAA_E.

Provides registers for version ID, DCM status, debug, general-purpose use and pFAAE
configuration. Key configuration fields for the PFAAE include the mode of operation
and filter response fomrat.

A distributed address decoding scheme is used in which each block connected to the
intemal CSR bus is responsible for decoding its own address space. The address map is
shown in Table 7-8.

Table 7-8: Configuration Status Register Address Map
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Figure 7-12: PFAAE Block Diagram

Table 7-9 provides a brief description ofeach ofthe functional blocks shown above. The key

IP blocks that perform the build and filter operations, are described in more detail in subsequent

sections.
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Table 7-9: PFAAE Functional Block Summarv

Block Function

FIFO Read State Mach¡ne
and Glue

Performs read operations from the ingress FIFO that interfaces w¡th the
SerDes logic.

FIFO Write State Machine
and Glue

Performs write operat¡ons to the egress FIFO that ¡nterfaces w¡th the
SerDes logic.

Confìguration Status
Reg¡ster Logic

Decodes the CSR bus address. CSR registers define the active packet
f¡lter assist agent and provide configuration control of the ind¡vidual agents.

Mode Mode Setting Descr¡ption

t\40 'b00 Filter l\4ode

M1 'b01 Build Tree Mode

M2 'bf 0 Loopback Mode

t\/3 'b11 User Command Mode

They also provide an enable for a quick fìlter option. When lh¡s opt¡on is
turned on, result¡ng CBVS are not retumed to the software. lnstead only
headers are returned.

Master State Machine and
Glue

When none of the agents are busy, this block is responsible for polling the
asynchronous ¡nput FIFO for requests. Once a packet is received, control
¡s passed to the act¡ve agent. Control ¡s returned when the active agent
f¡nishes its task,

Build Logic Performs hierarchical compression on a list of rules that make up a bit-
vector for a key in the search tree. The CBV is wr¡tten to RLDRAM and a
po¡nter is returned to the search tree software.

Fi¡ter Logic Accepts CBV po¡nters, which make up a search and retdeves them from
RLDRAM. Filter mode also performs the OR operation directly on CBVS
and returns a search result according to the f¡lter

Filter

Settins
Description

'b0 Normal Operation (ent¡re CBV returned)

'b1 Quick Filter (only header retumed)

User Logic The ma¡n function of this block is to provide the user w¡th a diagnostic tool
allowing software to perform basic tasks of reading and wr¡t¡ng to DPRAM
and transferr¡ng to RLDRAM.

Loopback Logic The main function ofthis block is to act as a diagnost¡c tool to verify that the
SerDes logic between the two FPGAS is functioning as expected. On the
RLDRAM FPGA each packet that is received at the ingress FIFO is looped
back directly to the egress FIFO.

7.2.4.1 Buìld Tree Logic

This module interconnects the main components required to convert lists of rules into

hierarchical compressed bit-vectors and stores them in external RLDRAM. Figure 7-13 provides

a block diagram of this agent.
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Figure 7-13: Build Mode Block Diagram

This block has the following features:

. Operates at 50 MHz in the system clock domain.

. This build agent is enabled when the mode bits in the CSR space âre set to ,b01. When
enabled, it accepts packets from the LT in the format defined in FigareT-14.

Length: represents the total packet length in 32-bit words including the packet header.
Number of Rules at Node: ¡ndicates the total number of rules assoc¡ated w¡th a key in the
search tree,
Payload: represents a ¡ist of rules for at a key ¡n 32-b¡t format and foMarded ¡n ascend¡ng order.
Rsvd: reserved for future enhancements.

Figure 7-14: Build Mode Receive Packet Format

' Since there may be greater than 254 rules associated with a key in a node, it may take
multiple packets to build one CBV. h this case, the build logic is responsible for
tracking the number ofrules received against the total number ofrules at the node.

, The create PBV block performs the first stage of the build operation. Its two main
functions consist ofreading the rules associated with a particular key and creating partial
bit-vectors (PBVs). Each PBV is a block of 256 bits representing a small range of an
uncompressed bit-vector. Its location within the uncompressed bit-vector is identified by
its BV range or interval. For a rule-set of 32K, there are a maximum of 128 partial bit-
vectors. However, onJy PBVs with asserted ¡ules need be created.

Payload (list of Rules)
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When the first rule is read, PBV control logic will initialize a PBV and use the upper half
of the rule ID[15:8] to compute an initial BV range. The lower half of the rule ID[7:0] is
forwarded to the set PBV logic. The set PBV logic determines where a rule ID should be
set within the current PBV. This logic can set a bit in one clock cycle by performing
parallel comparisons.

To narrow the region of the PBV that needs to be updated with each incoming rule, the
PBV is broken into 16 blocks. A $eater{han comparison is performed on bits [7:4] of
the incoming rule ID with each ofthe 16 possible range locations. An equality test is also
performed between rule ID bits [3:0] and values [0:15]. The result is a compare vector
and a one-hot encoded set-bit-vector. Figure 7-15 illustrates this process.

Example: Given a rule ID of: 'b0001 0000 01l l 0000 or (0x1070), a bit is set in the
compare vector when the PBV range > rule ID [7:4]. The transition from 1to 0 indicates
in which 1ó-bit block the current rule ID [3:0] should be set. In the set-bit-vector, a bit is
asserted only when an exact match is found.

BV range (rule lD [15:8] = 0x10

'b0111 'b0000
rule lD [7:4] rule lD [3:0]

Cornpare vector : 'b1 I 1 1 1 1 1 100000000

110
Set-B¡t vector :'b0000000000000001

Figure 7-15: Partial Bit Vector Example: part 1

o Together, the above vectors are used to update the PBV. Parallel comparisons are again
performed to determine ifeach 16-bit block should retain its current value or if it should
be updated. If a low to high transition is encountered in the compare vector â mux select
line is asserted and a PBV block is updated by performing a parallel OR operation ofthe
set-bit-vector with the current value. ln cases where there are no transactions the pBV
blocks retain their cunent value. The only exception is whe¡e there are no transitions
because the end range is the match. In this case the end bank of 16 bits is updated with
the OR operation. Figure 7-16 illustrates the above procedure.

Comp_vectorÞits

MIJX Seled L¡nes
'b0 Relain l6bvalue
'b1 updale 16b value Ì{ilh
OR

Mux S€l€ds = b0000000010000000

Figure 7-16: Partial Bit Vector Example: Part 2
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. The process in the previous example is repeated until a new PBV range is detected or the
last rule has been read by the PBV control logic. When this occurs, the current PBV is
complete and is forwarded to the create CBV logic along with the BV range. Therefore,
the CBV generation can be pipelined with the PBV generation.

r The create CBV block performs the second stage of the build procedure. This block
creates the compressed bit-vector representation ín 32-32-32 hierarchical format (with
expansion capabilities to 64-32-32) from partial bit-vectors and stores them in intemal
dual-port memory 64w x 512d. To improve performance and pipeline operations, two
dual-port memories are used to build the compressed bit-vectors. The create CBV
operation and cbv2rldram logic altemate between the two (i.e. while the CBV module is
writing to DPRAM 0 the cbv2rldram logic is writing DPRAM i to the RLDRAM). Each
time a new key is encounte¡ed the memories are swapped.

. For a 32-32-32 CBV, a PBV of 256 bits will allow for up to 1 bit set in the root level, 8
bits set in level 2, and 8 complete 3rd level vectors. Figure 7-17 provides an example of
the create CBV operation for a single PBV.

o Example:

BV Rangê: 0x04
PBV:
0x00000000 00000000

MSB LSB
0x0 0 000 0 0 0 ooooooo2

0x00000005

/\
0x00001000 0x000F0000 Leve1 3 Count=1

Figure 7-17: Create CBV Example

The above CBV is stored in intemal DPRAM in the format shown in Table 7-10. In the
intemal memory, space is reserved for all possible level 2 and level 3 vectors. To
simplifu the filter operation, counts for the number oflevel 2 and level 3 ó4-bit words are
also stored. This adds a constant amount of overhead to each CBV but significantly
reduces the complexity and time to perform filter tasks.

00000000 00000000 00000000 00010000 00000000 000F0000

RooE (bir seE based on range

Level 2 Count=1
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Table 7-10: CBV Representation in DPRAM

Address Description Contents
0x000 Ll Vector 0x00000000 0x00000002

0x00'1 L2 Count[63:32], L3 Count[31:0] 0x00000001 0x00000002

0x002 Start of L2 Vecto(s) 0x00000005 0x00000000

OxXXXXXXXX OxXXXXXXXX

oÐO(XÐo(Xx oÐg)üxxxx
0x023 End of L2 Vecto(s) 32-32-32 fotmat oxXXþO(X)ü oXÐGXXXXX
0x024 Start of L3 Vecto(s) 0x000F0000 0x00001000

0XXXXXXXXX oXXXXXXXXX

oxl FF End of L3 Vector(s) OXXXX)()ü)ü OXÐOOüXXX

¡ The memory manager is responsible for calculating the next available RLDRAM pointer
for each CBV and retuming it to the ARM processor to be stored in the search tree. The
format ofthe return packet is shown in Figure 7-18.

32 Bits

Length: represents the total packet length in 32-bit words ¡nctuding the packet header. lt is fìxed
to 0x02 for the CBV pointer return packet.
RLDRAM Address: ind¡cates the RLDRA¡,4 start address for a CBV (i.e. pointer to a CBV).
Rsvd: reserved for future enhancements.

Figure 7-18: Build Mode Transmit CBV Pointer Packet Format

. Once a new CBV is created and the cbv2rldram logic is idle, the switch control logic is
responsible for sending a request to the cbv2rldram block to transfer the intemally
generated CBV to the RLDRAM.

o The cbv2rldram block is responsible for transferring the CBV from intemal memory
while removing any unused memory locations for leveìs 2 and 3. Therefore, in the
extemal memory, the CBV shown in Table 7-10 would represent a minimum-sized CBV
occupying a total of4 64-bit words.

7,2,4,2 User Corunand. Mode

The function of this block is primarily diagnostic. It provides processor driven control over

basic datapath operations and the ability to durnp memory contents. This block has the following

features:

. Operates at 50 MHz in the system clock domain.
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¡ This agent is enabled when the mode bits in the CSR space a¡e set to ,b11. When
enabled it accepts pâckets in the format defined in Figure 7-19

32 Bits

Length: represents the total packet length in 32-b¡t words including the packet header.
DPRAM address: ¡ndicates the DPRAM 0 or'l start address depending on the requested task.
Count: represents the number of64-b¡t iocations to read orwr¡te.
RLDRAM Address: indicates the RLDRAM start address depend¡ng on the requested task.
Payload: represents data for wr¡te requests.
Rsvd: reserved for future enhancements.
Task: provides an indication of the desired datapath operat¡on. Curreníy, there are eight tasks
deflned for user mode w¡th the capabil¡ty to support up to 16.

Figure 7-19: User Mode Packet Format

Table 7-11 defines the tasks available in User mode.

7,2,4.3 Fìlter Mode

Filter mode provides the main hardware acceleration for the packet classifier. This block

retrieves CBVs from the RLDRAM into local memory and performs the logical OR on the

respective CBVs. Figure 7-20 provides a block diagram of the main components within this

block.

RLDRAM Address (tasks1-4)

(optional)

Table 7-11: User Mode Tasks

Task Code Description

'b0000 NOP

'b0001 Read from dual-port RAM 0 and wr¡te to externat RLDRA¡iI.

'b0010 Read from dual-port RAIV 1 and write to RLDRAM.

'b0011 Read from RLDRA¡,,| and wr¡te to dual-port RAM O.

'b0100 Read from RLDRAM and write to dual-port RAM 1

'b0101 Read from ingress FIFO and wr¡te to dua¡-port RAM 0

'b0110 Read from ingress FIFO and write to duat-port RAM 1

'b01 11 Read from dual-port RAM 0 and wr¡te to egress FIFO.

'b1000 Read from dual-port RAM 1 and wr¡te to eqress FIFO.
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Rd_oâtá/PktHd(32b)
Con159 Dala

M0_dp¿a_out

M0_dp13â_out

'bñ [|o-RdRoq >

Figure 7-20: Filter Mode Block Diagram

This block has the following features:

. Ope¡ates at 50 MHz in the system clock domain.

. Contains all required registers for configuring, managing and rnonitoring the status ofthe
filter operation.

. This agent is enabled when the mode bits in the CSR space are set to ,b00. When
enabled, it accepts packets in the format defined in Figure 7-21.

Length: represents the total packet length in 32-bit words jnctuding the packet header.
F: represents a null ffag, when there was no h¡t at a particular level in the search tree.
RLDRAM Address: represents a pointer to the start of a CBV in the external memory

Figure 7-21; Filter Mode Receive Packet Header Format

32 Bits
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The filter SM is responsible for parsing the packet header and determining if a NULL
pointer or CBV pointer has been reseived. Up to a maximum of four CBV pointers can
be accepted per search. For each CBV pointer received the cbv2dpram controller is
called to retrieve the CBV.

When called upon, the cbv2dpram block is provided a CBV pointer and dual-port RAM
select li¡es. It is responsible for providing requests to the RLDRAM Task Manager to
retrieve a CBV and retum it to one of four intemal dual-port memories. This is a one or
two-step process depending on the size ofthe CBV. Lritially 4 64-bit words will be read
from the RLDRAM (size of a minimum CBV) beginning ât the pointer address. Using
the second ó4-bit value the overall size of the CBV is dete¡mined using Equation 7-1 and
the remainder is retrieved.

Equation 7-1: CBV Calculation for Remaining 64-bit Words

Remaining64bitll'ords = 12 _count + 13 _count - 4
The RLDRAM task is determined based on the dual-port RAM select lines provided by
the filter SM. The following table outlines the various tasks.

Once all ofthe CBVs are retrieved, the CBV OR logic is called upon to perform the OR
operation, expanding the vector where necessary. Look-up tables and bitJevel
parallelism are used to quickly find asserted bits in the first two levels of the CBV. As
the OR operation proceeds, the ORed result is stored in a 5th local DPRAM.

The filter state machine is also responsible for timing the OR operation in 50 MHz clock
cycles and sending the result to the cbv2arm logic.

Once the OR operation is complete, the cbv2arm block is called and an interrupt is
asserted indicating the task is complete. This re-enables the cbv2dpram and OR tasks for
the next search operation.

The cbv2arm block supports either quick or normal mode of operation based on
configuration settings. In normal mode, it is responsible for writing the entire ORed
CBV result back to the SW along with the time spent performing the OR operation. In
quick mode, it foregoes writi¡g the entire CBV and simply retums a single word packet
indicating the time spent performing the OR operation. The format ofthe return packet(s)
is illustrated in Fi gsre 7-22.

Table 7-12: RLDRAM Task Definitions

RLDRAM

Task
DPRAM

Select Lines Descr¡ption

'b0100 'b0001 Read from RLDRA¡/ and wr¡te to Dual Port Memory 0

'b1000 'b0010 Read from RLDRAM and write to Dual Port Memory 1

'b0101 'b0100 Read from RLDRAM and write to Dual Port Memory 2

'b0110 'b1000 Read from RLDRAM and wr¡te to Dual Port ¡.4emory 3
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Payload (optional)

32 Bits

Length: represents the total packet length in 32-b¡t words including the packet header.
OR T¡me: indicates the t¡me the PFME spends performing the CBV OR task in 50 l\4Hz clock
cycles.
N: is a flag that ind¡cates a null search was requested.
Payload: th¡s field ¡s only used in normal mode to return the resujting ORed CBV.
Rsvd: reserved for future enhancements.

I.igure 7 -22: Filter Mode Transmit Packet Header Format

7.2.5 RIDRAM FIFO Link, Task Manager and Controller

The RLDRAM FtrO link, Task Manager and controller combine to communicate ,/ith the

external RLDRAMs. The FIFO allows the PFAAE to queue up several data transfer requests that

are read out by the Task Manager. The Task Manager forwards these requests to the controller in

addition to issuing regular memory refresh commands. The Task Manager also controls the

datapath between the RLDRAM and intemal memory Finally, the controller formats the

commands into the appropriate address, data, and control line signaling expected by the memory

Since these blocks contain some proprietary third party IP further details are omitted.

7.3 Xilinxlmplementation

As System-on-Chip designs increase in complexity, the integration of Ip blocks into the

design becomes critical. As shown in Figure 7-23 and Table 7-13, this section addresses the

procedures for implementing the design þlace & route) in Xilfurx FPGAs using Leonardo

Spectrum and the Xilin implementation tools.

Due to the 200 MHz requirements for the LVDS and RLDRAM memory buses, placement

became a critical factor to meet timing constraints on both FPGAs. The placement was managed

using a number of techniques. Relationally placed maøos (RPMs) and relative location

constraints (RLoc) are used for the most critical roules, location constraints (Loc) for locking

down placement of VO, clock buffers, RAMs and DCMs, and area_groups to force similar blocks

close together. The next two sections illustrate the utilization and floorplans for the RLDRAM

and LI FPGAs respectively.
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Figure 7-23: Implementation Process for the RLDRAM FpGA Design

Table 7-13: Implementation Files for the RLDRAM FPGA Design

In the above, Figre 7 -23 and Table 7-13 depict the process, frles and flow used to implement

the RLDRAM FPGA portion of the design. A similar approach was used for rhe LT FPGA.

File Function
rldram_top.vhd etc. Verilog and VHDL RTL source fites.

rld ra m_to p.tcl User generated Leonardo Spectrum command f¡le for creating a synthesis
project, adding source files and qeneratinq an EDIF.

rldram_top.ucf Xilinx user constra¡nts f¡le conta¡ning dev¡ce, t¡ming and ptacement
constra¡nts for the des¡gn.

rldi netl¡st v2.edf An EDIF recognized netlist representation for the RLDRAI\4 core.

r¡dram_top_Xilinx.edf An EDIF recognized netl¡st for the user apptication log¡c that is produced by
synthesizing the source files w¡th Leonardo Spectrum.

cores,edn An EDIF recognized netlist representat¡on for Xil¡nx cores used ¡n the
des¡gn.

rdlram top.Xilinx.ncd A X¡linx placed and routed design file.

rdlram_top.Xilinx.par A X¡lìnx report including summary infomat¡on for all of the iterations of
placement and routing.

rldra m_to p_Xilin x. b¡t A bitstream for Xìl¡nx device conf¡guration, which is produced by Xilinx
Bitcen.
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7,3,1 RIDRAM FPGA Resource Utilization

The RLDRAM FPGA design has been placed and routed in an XC2V1000-5FF896 device,

yielding the following utilization numbers and floorplan:

Table 7-14: RLDRÄM FPGA Utilization Summary

Family Devíce Slices GCLKs Bonded
IOBs

Block RAMS DCMs

V¡rtex-ll xc2v1000-5FF896 5,015 11 182 18 4

RLDRÄM
Interfâce A

RLDRAM
Interface B

Figtre 7-241RLDRAM FPGA Floorplan
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7,3,2 Logic TiIe FPGA Resource Utilization

The LT design has been placed and routed in an XC2V6000-4FFI517 device, yielding the

following utilization numbers and floorplan:

Figure 7-25: LT FPGA Floorplan
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Table 7-15: LT FPGÄ Device Utilization Summary

Family Device Sl¡ces GCLK
s

Bonded
lOBs

Block RAMS DCMs

Virtex{¡ xc2v6000-4ff1517 1,293 7 347 7 2



Chapter 8: Simulation

Chapter 8 explores the simulation approach used to verifu design functionality from a

hardware standpoint. The progression to platform-based soc designs has resulted in a dramatic

increase in design complexity and challenges. Companies using SoC techrriques are facing

extremely long simulation times and many verification cycles to validate their products. In fact,

verification has been identified as the key obstacle in reducing overall design cycle time and

meeting aggressive time{o-market goals [43]. lntelligent simulation techniques are required to

overcome these challenges.

8.1 Functional Simulation

Prior to hardware and software integration on the ARM platform, the functional behavior of
the entire hardware design was verified. Figure 8-1 and Table 8-1 depict the process, flow and

files used to simulate the design using Mentor Graphic's Modelsim tool.

Figure 8-l: Functional Simulation Process for the CBV Packet Classification Design

RLDRAM FPGA RTL Files:

FPGA RTL Files:
TOP.vhd

Simulation Netlist Files:
rldLnetlist_v2.vm

RLDRAM S¡m Model:
HYB18RL25632AC,v

SS&AM S,m l4odef
ssram_mt55151 2y32f_l 0.vhdl

S¡m MacrolTcl Files)
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Table 8-1: Functional Simulation Files for the CBV Packet Classification Design

F¡le Funct¡on

¡ilain.tcl ls executed to source all of the files requ¡red to start a simulation.

Modelsim.tcl Contains Þreferences for the ModelSim GLJI.

Compile.tcl Comp¡les all design files, simulation models and the main testbench.

Startsim.tcl Opens the simulator's signal and wave windows, maps signats and ports to
Tcl variables, performs a reset of the system and runs the sìmulat¡on for 1

us,

wave.do ModelSim macro f¡le to load waveform with signals of interest
ARM_support.tcl Contains bus funct¡onal models to perform AMBA bus transactions.

Main testbench.vhd lnstantiates the toplevel ent¡t¡es for the togic t¡le and RLDRAM FpcAs,
models for the RLDRAM and ZBT memory and cjock qenerators.

Uns¡ms, Glbl.v X¡linx behavioral s¡mulation l¡brar¡es.
before running simulations.

These need to be pre-compiled

HYB18RL25632AC.v Simulation netlist for RLDRAM.

ssram_mt55'l 5'l 2y32f_1 0.v
hdt

Simulation netlist for SSRAI\4.

For this testing the focus is on the system bus interface. For the hardware to firnction

correctly the logic con¡ected directly or indirectly to the microprocessor or bus must obey the

AMBA AHB bus protocol. If the rules of the bus are obeyed, then the details of the software

tasks being performed by the microprocessor are not important. In simulation, the tasks

perfomed by the microprocessor can be viewed simply as a series of memory reads and ìvrites at

the device pins. Traditionally, hardware engineers have used bus functional models to abstract

the role of the microprocessor into a model of its bus. This t)?e of verification is commonly

referred to as transaction-based verification since it interprets the microprocessor as a bus

transaction generator [30], [37].

The major advantage of this approach is the level of abstraction is raised to the transaction

level as opposed to sigaal or pin. This eliminates the need for detailed testbenches with large test

vectors and increases the efficiency of the verification process. In addition, ifbugs are found, the

signal and pin level are still accessible.

As a starting point for transaction-based verification, the bus functional rrodel @FM) needs

to be developed which provides a method of rururing transactions on hardware design interfaces

by driving signals on the interconnects according to the requirements of the interface protocol.

Typically, this can be done in HDL languages or at a higher level using languages such as C** or

Tcl. ModelSim lends itself to Tcl, which is the approach taken here. Below is an example ofa
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model to perform an AMBA AHB ¡ead where each of the signals is tied to the ModelSim

simulator.

proc ÂlvlBARead (addri {

set addr [format ?08X lexpr gaddrJ ]
force $: : Hf4RlTE_sig
force $: : HTRANS_Sig
force $: : HADDR_Sig
force $: : HREAÐY_Sig
force $: : HSIZE_si9
force $::HDRID_IN_Sig 16#E g::d ns
set ::d [expr g::d + g::clkjeriod]

force $ : : Hl,¡RITE_si.g 0 ç::d ns
force $::¡nDDR_sig 16#0 9::d ns
force $::HREADY_sig Z g::d ns
force S::HTRÃNS_sig 16#0 g::d ns
set ::d lexpr 9::d + g::c1k__period]
if {$::d != o} {

run g::d ns
set ::d 0

);# ir
#examine the hready line
while { t expr ( [examine g::HREADy_sig] == O)l ] (

run $: : clkjeriod ns
)
sec result ,,I forrnat 0x?08X 0xlexamine -hex $::HDÀTÀ_sig] l,l
return $ resul t

i ; * ÄlulBÀRead

Figure 8-2: AMBA AHB Bus Functional Model for Single Reads

Using this approach, test scenarios were developed and implemented in Tcl to perform all of
the basic system operations described in chapter 7. For example, Figure 8-3 illustrates a simple

test scenar.io for writing and reading the first location of DPRAM inside the logic tile FpGA.

0 $::d ns
16 #3 $::d ns
16#$addr $::d ns
1 $::d ns
16#2 $::d ns
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0
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c2800000
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À¡4BAWrite 0xC2800000 0xI23456'7 A
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f hreselb
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Z?o! ns .
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Figure 8-3: AMBA AHB Write and Read Timing Diagram

8.2 Timing Simulation

The design does not support timing simulation, primarily because the RLDRAM interface

core does not support timing simulation.

8.3 Summary

Although the t¡ansaction-based simulations provide a reasonable level of confìdence in the

desigl, it is still software based and ultimately too slow to perform exhaustive verification,

particularly with large rule-sets. Thankfully, once the design is implemented on the Rpp a high

degree ofcoverage can be achieved in addition to a realistic performance analysis. The next two

chapters detail the hardware/software integration process, verification and benchmarking on the

platform.
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Chapter 9 addresses the integration ofhardware and software. The progression to SoC design

has led to the complete integration of microprocessor subsystems with custom hardware and

software onto a single silicon device. This advancement has raised the complexity, risk and cost

involved in developing such devices, bringing about change in traditional design and verification

methodologies. Many companies now require that the hardware and its associated software work

conectly before chip fabrication. This is a driving force behind platform-based design and can

lead to a reduction in late design errors and improve overall effrciency in time-to-market.

The SoC design flow outlined in Chapter 2 meets the above requirement while allowing

firmware development to proceed in parallel with the hardware design. To ensure tight

integration, the flow relies not only on well-defined specifications and protocols, but also on early

integration and testing capabilities provided by the platform. The platform enables:

¡ Early c¡eation ofa hardware model ofthe chip.

¡ User detection and correction ofbugs early in the design cycle.

o The ability to develop, debug and benchmark application software running at speeds
comparable to the target system.

¡ The ability to connect in-circuit emulators.

Essentially, the advantage of the platform design is to aid in the development and debug of
application software as the hardware design becomes available. As the design progresses, tests

can be ramped up.

Initially, a user interface driven test mode was developed to veriff all of the datapaths

through the system. This testing was performed in an incremental fashion and included

verification of the hardware and software required to send data transfers along the AMBA, LVDS

and CSR buses. It also included complete memory testing for the DPRAMs and RLDRAMs

involved in PFA,AE operations. Once all of the basic functional datapaths were proven to be

reliable a complete systemlevel verification flow was established for the CBV packet

classification algorithm.
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9.1 System-LevelVerification

To verifu the complete functionality and performance ofthe integrated design, a collaborative

systemlevel test plan was developed to exercise the key functional requirements from the

specification. collectively, the set of fìgures in section 9.1 illust¡ate key aspects of the system-

level verification flow including rule generation, pre-processing and search operations. When

describing the flow, the following conventions were adopted:

¡ Asterisks (*) are used to delimit the location of variables inserted into file names.

. Most ofthe files are appended with a mode, seed and ¡ule size to organize the test results.
Mode refers to th€ two-dimensional pair of rule fields used in the test, seed refers to the
random seed used to generate the trial rule-set, and rule size indicates the number of rules
used for the test.

9.1,1 VerifìcationFlow

The first major step to verifu and benchmark the packet classifrer was to acquire or develop

realistic rule-sets. It was found to be extremely difflcult to acquire rule-sets to test against since

corporations are reluctant to publish these and there is no corpus available providing commercial

firewall rule-sets. Howeve¡ as part of the project the softrvare team developed a Microsoft Visual

C++ -1" generator to create synthetic rule-sets of varying size and distribution statistics. Figure

9-1 depicts the role ofthe rule generato¡ in relation to the overall flow.

Figure 9-1: System Verification Flow Part 1: Rule Generation

The rule generator ts a g'aphical user interface (GUI) based development tool. It accepts

user arguments for random seeds, the number ofrules to üeate, cumulative distribution functions
(cDF) for each field and the path and prefrx names to store the rules. I¡ total it creates ten

ab i I ¡ty D i st ¡ b ul¡o n F¡ I es:
ip_cd f_bytes.txt

dest_jort_cdLbytes,txt
source_¡p_cdf_bylês.txt
sourcojort_c¡f bytes.txt

Random Number Gen Seeds:
seeds.ût
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different inbound and outbound rule-sets for a given cDF, each based on a different seed. Table

9-1 details the files associated with this portion ofthe flow.

Table 9-l: Verification Florv Part 1 Files

File Function

seeds.txt Holds ten d¡fferent seeds for the random number generator. lt is required to
perform '10 trials per rule-set distr¡bution to establish a g0% confidence
interval in the algorithm performance results.

d est_ip_cditxtl Defines the dest¡nation lP field cumulat¡ve distributìon funct¡on

so u rce_ip_cdf.txt Defìnes the source lP field cumulat¡ve d¡stribution function.

dest_port cditxt Def¡nes the destination port field cumulat¡ve distr¡bution funct¡on.

so u rce_po rt_cd f.txl Defìnes the source port fìeld cumulat¡ve distribut¡on function

ru les_'_'.txt
(model, seed)

A set of rules for a part¡cular seed and rule model, where a rule model
consists of the set of four CDF fìles enumerated above.

lThe cumulative distribution funct¡ons were modeled after statist¡cs pubtished by Rovn¡agin and Wool in the
GEMpaper[15]. Details on these distr¡but¡ons are prov¡ded in Sections 10.1 and1O.2.

A generated rule is stored in five words as shown below:

dd07495b : Source IP
b3 89185b : Destination IP
81b00000 : Bits 31:25 mask length for source Ip (32 in this case)

Bits 25:20 mask length for destination Ip (27 case)
Bits 19 i 0

0000ffff : Source port start. is the most significant 16 bits and the end is
the least significant 16 bits.

006a006a : Destination port start is the most significant 16 bits and the
end is the least significant 16 bits.

The software is expected to apply the masks and interpret the necessary fields when building

the search tree. For example, once the masks have been applied, the above rule takes the

following format:

Source IP: (start,end) (0x00000000,OXFFFFFFFF)
Destination lP: (start, end) (OXBOOOOOOO, OxB?FFFFFF)
Source Port: (start, end) (0x0000,oxffff)
Destination Port: ( start, end) {OxOO6a,OxOO6a)

Using this arrangement, arbitrary ranges are allowed in the port field while prefix ranges are

allowed in the IP frelds. However, it would not be much ofa leap to add arbitrary ranges to the

add¡ess fields.
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9,1.2 Build Tree and Search Operations

Once the rule-sets are available, the next step in the verifrcation flow is to build and verifo the

search data structure. Figure 9-2 depicts the process and flow used to build the search trees and

compressed bit-vectors.

Figure 9-2: System Verification Flotv Part 2: Build Tree and CBVs

To build the search trees, the ARM software is frrst configured for a particular rule size and

mode of operâtion, where the mode indicates which header fields are used to build the tree.

Based on this configuration, the software will read in the appropriate rules file, parse out the

desired fields and build the trees. Initially, a list of rules is stored at each key in the second

dimension B-trees, but in the next stage, these rules are passed to the hardware in exchange for

CBV pointers. Table 9-2 details the file VO associated with this portion of the flow.

Output F¡lès fot Test Po¡nt
Geneþt¡on:

F¡les for S¡ñulal¡on:

F¡les for Analysis:

ARM SW Build Tree & Verification

Output Files fot Ve f¡catíon &
PeÌ{omance Analys¡s!
cbv_¡isL'_'_'.Ut
6bvJrks_._'_'.txl

ARI¡ SWHW Euild & Read CBV

Table 9-2: Verification Flow Part 2 Files

Filè Function
parsed_rule_l¡st_"_*_'.txt

(mode, seed, rule size)

The purpose of this file is to store parsed rules indicat¡ng the start and end
intervals for each fìeld. This f¡le is later used as a Tcl script input to
produce random testpoints. See Appendix A for a sample fìle.

Example: 0x00000000 0x00000000 0XFFFFFFFF 0x83891800
0x838918FF
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File Function

tree_*_*_*.txt

(mode, seed, rule size)

Conta¡ns a text-based representation of the search data structure. lt
provides the start and end count and list of the rules at each non-
overlapping interval in the B-trees. See Append¡x A for an example.

Note: this file is optionally generated and is used for s¡mulat¡on/tcl
val¡dation.

cbv_cou nt_*_"_'. txt:

(mode, seed, rule size)

Conta¡ns a list of the number of rules encompassed w¡thin each CBV. See
Appendix A for an example.

c bv_list_*_*_..txt

(mode, seed, ru¡e s¡ze)

Contains a list of the CBVS for each non-overlapping interval ¡n the tree.
See Append¡x A for an example.

cbv_ptrs_*_*_*.txt

(mode, seed, rule size)

Contains a list of the RLDRA¡/ po¡nters for each CBV. See Appendix A for
an example.

The next stâge of the test plan is performed oflline using a Tcl script shell and is illust¡ated in

Figure 9-3. Scripts were developed to generate a set of stimulae and exercise the packet frlter To

maximize coverage, multiple testpoints were selected within each rule.

Figure 9-3: System Verification Flotv Part 3: Tcl Operations and Linear Search Files

Once the ¡ules and testpoints are available, a basic linear search is performed. The results of
this test provide a means to validate the final results f¡om the same testpoints applied to the cBV
algorithm implementation. This indirectly validates the entire system including the embedded

software and hardware operations. Table 9-3 details the file l/o associated with this portion of
the flow.

rule_list_'_'_'.txt

Tcl Sct¡pt F e^s:

common_ulils.tcl
l¡near_search.tcl

Parsed Rule Lísl F¡les:
_rule_list_*_..b{t
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Table 9-3: Verification Flow Part 3 Files

File Function

common utils.tcl Contains common ut¡l¡ties and fìle l/O procedures used in Tcl packet filter
operations.

create_test_po¡nts.tcl

Creates a f¡le of testpoints for each mode, seed and rules size of a given
rule model. Random test po¡nts were seiected in the spec¡fìed f¡eld
ranges of each of the rules to ensure that testpoints were created for
each rule.

testJo¡nts_'_-_*.txt
(mode, seed, rule size)

Contains random testpoints for each of the parsed rules in a parsed rule
l¡st fìle (parsed_rule_list). See the Appendix A for an exampje file.

linear search.tcl
Performs a l¡near search of the parsed rules list flle for each testpoint and
returns a list of matching rules. The l¡st of rules ¡s converted ¡nto CBV
format and compared against the CBV aiqor¡thm solution.

linear_s ea rch_res ults_*_._.. txt

(mode, seed, rule size)

Contains results from linear search operations converted into CBV
format.

The CBV algorithm search operations may be performed in unison with the linear search.

This portion of the flow is illustrated in Figure 9-4. As B-t¡ees are searched, the software

forwards the resulting pointers from each t¡ee to the hardware Packet Filter Assist Acceleration

Engine. The PFAAE retrieves the corresponding CBVs, ORs them together and retums the

resulting CBV During this phase, critical information is logged for performance and analysis,

including a list of search pointers. Since the ARMTTDMI processor is inherently slow, it was

deemed necessary to test the PFAAE OR time and retrieve time independently. To accomplish

this task, the software search is bypassed and the logged cBV pointers are burst directly to the

PFAAE.
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Files for Perfol¡nance

_results_'_*_*.txt
ts_._t_..txt

ARN¡ SW & HW Pelorm Search
(Ver¡fic¿lion Test)

Outptrt F¡les fot HW OR

_ti mer_res ults_t_:*.txt

Figure 9-4: System Verifìcation Florv Part 4: ARM Files and process

'îable 9-4 details the additional file VO associated with this portion of the flow.

Table 9-4: Verification Florv Part 4 Files

File Function
ptr_log_-_*_*.txt

(mode, seed, rule size)

This is a log of the CBV pointers retrieved from the B{rees during each
testpoint search. lf no pointer is returned from a B-tree then a null
pointer oxFFFFFFFF ¡s returned.

search_l imer_res u lts_*_*_*, txt

(mode, seed, rule s¡ze)

The purpose of th¡s fìle is to log statistics dur¡ng search operat¡ons. The
total time for a search operat¡on is logged along w¡th a count of the
number of B-tree nodes that were accessed.

Note: the search t¡mer begins when the ARI\4 rece¡ves a testpo¡nt and
ends when the PFAAE returns the resulting b¡t-vector. lt ¡s returned in 20
MHz clock cycles (50ns period).

See Append¡x A for an example of this log f¡le.

search_results_*_*_*.txt

(mode, seed, rule size)

The search_results flle stores the resu¡t¡ng CBVS from two-dimens¡onal
searches as well as the t¡me taken for each PFAAE OR operation. The
OR time is returned as a count of 50 MHz clock cycles (2ons period).

See Appendix A for an exampie of this file.
ptrJimer_results_"_*_".bd
(mode, seed, rule size)

The purpose of this f¡le is to store the results from a performance test in
which pre-calculated B-tree node po¡nters are read from SRAM and burst
to the PFAAE for rek¡eval and ORing.

This test assumes the command queue ¡s always full and measures the
time for the PFAAE to complete a fìlter operation includ¡ng return
communicat¡on to the ARM. lt is returned in 20 MHz clock cycles (5ons
period).

See Appendix A for an example of this file.
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The next section ofthe flow illustrated in Figure 9-5 is once again performed offli¡e from the

platform. It re-uses the ModelSim environment created to veri$r the hardware functional

behavior in order to validate and debug the platform results. Simple Tcl procedures were

developed to translate the tree_t_*_*.txt file into AMBA AHB transactions to build up the entire

set of CBVs in RLDRAM. Likewise a simple script was developed to translate the

ptr_log_*_*_+.txt into the conesponding AMBA transactions to perform PFAAE CBV OR

operations. The results obtained from these operations should match the results obtained on the

platform and linear search. Although this type of simulation is limited to small rule-sets, it was

found to be invaluable in debugging the system.

Figure 9-5: System Verification Flow Part 5: Simulation Files and Process

Table 9-5 details the additional file VO associated with this portion of the flow. For details on

the ModelSim environment and configuration files, please refer to Figure 8-1 and Table 8-1 in

this document.

f ree Reprcsentaton F ¡ lè:
e_t_._..Ut

free Searêh CBV Poinlêr

Output Files îot Ve f¡calion:
_list_'_'_t.b(t

Dtrs * ' '.txt

Table 9-5: Verification Florv Part 5 Files

File Funcfion
cbv tree.tcl Contains procedures for:

. manipulât¡ng tÍee.txt ¡nto AHB transfers

. bu¡ld¡ng the CBVS and logg¡ng CBV pointers and CBV lists. oerformino OR ooerations from a l¡st ôf oointers
sim_cbv_list_*_*_*.txt
(mode, seed, rule size)

Contains a list of the CBVS for each non-overlapping ¡nterval ¡n the tÍee
Similar to cbv_list . "..tf.

sim_cbv_ptrs _-_-_..txt
(mode, seed, rule size)

Contains a list of the RLDRAM po¡nters for each CBV. S¡mitar to
cbv ptrs * . ..bd.

s im_sea rch_resu ¡ts_*_*_*.txt
(mode, seed, rule size)

The sim_search_results fìle stores the resu¡ting CBVS from two-
dimensional searches as wel¡ as the t¡me taken for each PFAAE OR
operatìon. The OR time is returned as a count of 50 l\¡Hz clock cycles
(20ns per¡od). Similarto search results * * *.txt.
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The final section in the systemJevel veúfication flow is to compare the results acquired from

the platform, simulation and linear searches. This step is shown in Figure 9-6. To accomplish

this, a Tcl procedure compares the list of matching rules Íìom the linear search to the rules

represented by the compressed bit-vectors retumed by the PFAAE in simulation and on the

platform.

Figure 9-6: System Verification Flow Part 6: Final VerifÌcation Files and Process

Table 9-6 details the additional file fO associated with this portion ofthe flow.

while this comparison does not guarantee the system is entirely free ofbugs, it does indicate

a fairly robust design.

Sea¡'cå Resulls F¿les.

¡eãc¡_results_*_:*,txt
_se¿rch_res ults_t_*_*.fi

Table 9-6: Verification Florv Part 6 Files

File Function

cbv_validate.tcl Compares the results from the simulation search, Iinear search and
platform search operat¡ons.

cbv_search_check_*_*_*.txt

(mode, seed, rule s¡ze)

Logs the results of the CBV validate operat¡on, flagging any differences
between the results.
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Chapter 10: Performance Testing and AnalysÍs

Chapte¡ 10 presents the performance testing of the Compressed Bit-Vector pC algorithm in

the rapid prototyping platform. The chapter begins with Section 10.1 presenting detail on real-

life firewall database statistics. lt is shown that 75Y;o of rules match TCp Therefore, the

performance analysis focuses on the TCP protocol, and the four fields shown in Table 10-1.

However, it should be noted that the same discussions could be applied to other protocols (JDp,

ICMP) and fields (IP options, TCP flags).

Table 10-1: 4-Dimensional Firewall Match Fields

ID Field Space (b¡ts)

0 Source lP 32b

1 Destination lP 32b

2 Source Port 16b

3 Dest¡nation Port 16b

The chapter continues in Section 10.2 by outlining a Perimeter Rule Model for generating

synthetic structured rule-sets based on common firewall statistics. The results of the Perimeter

Rule Model are found in Section i0.3 and demonstrate that the algorithm's space requirements

scale far better than the theoretical limits under these conditions. In Section 10.4 the algorithm is

tested against a Random Rule Model. While the results of this test indicate fast searching is

possible, the algorithm's growth rate tends to approach the theoretical predictions. Finally, the

chapter concludes with Section 10.5 making suggestions to improve the CBV algorithm, and an

estimation of its performance when implemented in an ASIC.

10.1 Rule-Set Statistics

To gain an understanding of real-life fi¡ewall rule-set characteristics, this thesis relied on

information and statistics gathered fiom literature. In the GEM paper [15] Ror.niagin and wool

perform an examination of statistics from l9 corporate firewall rule-sets (clsco px and check

Point Firewall-l) across a variety of industry sectors. The analysis revealed a large degree of
structure within the rule-sets as shown in Table 10-2. First off, the distribution ofprotocols was

heavily weighted towards TCP In fact, 7 5%o of the rules matched TCP and 93%o matched one of
TCP, LrDP or ICMP The analysis also showed that sourca ports are alnost entirely wildcards,
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while the destination ports are usually specifred exactly. These findings make complete sense fo¡

the TCP protocol. For stateful packet filters, source port filtering is not required for retum trafüc

through the firewall. It is also untrustworthy because it can easily be under control by hackers.

For the destination port 96Yo of rules were found to contain single ports spread amongst nearly

200 numbers, while 4% were ranges. The destination port distribution in Table 10-2 also shows

the average range size was quite large. Common ranges included all high ports 1024-65535 or

X11 ports 6000-6003 U5l.

Table 10-2: Protocol and Port Number Distributions in Rule-Sets [15]

Source Port Distribuf ion

98%

ranges lYo

single port

Protocol Distr¡but¡on

6Vo

TCP 75%

UDP 14%

ICMP 4Yo

Other 1Yo

Dest¡nation Port Distribution

0%

ranges 4o/o

average ranqe s¡ze 27030

s¡ngle ports 96yø

avg number of single ports per ru¡e-base 50

most used ports

80 6.89%

21 5.65%

4.87ø/o

443 3.900/.

8080 2.250/"

Due to the large amount of structure observed within real firewall rule-sets, it is probable that

trials on these rule-sets will not result in worst-case behavio¡ of the CBV algorithm. To verifi
this theory the algorithm's space and search time behavior are quantified agâinst rule-sets

generated with distributions from a Perimeter Rule Model developed by GEM and described in

Section 10.2 [15].

L0.2 Perimeter Rule Model

The Perimeter Rule Model assumes a firewall on the network edge similar to the setup shown

in Figure 1-1 in Section 1.3. On the inside is a protected network and on the outside is the

lnternet. outbound rules govem traffic flow from the protected network out to the lntemet, while

inbound rules govern traffic from the l¡temet into the protected network. The intemal network is

made up of l0 Class B networks, and the l¡temet consists ofall other IP addresses. Although, it
is uncommon for a company to own 10 Class B netwo¡ks, a larger intemal subnet will further
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stress the algorithm. This is because the rule generator assigns random ranges from intemal

ranges. Rovniagin and Wool also suggest this is a reasonable approach because:

"Many organizations use private (RFC 1918) IP addresses internally, and export them via

network address translation (NAT) on outbound traffic. Such organizations often use large

subnets liberally. e.g. assign a 172.x.* .* class B subnet to each department.', [15]

10.2,1 Rule and Trâffic Generation

The rule generator created during hardware and software integration testing was used to

produce the inbound and outbound rule-sets from files containing cumulative distributions. The

distributions were developed to closely match those provided in the GEM paper and re-stated in

Table 10-3 ti5]. In some areas where Rovniagin and Wool's model is ambiguous or specific

details are missing, reasonable assumptions were made to complete the missing pieces.

lRange completely lies inside one ofthe internat class C networks.

The remainder of Section 10.2.1 provides ñ¡rther detail on inbound and outbound ¡ule

generation for each ofthe fields in Table 10-1.

Table 10-3: Statisticâl Distribution for the Perimeter Rule Model Rule-Sets [151

Field Match Type lnbound Outbound

source address

range

Class B

Ciass C

sinqle lP

95yo

50/o

50/o

ßyo1

1jYo

250/0

45o/o

dest¡nation address

range

Class B

Class C

single lP

15ø/o

1OYo

30%

450/.

90%

dest¡nation port

(Service)

from l¡st of 100 services

dst port is random range

dst port is single port

96Yo

20/o

20Â

96%

2o/o

2%

source port
src port ¡s random range

src port is from used port list

src port is random 0-65535

98Vø

10/o

0.5%

0.50Â

98%

1yo

O.5Yo

0.syo
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10,2,L1 Inbound Source IP Address

When generating the source IP (SIP) address field for rules applied to inbound trafiìc, Table

10-3 shows that the IP address is rarely specified. up to 95% ofthe rules have a wildcard as thei¡

source address and the remaining 5olo have a range. For the non-wildcard rules, the rule generator

was designed to assign the SIP field one octet at a time followed by a prefix length. The SIp

address was chosen at random from a discrete uniform distribution of all the Intemet's Ip

add¡esses minus the intemal netwoÌk range 179.127.0.0-179.136.255.255 and specific addresses

reserved by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for private intemets such as

10.0.0.0-10.255.255.255. The associated prefrx mask length was then selected based on the

distribution shown in Figure 10-1.

Figure 10-1: Inbound Source IP Prefìx Mask Length probability Distribution

This distribution shows increasing probability from class B to slightly smaller than class c.
It is noted that this is a deviation from the uniform distribution of ranges applied in the GEM

paper. Horvever, it was felt this distribution is more representative of the actual lntemet due to

the introduction of Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR).

10,2,L2 Inbound Destìnatìon IP Address

When generating the destinølion IP (DIP) address field for inbound traffìc rules, the address

will always belong to one of the l0 intemal class B subnets defined in the perimeter Rule Model.

For a single Class B network, the first two octets define the netwo¡k ID while the third and fourth

octets define the host ID as shown in Table 10-4.

I
fr

10 15 20 25 30
[¡ask Length

Prefx Mask Length Probability Distribut¡on
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Table 10-4: Class B Nehvork and Host ID,s

Octet
Network lD

F¡rst I Second

Host lD
Third I fourttr

b¡nary 10110011 10000000 00000000 1000111't

decimal 179 128 0 't43

Similar to the SIP field, the rule generator was designed to assign the non-wildcard DIp

addresses one octet at a time followed by a prefix length. The following criteria were followed

when assigning each ofthe octets:

¡ For a valid Class B network the first octet is in the range [128:191] inclusive. For test
purposes, 179 was selected.

. The second octet was randomly selected from a discrete uniform distribution of 10
consecutive pre-selected Class B subnets: [128:137].

o The third and fourth octets defined the host ID and were randomly selected based on
discrete uniform distributions.

Once the DIP address was generated, a prefix mask length was attached. For single DIps, a

prefix length of 32 was automatically attached. Fo¡ each of the range-based rules, a prefix mask

length was selected based on the distribution shown in Figure 10-2.

0 510 15 20 25 30
¡/ask Length

Figure 10-2: Inbound Destination IP Prefix Mask Length Probability Distribution

The above distúbution shows large spikes at mask lenghs of 16 and 24 as well as a uniform

distribution f¡om 25 to 32. This is intended to reflect reality, where the first two spikes represent

full class B and class c masks respectively, and the uniform distribution allows for ranges

smaller than a Class C network.

g¿

(,I
o.

Prefix Mask Length Probability Distribution
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10,2,1,3 Inbound/Outbouttd Source Port

^lhe source port (SP) field was selected similarly for both inbound and outbound rules. From

the analysis in Table 10-3, it is apparent that a single port number is rarely specified, with 98% of
rules using a wildcard in this field. This is consistent with stateful frrewalls that do not need to

perform source-port filtering to allow return traffic through the firewall. In addition, the Sp held

is generally unreliable since it is can easily be under the control of an attacker I l5]. In generating

this field it was necessary to make some assumptions regarding the non-wildcard rules:

o 10lo ofrules contained a range in the source port freld. The range was selected according
to Table l0-5 providing an average range size of:

60000 x 0.45 + 10000 * 0.05 + 
(3 + 4 1'- + 30) 

x 0.45 + 
(100 + 101 + 1000) 

x 0.05 x 21 53528 901

t 0.5%o of the rules contained a SP freld from a list of 100 commonly used ports with the
weighting detailed in Table l0-6.

c 0.5%o of the rules contained a random single port number selected from 0:65535. As the
number ofrules increase, this allows for a small rate of growth in the number of services.

Table 10-5: Source Port Range Probabilities

Range Probability Descr¡ption
3-30 45% Allows small ranges between 3 and 30 ¡n size.

100-1000 5o/o Allows any range between 100 and 1000.

10000 50/o Allows range of size'10000,

60000 450/. Allows range of 60000 only

Total 1000/0

Table 10-6: Most Frequently used Ports

Most Used Ports Service Probability
80 HTTP 7.O80/.

2'l FTP 5.650/.

TELNET 4.87%

443 SSL
(Secure
Socket
Layer)

3.9%

8080 HTTP 2.50/.

list of 95 ¡ndividual ports

100-194

0.8% per
port

Total 100%
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1 0,2, 1,4 Inbound/Outbound Destìttøtìott Poñ

Contrary to the large degree of wildcards in the source port field, the destination port (Dp)

field is usually precisely specified for TCP. The majority of rules specified a single destination

port number, while only a small portion allowed a range of ports. Ll general, the ranges were

found to be quite large, with common ranges being all high ports (1024-65535) or Xl1 ports

(6000-6003). The following list contai¡s the criteria employed by the rule generator:

. 96%o of the rules contained a single DP number distributed amongst 100 port numbers
including the most popular services. The most common are shown in Table l0-6.

. 2%o of rules contained a range in the DP field. The ranges were selected identically to the
source port field. Again, most of the weighting was placed in extremely low and
extremely high ranges.

r 2olo contained a random single DP number, where the port was randomly selected from
0:65535. As the number of rules increase, this allows for a small rate of growth in the
number ofservices.

10,2,1,5 Outbound Source IP Address

The SIP addresses for outbound rules are selected from the internal add¡esses with the

frequencies shown in Table 10-3. For the non-wildcard rules, the rule generator assigned Ip

addresses one octet at a time followed by a mask length. The following criteria we¡e followed

when assigning each ofthe octets:

. For a valid Class B network, the first octet is in the range [128:191] inclusive. For test
purposes, 179 was selected.

o The second octet was randomly selected from a discrete uniform distribution of 10
consecutive pre-selected Class B subnets: 1128:1371.

o The third and fourth octets defined the host ID and were randomly selected based on
discrete uniform distributions.

Once the SIP address was generated, a prefix mask length was attached. For single Ips the

mask length is 32 and for range-based rules a prefix was selected fiom a distribution similar to

that shown in Figure 10-2.

10.2,1,6 Outbound Desrtnafion IP Address

When modeling the DIP address fìeld for ¡ules applied to outbound traffic, the address was

found to be a wildcard 90"/o or the time. The remaining l0olo was split between single addresses

and ranges. This produces rules modeling the access policies to specific servers or networks. For

the non-wildcard ¡ules, the rule generator assigned the DIP freld one octet at a time followed by a
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prefix length. The DIP add¡ess was chosen at random from a discrete uniform distribution ofthe

enti¡e IP address space minus the intemal network and specific addresses reserved by the IANA.

For single IP addresses, a 32-bit mask was added and for ranges, a mask was selected from a

distribution similar to the one shown in Figure 10-1 .

1 0,2,L7 Tralfic Generatìott

To test the efüciency of the algorithm, inbound and outbound traffic needs to be passed

through the packet classifrer and the resulting performance logged. To accomplish this, packet

header information was generated for TCP traffrc (source Ip address, destination Ip address,

source port number and destination port number). It is only necessary to generate the header

fìelds since the search algorithm would ignore the rest of the packet. The headers were created by

randomly picking testpoints within each rule to maximize coverage and ensure that inbound

packets will only contain destination addresses behind the fi¡ewall.

10.3 Perimeter Rule Model Results

In the CBV algorithm, there are four fields, but 2-dimensional search operations are

performed in parallel and the results combined. Therefore, this provides the potential of twelve

different 2-D pairs as outlined in Table 10-7. The identifiers for these pairs are used in the results

plots in the remainder ofthis document.

Table 10-7: 2-Dimensional Field Combinations

File

Numberino
2-D Pair
ldent¡f¡er

Field 1

(Dimension 1)

Field 2
(Dimension 2)

1 P01 Source lP Dest¡nat¡on IP

P02 Source lP Source Port

3 P03 Source lP Dest¡nation Port
4 P10 Dest¡nat¡on iP Source lP

P't2 Destinat¡on lP Source Port

o P13 Dest¡nation lP Dest¡nation Port
7 P20 Source Port Source lP

I P21 Source Port Destinat¡on lP
ô P23 Source Porl Destination Port

10 P30 Dest¡nation Port Source lP
11 P31 Destinat¡on Port Destinat¡on lP

12 P32 Destination Port Source Port
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To obtain insight into the 4-dimensional growth rate and search performance, various

combinations of the two-dimensional searches were combined. The growth rate in four

dimensions becomes the addition of the space requirements while the hardware search time is

limited by the worst-case search time of the t'ro 2-D pairs. Since the searches are performed in
parallel, the order of the pair is inconsequential (e.g. P0l_P23 is the same as p23_p01). Thus,

there are twelve valid groupings of two-dimensional pairs to consider as outlined in Table 10-g.

Table 10-8: 4-Dimensional Field Combinations

F¡lè
Numberino

4D Pair
ldentifier Pairl Pa¡ 2

1,9 P01 P23 Source IP, Destinat¡on lP Source Port, Dest¡nation Port
1,12 P01 P32 Source lP, Dest¡nation lP Destinat¡on Port, Source Port
¿,o P02 P13 Source lP, Source Port Destination lP, Dest¡nation Port
2,11 P02 P31 Source iP, Source Port Destination Port, Destination lP
3,5 P03 P12 Source lP, Dest¡nation Porl Destinat¡on lP, Source Port
3,8 P03 P21 Source lP, Destination Porl Source Port. Destination lP

4,9 P10 P23 Dest¡nation lP, Source lP Source Port, Dest¡nation Port
4,12 P'10 P32 Dest¡nat¡on lP, Source lP Destinat¡on Port, Source Port
5,10 P12 P30 Destination lP, Source Port Destination Port, Source lP
6,7 P13 P20 Dest¡nation lP, Dest¡nation Port Source Port, Source iP

7,11 P20_P3l Source Port, Source IP Destinat¡on Port, Destination lP

8,10 P21 P30 Source Port, Destination lP Destination Port, Source lP

It should also be noted that ten rule-sets were generated for each set of distributions described

in Section 10.2.1, where each rule-set was initialized from a different random seed. Thus, every

point in the result plots reflects the mean value from l0 independent runs, providing a 90 %

confidence interval. Ifa confidence interval is not visible, then it is because the interval was too

small to show

10,3,1 Best Field Order Analysis

During development and initial testing, it became apparent that the field order geatly

impacted the size of the data structure (CBV and B-tree memory usage) produced with the

Perimeter Rule Model. It became an objective to compare the performance and data structure

size of different field orders. It is fair to consider only the 2-D pairs in this analysis since the

four-dimensional sea¡ch is composed of two 2-D searches run in parallel and the rvorst two-

dimensional pairs will limit its space and search performance.
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During this examination, the differences in data structure size became so great, the memory

space required to build the tree became prohibitive and large rule-set tials could not be

performed on the worst choices. Therefore, in an effort to vr'eed out the worst field orders and

identiô/ the best ones, an ite¡ative elimination process was applied. The main rationale for

dropping pairs was dâta structure size, but each pair was also exercised with trafüc and search

performance logged. The hardware search time (retrieval and ORing time) provides a second

criterion for dropping pairs. It should also be noted that pairs were dropped when no 4-D

groupings were left for analysis.

In the first step, small rule-sets (1024 rules) were generated and the data structure was built

for each ofthe 12 field orders. The following bar graphs show the resulfs from this stage with a

90% confidence interval for outbound rules. Figure l0-3 (A) indicates the data shucture size for

each pair while Figure l0-3 (B) illustrates the average search time when traffic was passed. The

line graphs in Figure l0-3 (B) provide firfher insight by indicating the maximum and minimum

hardware search times.

x 106 Mean Seârch'fime: (OB 1K Rules)

P01 F02 m3 7,0 7,2 p,3 p0 n1 p23 p30 p31 p32

P l PaiÍs

Figure 10-3: Finding the Best 2-D Outbound Field Orders (lK rules)

The results indicate pairs P20, Pl0, and P2l were the worst by size while p02, p0l, p12 and

P2l were the v¿orst by speed. Therefore, pairs P20, P2l, and P10 were dropped and the

elimination process continued on rule-sets of size 2K with the ¡elnaining pairs. Figure l0-4

shows the results from the second stage.

Memory Usage: (OB 1K Rule-s)

F01 F02 F03 P10 Pl2 Pr3 ÐO ?A n3 W r¡31 p32

Pl Pa¡ß
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Memory Usage: (OB 2K Rules)
450

400

350

300

250

x 106 Mean Search Ime: (OB 2K Rules)
E

7

6

5

o)
Ei:

=

À F01 F02 Ð3 P12 Pr3 P23 F30 P31 P32
" P1 Pêirs

B For P02 F03 P12 P13 P23 Rlo P31 P32

P1 Paìrs

Figure 10-4: Finding the Best 2-D Outbound Field Orders (2K rules)

The results in Figure l0-4 indicate pairs P23, P30 and P03 were the worst by size while p02,

P12 and P0l w€re the worst by speed. Pairs P23, P30 and P03 were dropped and the elimination

process was continued on rul€-sets of size 4K with dre remaining pairs. The pl2 pair was also

rernoved because it no longer had any partnering pairs (P03 or.P30). Figure l0-5 shows the

results from the third stage.

Fot P02 Pt3 F31 n2
A pt p"io

P01 m2 Pf3 P3l æ2B pt p"io

Figure 10-5: Finding the Best 2-D Outbound Field Orders (4K rules)

The results in Figure l0-5 indicate pairs P01 and P02 were the worst by size while p01 and

P02 were the \Norst by speed. However, no pairs were dropped since these pairs are requíred to

estimate fhe performance of a 4-D implementation. Together, the remaining pairs (p01, p02, p 13,

P31 and P32) combine for three P2 groupings P0l_P32, P02_P13 and P02_p31. From these

Memory Usage: (OB 4K Rules) x 105 Mean Search Tme: (OB 4K Rules)

; 0.8

E
i:'. o6

2 o.¿
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combinations the natural pairing is likely P0l_P32 (i.e. <source IP, destination Ip>, <destination

port, source porÞ). However, it appears the most efficient implementation may be p02_pl3 (i.e.

<source IP, source port>, <destination IP, destination port>).

with the outbound field order analysis complete, the iterative procedure was repeated for the

inbound case. Figure l0-6 shows the results from the first stage.

A P1 Pairs B Pl Pairs

Figure 10-6: Finding the Best 2-D Inbound Field Orders (lK rules)

The results in Figure 10-6 ìndicate pairs P2l, P20 and P0l were the worst by size while p02,

P20 and P23 we¡e the worst by speed. Pairs P21 and P20 were dropped and the iteration process

continued on rule-sets of size 2K with the remaining pairs. Figure l0-7 shows tle results from

the second stage.

I
E
¡:

=

(¡,

F
i:

=

P01 F02 P03 n0 n2 È3 n3 æ0 n1 F'32

P1 Pêirs
FO1 m2 pO3 P10 F,t2 ã3 P23 P00 P3t

B p1 pairs

Figure 10-7: Finding the Best 2-D Inbound Field Orders (2K rules)

lvlemory Usage: (lnbound 1K Rules)

F01 F02 P03 Pro à2 H3 n0 n1 p23 p30 Rì1 Rl2

x io6 Mean Search lime: (lnbound 1K Rules)

P01 F02 F03 p10 p12 p13 ?)O p21 p23 p30 p31 p32

Memory usage: (lnbound 2K Rules) x .r03 Mean Search 
.ljme: 

(lnbound 2K Rules)
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The results in Figure l0-7 indicate that pairs P01, P23 and Pl3 were the worst by size while

P02 was the worst by speed. Pairs P01, P23 and Pl3 were dropped and the iteration process

continued on rule-sets of size 4K with the remaining pairs. Figure l0-8 shorvs the results from

the second stage.

^ P02 F03 P10 P12 P30 P31 n2A P1 P"io
o Þ2 P03 Pro Pt2 PJo P31 ß2
" Pl Pairs

Figure 10-8: Finding the Best 2-D Inbound Field Orders (4K rules)

The results in Figure l0-8 indicate pairs P31, Pl0 and P2l were the worst by size while p02

was the worst by speed. Pair P31 was dropped due to size performance and p02 dropped since it

no longer had any partnering pairs for 4-D grouping analysis. This leaves five p1 pairs p03, p 10,

P12, P30 and P32, which can form up to three P2 pairs P10_P32, P03_p12 and p30_p12 for

investigation.

10.3.2 Grorvth Rate

After establishing the best field orders, rule-sets as large as 16K were investigated to provide

a better understanding of the CBV algorithm's performance and properties. First ofl to gain

more insight into the memory savings achieved by using compressed bit-vectors, the compression

ratios were calculated for each of the best Pl pairs, as shown in Figure 10-9. The compression

ratios reveal that the use of cBVs ¡esulted in significant rnemory savings parlicularly for pairs

where tïe primary search field was an IP add¡ess.

E
i:

=

Memory Ljsage: (lnbound 4K Rules) x 105 Mean Search l'lme: (lnbound 4K Rules)
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Figure 10-9: Pl Pairs Compression Ratio vs. Number of Rutes: (A) Inbound @) Outbound

Next, the final outbound and ìnbound CBV data structure sizes were plotted in Figure 10-10

and Figure 10- I I for the best field orde¡s as a function of the rule-set size. In this case, the size is

a combination ofthe cBVs and B-tree memory usage. However, these results do not reflect the

peak memory usage during the build tree operation. very little optimization was done during the

build operation, thus the required memory usage could exceed 256 ldB. This constraint in

combination wìth tle processor and bus speeds were the major limiting factors in testing larger

rule-s€ts.
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Num Rules \6 Memory Usage (lB P1 PaiË)
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Figure 10-11: Inbound Size vs. Number of Rules: (A) Pt Pairs @) p2 pairs

From the above figures it is clear that the data structure size is quite small even for rule-sets

as large as 16K. For the outbound case, the Pl pairs consumed less than 3.5 MB and the resulting

P2 pairs less than 6.0 MB. As expected, t¡e best outbound combination in terms of space was

P02_P13. For the inbound case, the individual Pl pairs required less that 3.0 MB ofmemory

while the resulting P2 pairs were within 5.0 MB. overall, the best inbound and outbound

combinations were P03_Pl2 and P02_P13 respectively.

By plotting the best P2 pairs on a log-log plot, one can deduce if the relationship between the

two variables follows the power law behavior in Equatìon l0- I .

Equation 10-1: Porver Larv Behavior

! =70b x"

When y=lQó¡',aplotof logro.1l= alogrox+b forms a straight line with slope equal to

a and an intercept equal to ó. In this case a represents the observed gro\vth rate for rule-sets

based on the Perimeter Rule Modeì. Figure 10-12 shows the outcome of plotting the outbound

combination P02_P13 on a loglog scale. A fitted lineand plotof y=10ót2 are also shown.
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. LogLog Plot SizeVs Rules : Outbound :P02P13
11'

101

Number of Rules

Figure 10-12: Log-Log crotyth Plot (Outbound p02_pl3)

From the loglog plot it is clear that the set of points form a nearly straight line. Thus, by

performing a curve fìt, the slope and intercept can be found within experimental error. using a

Matlab polyfrt function on the steepest part of the curve (last 2 data points), the slope and

intercept a¡e found as follows:

my_fit = polyfit (1og1o (x) ,1og1o (y) ,1) (1 means a linear fit)
a = my_fit{1) = r..2276 (slope)
b = my_fiE(2) = -a.'7aI7 (intercept)

y = 10-t"ttt1 xt'2276

Therefore, the slope indicates that the data structure size is growing at a rate of slightly less than
5f witn respect to the rule-set size. This is much slower than the theoretical upper bound of

o(n').

10,3,3 Search Time and Throughput

In this section, the search time for the CBV algorithm is evaluated, based on the t¡affrc

generation outlined in section 10.2,1.7. Early on it was discovered that the major bottleneck in

the packet classifier's throughput was the speed of the ARM processor. Therefore, this analysis is

split into software operations and hardware operations.
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I 0,3.j. 1 Softvare OperatÍons Petformanee

Since the software performance is severely limited by the processor speed, it did not make

sense to analyze its performance based on search time measurements. Instead, software analysis

focuses on the number ofnode accesses required for a search operation. Based on the number of
node accesses and node size, it is then possible to predict the number of memory accesses. In

practic€, this is a good technique for measuring performance since hardware and software

architectures are limited by memory bandwidth.

Generally speaking, it would be a good idea for the node sjze to fall \¡iithin a single cache line

so that one node access maps to one memory access. Figure 10-13 illustrates the total âv€rage

number ofnodes accessed for inbound and outbound p1 pairs versus the number ofrules.
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Figure 10-13: Pl Pairs Number ofNodes vs. Number of Rules: (Ä) Inbound @) Outbound

In addition to the above figures the distributions for B-tree node accesses are included in

Appendix B. These plots are provided as additional information with no analysis provided.

1 0, 3,3,2 Hardware Operations Perþrnnnce

For the hardware operations, the performance is measured using the actual time required to

retrieve the cBVs and perfonn the oR operation. The final AND operation between the t\¡/o pl

search ¡esults is ignored since it would be pipelined with the oR. It is expected that the cBV
AND function would also take far less time then the OR operation since it could be tenninated on

first match.
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Given that the software could not keep pace with the hardware, the search and data trânsfer

between the ARM processor and the PFAAE had to be eliminated from this test. To accomplish

this, the CBV search pointers were logged during the software speed analysis. The logged

pointers were stored ín intemal memory and burst to the pFAAE. Then, by utilizing
performance-measuring logic built into the PFAAE and logic tile, the oR and overall hardware

times were recorded for each search operation. Figure 10-14 and Figure l0-15 illustrate the total

time spent performing hardware operations for inbound and outbound packet classification

respectively. In each figure, the Pl pair performance is shown on a linear plot while the p2

performance is provided on a log-log plot. In each case, the results show a linear relationship

between search time and the number ofrules-

x 1O 
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Nonetheless, for inbound traffic, the implementation of the CBV algorithm was able to

sustain a throughput of approximately l8 us per packet or 56,000 pps. For outbound traffìc, it
was able to sustain a throughput of approximately 42 us per packet or 24,000 pps. This is far

f¡om a GE target, but the platform is also running at reduced speeds compared with an ASIC

implementation. ln Section 10.5, a case study is performed to illustrate how the algorithm could

sustain a Gigabit Ethemet line-rate.

It is hypothesized that the linear grov/th in Figure 10-14 and Figure l0-15 is attributed to the

charact€ristics of the rule-sets f¡om the Perimeter Rule Model. Both the initial and resultant

CBVs were much denser than originally expected as shown in Figure l0-16.

A0 510 15 20
Number of K Rules

B0 510 15 20
Number of K Rules

Figure 10-16: Rules Stored per CBV vs. Number ofRules: (A) Inbound pl pairs (B)
Outbound Pl Pairs

This is in high contrast to the ABV paper whose experimental rule-sets, based on industrial

firewalls contained at most four matching rules per packet [2]. It is left for future work to
perform tlials based on additional rule-set models.

To obtain a deeper understanding ofwhere the bottlenecks are in the hardware poÍion ofthe

algorithm, the time spent strictly rehieving CBVs was also captured. Figure 10-17 and Figure

10-18 illushate the amount of time spent performing cBV retrieval from the RLDRAM to the

intemal I'PGA memory for the inbound and outbound searches respectively.

Rules Per CBV \€ Num Rules (lB P1 Pairs) Rules Per CBV \ê Num Rules (OB P1 Paiß)
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Clearly the CBV ¡etrieval time is not the bottleneck in the pIAAE throughput, For l6K
rules, the average time spent retrìeving cBVs based on rule-sets from the perimeter Rule Model

was less than 2 us for inbound and less than 3.5 us for outbound classification.

One distinct observation from the ¡etrìeval plots is the large confidence intervals on P32 and

P30 for inbound and P3l and P32 for outbound. In all cases, this occurs when the destination

port is the primary search field. The large confidence interval is an artifact of the probability

distribution used to generate the destination poú fi€ld as well as the criteria for splitting the rule-

sets into buckets. The 1 6-bit DP field is almost always precisely specified with only a few ranges

and the rule-set is split inro 2 buckets ([0x0000:0x00II], [0x0100:0xFFFF]). The fifst B_rree
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structure contains small ranges and single ports creating both large and small cBVs since many

rules will apply to a common port number. The second B-tree strucfure is based on large ranges

and the wildcard port of which there are very few, creating mostly small CBVs. Therefore, when

a search is performed, the hardware ends up retrieving either two small cBVs or one large and

one small CBV, which tends to produce large confidence intervals.

10.4 Random Rule Model

The Random Rule Model analysis is strictly intended to demonstrate how the algorithm will
react towards disc¡ete uniformly distributed random rule-sets. For this test case, there is no

concept of inbound or outbound or source ve¡sus destination. Instead, only two field types are

considered, a 32-bit freld to mimic IPs and a 16-bit freld to mimic ports.

The following criteria characterize the probability distribution fo¡ 32-bit fields in the Random

Rule Model:

r 50% ofthe rules contain a random value selected based on a disc¡ete uniform distribution
in the IP space.

o 50% contain a random range based on a uniform distribution ofprefix lengths.

The following criteria characterize the probability distribution for l6-bit frelds in the Random

Rule Model:

50% of the rules contai¡ a random single 16-bit number selected based on a discrete
unifo¡m distribution from 0:65535.

50% contain a range according to Table 10-9.

Table 10-9: Random Rule-Set 16-bit Field Range Distribution

Since there is far less structure in the Random Rule Model, the rules will be much more

spread out. It is expected that this will tend to produce larger data structures, sparser bit-vectors

and overall yery fast search operations. unforrunately, the search data structure quickÌy grew to

range Probability Description
3-30 25Yo Allows small ranqes between 3 and 30 ìn size.
100-1000 250/. Allows any range between 100 and 1000.

1000-10000 25% Allows any range between 1000 and 10000.

10000-60000 250/0 Allows any range between 10000 and 60000.

Total 100%
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prohibitive sizes due to the limitations of the platform memory and the implementation of the

software build operation. Therefore, only one test case (32-bit field, 16-bit field) was examined

for rule sizes up to 8K. Figure 10-19 illustrates the search time and memory use for this case

while Figure 10-20 demonstrates the software performance.

x 10{ Sea¡ch llme \6 Num Rules

Ei:
e

0246810
Number of K Rules

0 2 4 6 I 10
Number of K Rules

Figure 10-19: Random: (A) Search Time vs. Num. Rules @) Memory vs. Num. Rules

The above figure for memory use shows that even fo¡ 8K rule-sets, the size of the final data

structure was more than double that of the Perimeter Rule Model while the search time was

nearly an order of magnitude faster. This is likely due to the reduction in wildcards in the

Random Rule Model and emphasizes the point that the performance is highly influenced by the

rule-set. However, for the Random Model it was somewhat expected that the search time plot

would have revealed a more logarithmic relationship with respect to number of rules. This

probably did not occur because the oR task is an o(n) operation and the number of bits set per

CBV grows linearly with the rule-set size.

Num Rules \6 Memory Usage
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Figure l0-20 Random: (A) Histogram of Nodes Searched vs. Num. Rules @) Nodes
Searched vs. Num. Rules

In the above, Figure 10-20 indicates that the average number of nodes searched in the

Random Rule Model was significantly higher than in the perimeter Rule Model. This is to be

expected due to the increased size ofthe search data structure.

10.5 Estimated ASIC Performance

The previous analysis was an emulation effort intended to validate the algorithm functionality

and prove that the embedded system software runs correctly on the hardware design. while the

prototyping platform imposes numerous limitations including the type of processo¡ bus speeds

and bus widths between modules, the performance results obtained can also be used to help

produce realistic ASIC performance estimates. The following case study suggests how the cBV
algorithm could sustain a I Gigabit Ethemet line-rate for average sized packets by incorporating a

few design enhancements based on available technologies. The known parameters for this

analysis are specified in Table l0-10.
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Table 10-101 I GE Case Study Parameters

Parameter Value Description
Rule-Set Size 8K 4K inbound and 4K outbound. Therefore, nw¡ll equal 4K
Bucket Factor 4 For this case study, each of the 4K ruie-sets are spl¡t ¡nto 4

equal subsets.

d 4 Number of dimensions. (2-dimensions per search structure)
t 3 This ¡s known as the minimum degree of the B-tree.

Node S¡ze 96 bytes Assumes a B{ree node size requires 96 bytes to store the
ranges, CBV pointers etc.

Given an average packet stze of 256 bytes, an average throughput of 0.45 Mpps or 2.2 us of
processing time per packet must be maintained. Therefore, each stage of a pipelined

implementation needs to complete withîn 2.2 us. For the cBV algorithm design, there are 3

stages of the pipe to consider: the software B-tree search, the pFAAE CBV retrieval and OR

operation, and the system controller's final intersection. Analysis of the final intersection

operation is omitted since it is a first match operation and presumed to take up less time than the

oR Therefore, the focus falls on the software and hardware operations of a two-dimensional

sea¡ch.

10.5.1 Software.4.nalysis

Recalling from Section 5.4.3.1 the search complexity for the software portion of the

algorithm is the time taken at each level of the tree, o(th) , wherc & is the height of the tree. By

substituting for /¡, this can be re-written as o(d x tlog,n ) , where the worst-case depth is really

d xlog, n . Next, if a constant facfor, b, is introduced splitting the rule-set into å equal groups of

5¡2s 1, then ó two-dimensional data structures a¡e created. This leads to Equation l0-2 for the

wo¡st-case number of nodes searched.

Equation l0-2: Worst-Case Number of Nodes Searched

# NodesSearched = bx d xìos.. L''b

Substituting the known values from Table 10-10 into Equation l0-2 yields:

b x d xlog, L = 4 * 2r1og, lL o 15.25
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In other words, the software searches a maximum of 16 nodes for each packet. To achieve a

GE line-rate, the throughput calculation in Equation l0-3 must be maintained by the software

search.

Equation 10-3: Software Memory Throughput

# NodesSearched x GEpps x NodeSizeBytes = SIIr Memory Throughput

Substituting the known values in Table 10- 10 into Equation 10-3 yields:

16x}.4Mpps x96bytes x 0.7 GBps

If DDR2-800 memory is used to stor€ the B{rees with a clock speed of 400 MHz, the

maximum theoretical tfuoughput would be 6.4 GBps, which more than exceeds the requirement.

once the search is complete, the software also needs to send å pointers per packet to the PFAAE.

To achieve GE throughput with a ó factor of4, this would require roughly 2 million pointers per

second. Furthermore, for a 4 GB memory space and 32-bit pointers, this would require a

sustahable throughput of 8 MB per second. A full-duplex, on-chip 32-bit wide ARM AHB bus

running at 250 MHz would more than exceed the requirement, providing a tfuoughput of up to I

GB per second.

10,5,2 Ilardware Analysis

The combined PFAAE CBV retrieval and OR operations need to come in under 2.2 us

processing time. To meet this target, recommendations are made to improve the design based on

statistics gathered in Section 10.3. If the cBV memory was upgraded to use RLDRAM II (single

common VO) with a 400 MHz clock, then a throughput of 800 Mbps per pin can be achieved.

Furthermore, increasing the width ofthe data bus to i28-bits would provide a total throughput of
102.4 GBps. This is an eight{imes improvement over the platform setup, which achieves 12.8

GBps running 32-bits wide with 200 MHz DDR. Based on a rvorst-case retrieval time of 2.3 us

for a 4K rule-set in the Perimeter Rule Model, the total retrieval time could be reduced to less

than 0,3 us as shown by carrying out Equation 10-4.
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Equation 10-4: Estimated ASIC Retrieval Time

PlatfortnRerrievalri,ne * Plo.*'!!.'M"*oryTL'ougl'p't 
= EstinntedAslCRerrievalrítne' ASlCMenoryThroughput

2.3rr, 12'8GbPt 
= 0.3u,

l02.4Gbps

This leaves 1.9 us for the oR operation. If a realistic ASIC clock rate of 300 MHz is assumed

instead of the 50 MHz platform rate, then a six-times improvement is immediately achieved.

Based on the Perimeter Rule Model worst-case statistics for 4K rule-sets, this leads to an OR time

of 1.3 us as shown by completing Equation 10-5.

Equation l0-5: Estimâted ASIC Hardware ORing Time

(Tota t H wi nte - Re tri evat n nrc)!!!!i!!9þ!!!!::! = es t i ntated oRTi nt e

(to.3us - 2.3ys\x !!!!L = 7.3, g' 300MHz

cumulatively, the retrieval and oR time fall within the 2.2 us requirement. Therefore, it is
reasonable to state that if the cBV packet classifrcation algorithm is implemented in an ASIC

with the aforementioned improvements, it could sustain a Gigabit Ethemet line rate on average-

sized packets.
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This thesis has developed a novel packet classifìcation algorithm, which builds upon the

Lucent and Aggregated Bit-Vector algorithms [l], [2]. Both of these schemes decompose the

general PC problem into one-dimensional problems that retum bit-vector solutions. The latter

adds the notion of aggregation and rule reanangement to make the Lucent BV scheme more

scalable. Two new ideas were introduced, creating what is called the compressed Bit-vector

scheme. Since it is well known that many effrcient solutions exist for 2-D packet classification,

the proposed solution breaks the general multi-dimensional problem into more manageable two-

dimensional problems, that each produce compressed bit-vector solutions. This provides a

possible framework that will allow for the incorporation of various two-dimensional search

algorithms into one system for performing multi-dimensional classification. By strictly storing

and operating on hierarchically compressed bit-vectors, it is also shown that the algorithm's

memory usage is scalable to large rule-sets.

As with the ABV and Lucent BV schemes, the CBV algorithm is equally amenable to a
hardware and software implementation. In particular, the initial searches in the two-dimensional

B{ree query can be pipelined with the PFAAE operations on the compressed bit-vectors.

Likewise, the final intersection can be pipelined with the pFAAE OR operation.

As a proof-of-concept, a portion of the CBV algorithm framework, namely one 2-D search,

was implemented on a system-on-chip rapid prototwing platform containing processors, custom

computing hardware and embedded memory Results from functional and performance tests

performed on the prototyping platform have lead to the following conclusions regarding the cBV
algorithm and on platform-based design in general.

11..1 Conclusions

The platform-based design methodology was found to provide many benefits without a

commitment to silicon. It allowed for embedded software development early in the design cycle,

the resolution of hardwa¡e and software integration problems, the ability to validate 3rd party Ip

blocks in a system environment (e.g. the RLDRAM interface) and the capability to experiment

with the implementation.
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Using the platform-based prototype, the algorithm's functionality and its performance were

veriflred. All ofthe functional tests performed were successful, indicating a fairly healthy design.

This analysis also revealed the major system limitation to be the B{ree SDRAM, and the

performance bottlenecks as the processor speed followed by the PFAAE oR operation. This was

not a complete surprise since the platform imposed many limitations including the processor,

clock speeds, memory resources and bus width requirements fo¡ bit-vectoring. The B-tree

SDRAM imposed a hard limit on the size of rule-sets that could be tested while the bus

limitations increased the depth cycles for memory accesses.

Nonetheless, the performance was evaluated on synthetic rule-sets modeled after real firewall

rule-set statistics. To obtain a more accurate picture of the CBV algorithm properties, space

optimization techniques were employed to maximize the size of trial rule-sets. separate data

structures were built and tested for inbound and outbound rule-sets and a space-time trade-off

called the bucket factor was introduced to further partition the rule-sets into ó groups.

During investigation and analysis, the best field orders were identifred based on size and

time. It was observed that the total data structure size ofthe best 2-D pair combinations grew at

slightly less than 5/ times with respect to the number of rules (Section 10.3.2). This is much,/4

slowe¡ than the theoretical upper bound, O(n1), and indicates that the CBV algorithm,s actual

space requirements fall well within the capabilities of modern hardware. Using the platform, a

throughput of roughly 18 us per packet or 56,000 packets per second was sustâined for inbound

trafüc and a throughput of approximately 42 us per packet or 24,000 packets per second was

sustained for outbound t¡affic with l6K rules (Section 10.3.3). This is far from GE speeds, but

the platfonn has many limitations and is running at reduced clock speeds compared to an ASIC

design. To that end, a simple case study was performed to illustrate how an ASIC implementation

ofthe algorithm could sustai¡ a Gigabit Ethemet line-rate for an 8K rule-set (section 10.5). This

example showed that the CBV algorithm can, indeed, be an efficient hardware-amenable

algorithm for firewall packet filtering and classiflrcation.
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11.2 Future Work

The SoC platform implementation of the CBV packet classification algorithm leaves several

di¡ections for future work. It is anticipated that the execution of additional what-if-analysis on

the system can lead to furthe¡ improvements in the design. The following are a few

recommendations for future work:

c)

Implement pre-processing steps for rule reanangement as described in the ABV
scheme [2]. This was found to have a much larger impact than aggregation alone.

Therefore, it is equally likely to have a strong impact on the CBV scheme

performance.

Implement a variety of 2-D search algorithms in place ofthe B{ree search. For the

IP address fields, a search based on tries would likely lead to sparser bit-vectors and a

signifi cant improvement in performance.

Quantiô/ the performance gains for various implementations of the bucket factor. In

the current scheme the rule-sets were split into ó buckets, according to range settings.

It would be interesting to quantiô/ the impact for various settings of ó as well as

different splitting criteria. For example, if the rules were split into equal groups

based on priority, then the OR operation would become a concatenation ofvectors.

d) Explore new ways of generating rule-sets that will stress the CBV algorithm.

would be interesting to obtain actual commercial firewall rule-sets and also

explore the impact of various degrees of wildcard rules.

Implement additional logic to perform multiple 2-D searches in parallel along with

the final intersection operation. This could be achieved by attaching additional cores

and logic tiles to the platform.

Port the system over to work on a processor, which is mo¡e suited to classification. A
MIPS processor might be a suitable altemative

a)

b)

It

to

e)
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Appendix A: File I/O Listing

A..1 CBV List tr'ile

#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# searting cbv_list LogFile
È

# seed: 0

# Mode: 0
* Rule sizè. sr2

Dlrectlon: Inbound
Descriptlon: This file contains alt of the CBVS generated for a
particular rule-set.
Example:

0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 0x00ooooo1 oxooooo2oo oxoooooooo
0x00000010 0x00000000

(Level 1or root) {L2 Count, L3 Count} (L2 Vectors} {L3 Vectors}

# {oxoooooooo oxoooooool) ioxoooooooL oxoooooool} {oxooooo2oo oxoooooooo}# {oxoooooolo OxoooooOOO }
#
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooo2oo oxoooooooo oxooooooLo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxoooooool oxoooooooo oxooo4oooo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x0000000L oxooooooot oxoooo2ooo oxoooooooo oxoloooooo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxoooooo2o oxoooooooo oxooooo4oo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooolo oxoooooooo oxo04ooooo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxoooolooo oxoooooooo oxoooo04oo
0x00000 0 0 0
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooSooo oxoooooooo oxoooooSoo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooo8oo oxoooooooo oxoooo2ooo
0x00000000
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxoooolooo oxoooooooo oxoo2ooooo
0x0000000 0
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxooooooo2 oxoooo4oS,A oxoooooooo oxooolooo2
0x00000020 0x00010000 0x000 8000 0
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 0x00ooooo3 oxoooo4osB oxoooooooo oxo04ooooo
0x00010002 0x00000020 0x00010000 oxoooSoooo oxoooooooo
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 oxooooooo4 oxoooocl56 oxoooooooo oxoooo4o2o
0x09008000 0x04001000 0x00400000 0x0008oooo oxoooooool oxoooo2ooo oxoooooooo
0x00000000 0x00000001 0x00000001 0x0oooooo5 oxoooolSED oxoooooooo oxlooooooo
0x00200000 0x00200000 0x00010000 oxoooooo5o oxoo44o4oo oxo4o0oooo oxoo0loooo
0x00000040 0x00000000
#--------------
# Completed cbv_li6c LogFile
#
#--------------
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App. A: File VO Listine

4.2 CBV Pointers tr'ile

Starting cbvjtrs LogFi le

seed: 0
Mode: 0
Rule Sizê: 512
Direction: Inbound
Description: Each line represents a pointer into RLDRÀM, which corresponds
to the start of a cBV.

0x000000 00
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x0000000C
0x00000010
0x0 000 0 014
0x00000018
0x0000001C
0x0000002 0
0x0000 0 024
0x00000028
0x0000002C
0x00000030
0x0000003 4
0x00000038
0x0000003C
0x00000040
0x000 00044
0x0000004I
0x0000004C
0x00000050
0x00000054
0x000000 5I
0x0000005C
0x00000060
0x00000064
0x00000068
0x0000006C
0x000 0 00?0
0x00000074
0x00000078
0x000000?C
0x000000I0
0x000 0008 7

0x00001.3E?

# Cornpleted cbvjtrs LogFil-e
B

s- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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App. A: File VO Listing

4.3 CBV Count tr'ile

#--------------
# Starting cbv_count LogFi le
#
# seed: 0
# Mode: 0

# Rule size: 512
# Direction: Inbound
# Description: Each line represents a count of the number of rules set in a
S cBv.
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1

10
L0
3
2
11
5
6
11
I2
11
11
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# Completed cbv_count LogFi le
#



App. A: File VO Listine

A'.4 Parsed Rule List tr'ile

f

#
E

*-----

Starting parsed RuIe l,ist LogFile

Sêed: 0
Mode: 0
Rule Size: 512
Direction: Inbound
Description: This file contains t.he start and end ranges for a pair
of fields of a two-dimensional search.

Example:
{nule rn} (srarb Field 1} {End Field 1} (srarr Fie1d 2} {ena rie:.a z}
0x00000000 0x00000000 oXFFFFFFFF 0xB3891800 OxB38 918FF

0x000000 00
0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000003
0x00000 0 04
0x00000005
0x00000006
0x00000007
0x00000008
0x00000 0 0 9
0x000000 0A
0x00000008
0x0000000C
0x0000000D
0x000 00 0 0E
0x000000 0F
0x000000L0
0x00000011
0x00000012
0x00000013
0x000000 L4
0x00000015
0x00000016
0x0000001?
0x00000018
0x00 000019
0x000000LA'
0x00000018
0x0000001C
0x000 0001D
0x0000001E

0x000 0 01FE
0x000001FF

0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0xLc388000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x7C806F80
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x0000000 0
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x0555 L00 0
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000
0x00000000

0x00000000
0x00000000

OXFFFFFFFF OXB38918OO OXB3 8 918FF
OXFFPFFFFF OXB3834FC7 OXB3 8 34 FC7
OXFFFFFFFF OxB389sEBA OxB3 8 9 5EBA
oXFFFFFFFF 0x83879D1À 0x838?9D1À.
o)(FFFFFFFF 0x83842C00 0xB3 84 2CFF
OXFFFFFFFF OxB388EA79 OxB3 88EA7 9
oXFFFFFFFF 0x838813F2 0xB3I913 F2
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3894BO8 OXB3 8 94BO 8
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3S5OOOO OXB3 8 sFFFF
oXFFFFFFFF 0x8388F730 0xB3 8 gF73 0
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3S9ECOO OXB3S9ECFF
0x1c38FFFF 0x83887218 0xB3I I7218
oXFFFFFFFF 0x838885Ä9 0xB3I885Ã9
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3876OOO OXB3 8 ?5 OFF
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3S6OOOO OXB3 86FFFF
oXFFFFFFFF 0x838L2F85 0xB3 812 F8 6
OXFFFFFFFF OXB388FFD1 OXB388FFD1
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3STOOOO OXB38?FFFF
0x7c806FBF 0xB384E900 0xB3 84E9FF
OXFFFFFFFF OXB3SOEBOO OXB3SOEBFF
OXFFFFFFFF OxB389B7OO OxB3 8 9B7FF
OXFFFFPFFF OXB38O89OO OXB38O89FF
OXFFFFFFFF OXB381FÀ?O OXB3 81FÀ7F
OXFFFFFFFF OxB3859AEO OxB3859ÀFF
oXFFFFFFFF 0x83865420 0xB3 865A2 F
oXFFFFFFFF 0x838L3510 0xB3 813 51F
0x05551FFF 0xB3867?48 0xB386??4F
OXFFFFFFFF OXB386sFOB OXB3 8 6 sFOB
O}.FFFFFFFF OxB3SOOOOO OxB3 8 OFFFF
oXFFFFFFFF 0xB3861348 0xB3 8613 4B
OXFFFFFFFF OXB384EÀÃ3 OXB3 84EAÀ3

:

OXFFFFFFFF OXB389720O OXB3 8 972 FF
OXFFFFFFFF OxB3S6DFOO OxB3 8 6DFFF

H Completed parsed RuIe List LogFile
#
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Ä'.5 Search Results File

# Starting Search Results LogFile
#
# seed: 0
# Mode: 0

# RuIe sizet 51,2
# Direction: Irbound
# Note: The resultant packet includes the cBV and time fo! the pFÀÀE to perform the oR
# {Header} {Level 1} {lz count, L3 counr} {r,z vectors} {l: vectors}
# ExampÌe:
# {OX0OOOIEOD}: OR time = Ox1E, Lengeh = OxD
# {oxoooooooo oxoooooool) {o)<oooooool oxooooooo3} ioxooooooT3 oxzJqy,xxxx}# {oxoooooool oxoooooool oxo2oooooo oxoooooolo oxooooooBo oxxxz,xxxxx}#--------------
0x0000180D 0x00000000 0x00000001 OxOOOOOOOI OxOOOOOOO3 OxOOOOOOT3
0x00000010 0x00000080 0x08000080
0x00001E0D 0x00000000 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooooo3 oxooooooT3
0x00000010 0x00000080 0x08000080
0x0000180D 0x00000000 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooooo3 oxoooooo?3
0x00000010 0x00000080 0x08000080
0x00001Ê0D 0x00000000 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooooo3 oxooooooT3
0x00000010 0x00000080 0x08000080
0x00002A0F 0x00000000 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooooo4 oxoooo692Ð
0x00800000 0x80000000 0x00000100 oxo2oooooo oxSooooloo

::::::i

:::
0x00001608 0x00000000 0x00000001 oxoooooool oxooooooo2 oxooooE2ol
0x00000080
#------------------
# Completed Search Results LogFile
#

oxBBB 9F7E7

0xBB89F7E7

0xBB I9F7E 7

OXBBS 9F7E7

oxBB89F7E7

:

oxBBg 9F?E7

0x00000001

0x00000001

0x00000001

0x0000000r

0x00000002

:

0x0000400o

0x00000001

0x00000001

0x00000001

0x00000001

0x20000000

:

0x00000400

t54 -

0x02000000

0x020000 0 0

0x02000000

0x02000000

0x0 800004 0

a
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App. A: File VO Listine

4.6 Search Timer Results File

#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# Searting Search Tiner Results LogFile
#
# seed: 0
# Mode: 0

f Rule Síze. 5A2
# Direction: Inbound
# Descript ion:
# 0x00000C.A9 : Total Search Time ¡neasured í^ ZO MHz clock cyc1e6.
* 0x0000000C : Count of the number of keys examined in the software search.
# 0x0000000À : Count of the nunìber of nodes accessed during the software
S search.

0x00000C.C9
0x000000 0C
0x0000 000À
0x00000c81
0x0000000D
0x0000000À
0x00000C88
0x0000 0015
0x0000000À
0x00000E58
0x0000000F
0x00000004
0x00000C?5
0x0000 000D
0x0000000,4.
0x00000D39
0x0000000F
0x0 0000 0 0A
0x00000D13
0x0000 0 008
0x0000000À
0x00000D2D
0x0000001L
0x0 0000 0 0A
0x00000E87
0x000 0 0 008
0x0000000Ã,
0x00000CD3
0x0000000F
0x0 00 00 0 0A
0x00000EÀC
0x0000 0 00F

0x0 0 0 00BCF
0x00000013
0x00000 008
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
# Completed Search Timer Results LogFile
#
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A'.7 Pointer Timer Results Fi-le

Starting Pointer Timer Results LogFile

seed:0
Mode: 0
Rule Size: 512

+ Direction: fnbound
H Description: Each line represents the time, measured in 20 MHz clock
H cycles for the hardra'are to retrieve and OR the CBVS from a search.
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0x00000026
0x00 00 0 023
0x00000 02 6
0x00000023
0x00000024
0x00000028
0x00000 028
0x0 000 002 8
0x00000028
0x00000028
0x00 0 00 023
0x00000 023
0x00000026
0x00000023
0x00000027
0x00 0 00 023
0x00000 024
0x00000023
0x00000024
0x00000023
0x00 000 023
0x0 0000 024
0x00000023
0x00000024
0x00000023
0x00 0 00 020
0x00000020
0x00000022
0x00000024
0x00000023
0x00 000 020
0x00000020
0x00000022
0x00000024
0x00000023

i

0x00000023
0x00000020
0x0000001F

# Completed Pointer Timer Results LogFite
#
#--------------
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App. A: File VO Listing

4.8 Tree LogFile

# Starting Tree LogFile
#

seêd: 0
Mode:0
Rule Size: 512
Direction: In-bound
Description: This file is used for examining trees and reproducing them in

# simulation. It indicates the start and end ranges for each key in up to 4
# B-Crees along with the ru1ês stored at each key,
#--------------
# Leve1 0

# Level: 0 Start: 83844700 End: 838447FF
0x00000001 0x00000124
# Level: 0 Start: 8384E9OO End: 8384E9FF
0x0000000r. 0x00000012
+ Level: 1 Startr 8386OOOO End: B386FFFF
0x00000001 0x0 0000188
# Level: 1 Start: 83886C84 End: 83886C84
0x00000001 0x000000¡v{
# Level 2
# Level 3
# Level: 0 Start: 83832500 End: 838325FF
0x00000004 0x0000005D 0x00000066 oXOOOOOOTB O)<OOOOO0A6 OxOOOOOOB? OXOOOOOI1F
0x00000L68 0x00000189 0x000001C8 0x000 001DF
# Level: 0 Start: 83860100 End: B3B6OEFF
0x00000003 0x0000000E 0x0000012À 0x000001E6
# Level: 0 Start: 838834CE End: 838834FF
0x00000002 0x00000072 0x00000151
# Level: 1 Start: 83808ÀOO End: 83808ÀFF
0x00000008 0x0000001c 0x00000055 0x0ooooo75 oxooooooBo oxooooooc6 oxooooooEÀ
0x000000F2 0x000000F6 0x00000L3Ä 0x00000150 oxoOOOOleS
# Level: 1 Start: 8381FÃ70 End: 8381FÀ7F
0x00000006 0x00000016 0x00000021 0x0OOOOO3O OxOOOOOO65 OxOOOOOOFO OxOOOOOID3
# LevêI: 1 Start: 8382S8OO End: 838288FF
0x00000008 0x00000025 0x00000028 0x0000004F oxoooooosS oxoooooo5B oxooooooSc
0x0000009À 0x000000D6 0x00000113 0x00OOO1CO OxOOOOOIED
# Level: 2 Start: 83804OOO End: 83804OFF
0x0000000C 0x0000001C 0x00000055 0x00000075 OxOOOOOOBO OxOOOOOOC4 OxOOOOOOC6
0x000000EÀ 0x000000F2 0x000000F6 0x00OOO13À OxOOOOOI5O OxOOOOOtB6
# Level: 3 Start: 8380284B End: 83802882
0x00000008 0x0000001c 0x00000055 0x00000075 oxooooooBo oxoooooocS oxooooooEÀ
0x000000F2 0x000000F6 0x0000013.A 0x00000150 OxOOOOOIg6

# Level: 4 Start: 83800000 End: 83SOOBFF
0x00000008 0x0000001C 0x00000055 0x00000025 OXOOOOOOBO OXOOOOOOC6 OxO0OOOOEÀ
0x000000F2 0x000000F6 0x0000013À 0x00OOO1SO OxOOOO0lg6
+- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
È CompleEed Tree LogFi le
È

#--------------
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4.9 Testpoints tr'ile

# Starting Testpoints LogFilê
#
# seed: 0
# Mode: 0
# RuÌe Síze: Sa2
* Direction: Ir¡bound
# Description: This filê contains test pointÊ for performing search
# operations. Each test point is selected from within a generated rule-set
# and represents packet header fields for the TCp protocol according to bhe
# sêlected mode.
# {Testpoint Dinension 1} {Testpoint Dimension 2}
# Example: SIP, DIP
# {ox1a sE5426 } {oxB3B9L83c}
#- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ox14585426 0xB3 8 918 3C
0x464F8560 0x8389181.8
0XE7.A123AF 0xB3891804
0x6283D354 0xB3I91808
0x9E5E4697 0xB3891858
0x3 FL l.B3 34 0x83834FC7
0x780740FC 0xB3 834PC?
0xC5FFl0C1 0xB3 834FC7
ox4975AA74 0xB3 83 4FC7
0x23376O96 0xB3834FC7
0x7362FCoÃ' 0xB3I95EBÀ
0x6cD3078Ã. 0xB3895EBÃ
0x3EoBE0C8 0xB389sEB.A.
0x89754oCF 0xB3 8 95EBÀ
0x1659655C 0xB3I95EBA
0xc8F7D80? 0x83879D1Ä.
0x67870FBE 0xB3879D14
0x08344870 0x83879D1À
oXF3BÀDBoF 0xB3 g 7 9D1A
0xE64CÀC31 0xB3I ? 9DLA
0x3B9C00F2 0xB3 84 2C7F
0x6836FC34 0xB3 84 2CF1
0x82148065 0xB3 842C5F
oxE56822',77 0x83842C87
oXEDC2ECTF 0xB3 842C98
oXÀEAF7B8D 0xB3I88A79
0x53335410 0xB3I8EÀ? 9
0X44ÀF6DB2 0xB3 8 8EÀ7 9
0x43D57834 0xB3I8EA7 9
0x8046F881 0xB3I8EA7 9
0x25A.D54lrE 0xB3I813F2

::
OXBD4BEEÃ,F OXB386DFC4
0xE6E96DC1 0xB3 86DFE7
#-------------
# Completed Testpoints LogFile
#
#--------------
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Appendix B: Soffware Nodes Searched

x 1oa Paìr:
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# Nlodes Searched, Avg: 17.592193
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# Nlodes Searched, Avg: 14.109010

x 104 Pair: P32

# l¡cdes Searched, Avg: 14.582862

x 104 Pair: P30
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Figure B-l: Distribution oflnbound Nodes Searched for 16K Rules
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App. B: Software Nodes Searched
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Figure B-2: Distribution of Outbound Nodes Searched for 16K Rules
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